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Executive Summary 
 
The first phase of the Community Leadership Project (CLP) from 2009-2012 was a unique 
opportunity for ten leadership intermediaries to experiment with offering their programs in new 
communities and new regions; develop culturally relevant and responsive approaches, and build 
their capacity to better support grassroots leaders in multiple competency areas considered 
critical for 21st

 
 century community leadership.   

This report seeks to address four questions: 
• What were the leadership strategies that intermediaries used; and how did those 

strategies evolve? 
• What leadership competencies did programs develop? With what results? 
• What were the regional differences in leadership supports before CLP and how was 

leadership capacity building enhanced through CLP investments? 
• What are recommendations for future investments in regional leadership development? 

 

Leadership Strategies and Supports 
• The ten CLP leadership programs had different designs, focused on different 

competencies, and reached different types of leaders. 
The range of leadership supports varied from weekend retreats, to 3-week residencies, 
to monthly sessions over a period of a year or more. Retreats and monthly convenings 
were used to take leaders away from their day-to-day work to focus on their leadership 
and how they could become more effective. Additional elements that were common 
across programs included technical assistance or coaching, assessments, and alumni 
convenings. Some innovative elements included study trips for a week to a similar 
organization, community dialogues, facilitator training, and marketplaces (ferias).  

 

Leadership Competencies Defined 

Five competency areas were selected and monitored for progress and change among 
grassroots leaders who participated in five of the 10 programs. These competencies were 
derived from the literature and from conversations with intermediaries about their programs and 
what they were seeking to develop, change, and measure. The five competency areas are 
briefly described as follows. 

• Personal mastery is the ability of leaders to identify their own passion and values, 
clarify their vision and align those with their work; to listen deeply to others and 
continually engage in reflections and learning; and practice ways to create and sustain 
balance and energy for the long haul. 

• Organizational leadership is the capacity to align the efforts of staff, board and 
volunteers around the organization’s mission, build effective teams, and engage in 
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strategic decision-making; cultivate diverse resources, and measure performance. 

• Cultural/community competency is the awareness of class, culture, and power 
influences on leadership and the health of communities; and the capacity to engage 
those most affected by inequities in the organizational decision-making and community 
problem-solving process.  

• Collaboration and networking is the capacity to connect with peers to solve problems 
and for organizations to collaborate for mutual benefit. 

• Advocacy and systems change is the capacity and skill of leaders (and their 
organizations) to engage in systems thinking, and advocate for changes in policy to 
address inequities and disparities. 

These competency areas guided our quantitative and qualitative analyses and frame core 
findings in the report. 

 
• The personal mastery and collaboration and networking competencies showed 

the most change. 
These are competency areas where leaders are often weak before the program, so 
change in these areas tends to be greatest. Leadership intermediaries are helping 
leaders to find greater balance, clarify their vision and personal goals, understand 
situations that trigger them emotionally and how to handle those, develop trusting 
relationships with peers that enable them to support one another, and find shared 
interests and explore possible ways to collaborate. Cohort models that optimize 
diversity; and quality facilitators that create a safe environment for self-reflection and 
authentic sharing accelerate opportunities for personal mastery and the building of peer 
networks. 

 
• Organizational leadership competencies also showed positive change, although 

the average change was less dramatic.   
Leadership programs supported grassroots, community-based leaders to develop a 
range of organizational leadership skills including how to run a meeting, how to plan an 
event, how to manage staff, how to strategize, set goals, and track progress, and how to 
build effective teams that perform optimally and maintain a healthy work-life balance.  
Generally, leaders started out the program with greater mastery of this competency area 
than either personal mastery or collaboration and networking so change scores were on 
average more modest; never the less leaders do report feeling more confident, 
knowledgeable, and able to apply what they learned in their own organizations.     

 
• Change in competency areas varied by regions.  

We were interested in taking a regional look at competency change since one of the 
goals of CLP was to create greater access to leadership supports in regions that had 
previously been under-resourced, especially the San Joaquin Valley.  All three regions 
made progress in each of the five competency areas (see Appendix I). The San Joaquin 
Valley and the Bay Area intermediaries collectively showed most progress in the areas 
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of personal mastery and collaboration and networking; the Central Coast showed the 
most progress in organizational leadership. The San Joaquin Valley showed the least 
amount of improvement in organizational leadership.  While the Bay Area and the 
Central Coast had established leadership programs focused on organizational 
leadership, the San Joaquin Valley did not (although SJV leaders did have access to 
some organizational leadership supports in all the programs that were offered). 

Regional Differences in Leadership Supports Before and After CLP 
 

• Prior to CLP first-round investments in leadership development, only three 
intermediaries offered leadership supports in the San Joaquin Valley (SJV).   
The Central Valley Health Policy Leadership Institute and the Women’s Health 
Leadership Program both offered programs to nonprofit health leaders in the SJV before 
the start of CLP. Given the size of the SJV, these programs had limited reach before 
CLP. Both programs expanded their reach as a result of CLP funding. SEARAC had 
provided support to a Hmong health collaborative in the SJV, but had not offered a 
leadership program.  Programs like Rockwood, Windcall, LDIR, WLC, and COFEM did 
not have a presence in the San Joaquin Valley prior to CLP. The CFMCO- LEAD 
program, serving leaders from the Central Coast, was launched the first year with 
support from CLP. Only the Bay Area had a strong set of well-established leadership 
development offerings in place when the Program started (Rockwood, LeaderSpring, 
and Windcall). 

 
• Between 2009-2012 CLP leadership supports reached 419 leaders. Close to 70% of 

leaders reached were from the San Joaquin Valley or the Central Coast and nearly 
80 percent were leaders of color. 
CLP leadership intermediaries targeted grassroots, community-based leaders 
(especially leaders of color) who were current and aspiring nonprofit executive directors, 
emerging and mid-career leaders, movement organizers and activists, grassroots 
leaders, volunteer leadership teams from Mexican hometown associations, and 
Southeast Asian youth organizations. Nearly half (48%) of leaders were from the San 
Joaquin Valley, a region that has historically not access to leadership supports.  

 
• The San Joaquin Valley is missing cohort-based organizational leadership 

programs like LeaderSpring and CFMCO-LEAD that targets diverse nonprofit 
leaders. 
Several intermediaries with a focus on social justice leadership and advocacy added 
organizational assessment tools to their curriculum, and brought a stronger 
organizational lens to their participants, but they were not designed as a organizational 
leadership development programs. The SJV could benefit from a comprehensive 
organizational leadership program like LeaderSpring and LEAD.  
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Lessons Learned 
Leadership intermediaries learned many important lessons about how to provide appropriate 
and relevant leadership supports in different contexts and cultures. These include the following: 
 

• Lesson 1:  Programs that successfully invest time in relationship building 
during the first year and cultivate a committed alumni base, have an easier 
time recruiting in subsequent years.  

• Lesson 2:  Intentionally designing (or adapting) leadership programs with 
accessibility in mind improves participation and learning for non-native 
English speakers and leaders with little formal education. 

• Lesson 3:  Cohorts that consist primarily of leaders of color (or women 
leaders of color) show more evidence of  reducing feelings of isolation; 
multi-racial cohorts build cross-boundary understanding and awareness,  
and expand social networks. 

• Lesson 4:  Programs that foster relationship building across differences, 
increase the likelihood of cross-boundary learning and collaborations. 

• Lesson 5:  Making technical assistance and coaching accessible and 
available accelerates learning, and leadership development.  

• Lesson 6:  Developing the capacity of local leaders to participate in the 
design and facilitation of leadership programs enhances the relevance of 
what is offered, and strengthens the local leadership development 
infrastructure.   

• Lesson 7:  Introducing tools and practicing techniques to deal with power 
dynamics, empowers leaders and creates the conditions to get better 
community results.   

• Lesson 8:  Leadership programs that maintain their engagement in a 
region, and build lasting relationships are more trusted and respected as 
long-term partners.   

Recommendations 
 
We believe the following recommendations would advance Phase 2 (2013-2015).  CLP goals 
and strengthen the leadership infrastructure for long-lasting community and regional benefit. 
 

Recommendation 1:  Optimize the value of leadership supports by giving leaders the 
information they need to make informed decisions about the supports that are right for them.  

Recommendation 2:  Expand opportunities for grassroots, community-based leaders without 
adequate staffing or budgets to access supports. 

Recommendation 3: Encourage experimentation with different program designs and 
compare costs and outcomes.  

Recommendation 4: Cultivate a cadre of culturally appropriate coaches, and experiment with 
alternative coaching models. 
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Recommendation 5: Develop and sustain the capacity for local and regional leadership 
programs and program facilitators.  

Recommendation 6: Fund alumni network activities in order to deepen connections and 
increase the benefits of leadership supports in the long-term. 

Recommendation 7:  Promote collaboration and networking as a key CLP 2.0 strategy for 
building longer-term sustainability of not only individual organizations but also the ecosystem 
of organizations within a region. 

Recommendation 8: Support the creation of organizational sustainability plans that have a 
strong emphasis on personal financial sustainability of leaders and staff. 

 

The first round of CLP funding established a strong foundation of leaders with increased 
personal mastery, organizational leadership skills, cultural competency and the capacity to 
collaborate and network. While benefits for leaders, their organizations and communities have 
already been realized, this report has been able to only focus on the initial phase of leadership 
results. The full potential of these investments will continue to emerge as leaders apply what 
they learn and share that learning with others. CLP 2.0 offers a unique opportunity to build on 
the leadership investments in the first round to further strengthen and sustain regional 
leadership infrastructures that can benefit low-income communities and communities of color for 
years to come.  
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I.  Background 

In 2009, the David and Lucile Packard Foundation, the James Irvine Foundation, and the 
William and Flora Hewlett Foundation launched the Community Leadership Project 
(CLP). This collaborative effort aimed to strengthen the leadership and organizational 
capacities of small organizations serving low-income people and communities of color in 
California’s San Francisco Bay Area, Central Coast, and San Joaquin Valley (SJV) 
regions. The three funders worked in partnership with 27 well-established intermediary 
organizations as they engaged in three distinct but related strategies to enhance the 
capacity of community-based organizations to improve the lives of the people they serve. 
CLP’s primary strategy—the Regranting Strategy— provided core financial support, 
tailored organizational development assistance and coaching to small- to mid-sized 
organizations ($7 million investment). The second strategy—the Technical Assistance 
Strategy— provided focused supports around key capacity areas such as finance, board 
development, and technology ($2 million investment). The third strategy—the 
Leadership Development Strategy—provided executive directors and other 
organizational leaders with access to various leadership supports and opportunities. 
Together, these three strategies were designed to build community organizations’ 
adaptive capacity, leadership capacity, operational/management capacity, programmatic 
capacity, and community/collaborative capacity ($1 million investment). The hypothesis 
is that by strengthening these capacities, organizations will be stronger, more 
sustainable, and better able to adapt to changing political and economic climates. The 
CLP logic model that undergirds the initiative is attached in Appendix A.  
 
This report focuses on an assessment of the CLP leadership strategy. Ten 
intermediaries were funded to develop close to 500 leaders with a special emphasis on 
the Central Coast and San Joaquin Valley where there was a less developed leadership 
development infrastructure for small-to-mid-size organizations. With support from CLP 
and mentoring/coaching by LeaderSpring, the LEAD Institute was established in the 
Central Coast for emerging executive directors (EDs) in 2009, and an executive 
roundtable was established for more seasoned EDs. At the time CLP launched, the San 
Joaquin Valley had two leadership programs that were indigenous to the SJV, the 
Central Valley Health Policy Institute’s Health Policy Leadership Program in Fresno has 
existed since 2005, and the Women’s Health Leadership Program located in 
Sacramento, and serving the SJV and other areas of California has existed since 1994. 
Both of these programs prioritize advocacy and network-building to strengthen the 
collective capacity of community leaders to influence health policy and health outcomes 
for communities. SEARAC, a national immigrant and refugee organization capacity-
builder brings unique cultural knowledge to its capacity-building work. They had worked 
to support a Hmong Health Collaborative in SJV, but had never offered a leadership 
program there. 
 
In 2010, the Hewlett, Packard, and Irvine foundations contracted with Social Policy 
Research Associates (SPR) to serve as evaluators of the Community Leadership Project. 
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SPR contracted with the Leadership Learning Community to assess the CLP Leadership 
Strategy, and the impact of leadership supports for leaders of color in low-income people 
and communities of color. Together, we developed a CLP logic model that may be found 
in Appendix A to guide evaluation learning.  
 
This report is divided into the following parts: 

1. Background 

2. Evaluation Strategy and Methodology 

3. Overview of the CLP Leadership Strategy and Characteristics of Leaders 

4. Leadership Competency Framework 

5. Outcomes:  Changes in Leadership Competencies  

6. Lessons Learned about What Works to Support Grassroots Community-Based 
Leaders 

7. Recommendations 

8. Conclusion 
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II.  Evaluation Strategy and Methodology 

The Leadership Learning Community and SPR co-designed the evaluation of the 
leadership strategy after the CLP was already a year into its implementation.1

 

 Thus, 
leadership programs were selected without any knowledge about the assessment 
framework that would be used for this evaluation. Given this limitation, the purpose of 
the leadership strategy evaluation was to develop and test a leadership development 
assessment framework for community-based leadership programs , and to lift up lessons 
learned about providing effective, culturally competent leadership supports to grassroots, 
community-based leaders serving low-income people and communities of color.  

The intent of the evaluation was not to compare programs to each other so we do not 
report on evaluation outcomes by program. This decision was made because there were 
no expectations when grantees were funded, that they would be part of a comparative 
study.  Instead, we report the average change in competencies across all programs, and 
seek to understand and analyze program strategies and how they were adapted in new 
contexts. Future analyses may want to compare strategies that use and do not use 
coaching, and those that are cohort-based (generally longer-term) and those that are 
retreat-based (generally shorter term) to see which strategies are more strongly 
correlated with which outcomes.  
 
Conducting the leadership strategy evaluation was itself an experiment. We partnered 
with intermediaries to identify key outcome areas and to develop assessment tools to 
learn about the personal, organizational, and community-level changes that resulted 
from leadership program participation. The variety of leadership approaches, and 
participant comfort level with English, nonprofit language, and online survey tools 
required some adaptations in our evaluation approach. We worked with intermediaries to 
determine the most appropriate evaluation approach to use with their participants. We 
had direct contact with leadership participants in 9 of the 10 programs. One set of 
program participants2

 

 were excluded because of significant language and technology 
barriers. 

Exhibit 1 provides a summary of evaluation methods that were used to collect data.  
 

Exhibit 1: Methods Summary 

Data Sources Description 

Document Review We reviewed documents that summarized grantees’ objectives 
and progress, including: 

                                                        
1 One important lesson for the future is to design the evaluation at the same time as the program is being 
designed so it is more integrated from the start and can provide better guidance for the program. 
2Council of Mexican American Federations (COFEM) 
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Data Sources Description 

• Proposals, interim reports, and final grant reports from 
each leadership intermediary 

• Evaluation summaries provided by some intermediaries 
• CLP progress reports generated by the Learning 

Partners3 

In-Depth Interviews with 
Intermediaries (20 Total) 

We conducted two rounds of interviews with the intermediary 
organizations that supported this strategy. The first set of 
interviews took place in Fall 2011. A second wave of interviews 
took place Summer 2013. The purpose of the interviews was to 
document their program strategies and how those were adapted 
and evolved over time to meet the needs of leaders they were 
working with, and what results and challenges they observed 
from leaders, their organizations, and the communities they 
served. Appendix B includes a list of those who were 
interviewed. Appendix C provides the protocol that was used. We 
also had follow-up conversations with selected intermediaries to 
decide on the best evaluation strategy for each program 
throughout the course of their grants. 

Evaluation Survey 
(N=111) 
  

We co-created a survey with leadership intermediaries to assess 
personal, organizational and community leadership outcomes 
(see Appendix D for the survey template Round 2). The survey 
was administered to graduates of five programs 4-6 months after 
they completed the program. LeaderSpring used an existing 
survey to capture data on these outcome areas, so we included 
their findings in our analysis.  Participants were only surveyed if 
their completion date fell between 2010 to mid-2012. A total of 
148 participants were invited to complete the survey. Seventy-
five percent (75%) of the invitees responded to the survey. 
Appendix E provides of breakdown of survey participation by 
program and region. 

In-Depth Interviews and 
Profile Development with 
Program Participants  (16 
Total) 

We conducted 45-60 minute interviews with 1-2 participants from 
each program (except for COFEM). Interviews were used to 
develop leadership profiles. Each profile was shared with the 
leader and approved for final publication. The purpose of the 
profiles is to capture the leadership and leadership development 
journey and to understand how the program contributed to a 
leader’s growth and development, and the organizational and 
community impact those changes have had. The profile interview 
protocol may be found in Appendix F. The profiles may be found 
in Appendix G. 

Participant Focus Groups In partnership with SPR, LLC conducted day-long regional 
Learning Labs in each of the three regions in summer 2011 and 

                                                        
3Learning Partners served as the intermediary who provided coordination with the intermediary partners on grant setup, 
reporting and synthesis of learning in the early stages of the initiative. 
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Data Sources Description 

then again in summer 2012 (six Learning Labs total.) CLP 
Learning Labs convened grantees and participants in all three 
strategies, providing them with the opportunity to meet one 
another, network, and share their learnings. At the 2012 CLP 
Learning Labs, the SPR-LLC evaluation team conducted focus 
group discussions with leaders from organizations that 
participated in the Leadership Strategy. These discussions 
focused on whether and how participation in CLP impacted these 
leaders and their organizations. 
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III.  Overview of the CLP Leadership Strategy and the Characteristics of Leaders 
Served 

The CLP Phase 1 Leadership Strategy was designed to create access to leadership 
supports among grassroots, community-based leaders in low-income people and 
communities of color in underserved areas like the San Joaquin Valley and the Central 
Coast. The learning goal of the Leadership Strategy was to experiment with a variety of 
strategies and learn more about how to effectively reach, support and strengthen leaders 
and their organizations. Ten intermediaries were funded to provide leadership supports, 
based on their track records for effectively supporting grassroots, community-based 
leaders in the past.  
 
Exhibit 2 provides an overview of the ten leadership intermediaries--including their 
organizational missions, the amounts they were awarded, the target numbers of leaders 
they planned to serve, the number of leaders they actually served, and the percentage 
served.  
 

Exhibit 2: Overview of Leadership Intermediaries 

Leadership 
Intermediary Intermediaries’ Mission 

Grant 
Size Target 

Total # 
of 

Leaders 
Served 

% of 
Targeted 
Served 

Center for 
Collaborative 
Planning (CCP) 

CCP’s mission is to promote health 
and social justice by building 
capacity at the community level 
through leadership development, 
training, technical assistance, 
coaching and convening. 

175,000 50 33 66% 

Community 
Foundation for 
Monterey 
County 
(CFMCO) 

CFMCO is a community foundation 
that supports multiple leadership 
strategies to address the high 
nonprofit leadership turnover 
anticipated in the next decade and 
the lack of regional professional 
development programs in Monterey, 
Santa Cruz, and San Benito 
counties 

250,000 105 84 80% 
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Leadership 
Intermediary Intermediaries’ Mission 

Grant 
Size Target 

Total # 
of 

Leaders 
Served 

% of 
Targeted 
Served 

Council of 
Mexican 
American 
Federations 
(COFEM) 

COFEM promotes the advancement 
of the Latino community in North 
America through public policy 
advocacy, community organizing, 
leadership and organizational 
development, educational and 
cultural programs and bi-national 
projects.  

150,000 504 33  66% 

Central Valley 
Health Policy 
Institute 
(CVHPI) 

CVHPI is committed to facilitating 
the development of just health and 
health care policies and programs in 
the SJV, and to increase regional 
capacity to create and implement 
effective health and health care 
initiatives 

150,000 30 30 100% 

Leadership 
Development for 
Interethnic 
Relations5

LDIR’s mission is to empower, 
mobilize, and equip individuals, 
communities, schools, and 
organizations with awareness, skills, 
and action steps necessary to foster 
positive intergroup relations. 

 
(LDIR) 

200,000 60 49 82% 

LeaderSpring 

LeaderSpring's mission is to foster a 
powerful, equity-driven social sector 
by strengthening leaders and 
organizations; developing 
communities of leaders; and 
transforming the systems in which 
they work. 

200,000 84 73 87% 

Rockwood 
Leadership 
Institute 

The Rockwood Leadership Institute 
provides social justice oriented 
individuals, organizations and 
networks with training in leadership 
and collaboration. 

300,000 54 56 104% 

Southeast Asia 
Resource and 
Action Center 
(SEARAC) 

SEARAC focuses on helping 
refugees help themselves through 
training and technical assistance, 
resource development, civic 
engagement and action-oriented 
research. 

150,000 24 16 67% 

                                                        
4 * COFEM planned to serve at least 36 people from 18 organizations, and ended up serving 33 from 22 
organizations 
5 Healthy House partnered with LDIR for the first cohort. Healthy House’s mission is to build understanding between 
cultures and improve the quality of life, health and well-being of the underserved in Merced County. 
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Leadership 
Intermediary Intermediaries’ Mission 

Grant 
Size Target 

Total # 
of 

Leaders 
Served 

% of 
Targeted 
Served 

Windcall 
Institute  

Windcall Institute is a national 
organization dedicated to renewing 
and developing organizers and 
leaders who foster civic participation 
in the social, economic and 
environmental justice movements. 

85,000 15 10 67% 

Women’s 
Leadership 
Circles (WLC) 

WLC recognizes and supports the 
diversity of women’s leadership by 
bringing together circles of women 
from different communities and 
disciplines, especially those 
engaged in social justice work, to 
collectively create healthier lives and 
societies 

111,000 45 37 82% 

 
• Five intermediaries met at least 80% of their target, while five others 

reached targets below that percentage; overall CLP leadership 
intermediaries reached 78% of their combined target number. 

Intermediaries target completion percentages ranged from 44% to 104%. Intermediaries 
that were highly successful in reaching their targets were either well-established 
intermediaries in the regions where they did their recruitment, or had strong partners in 
the region who could assist with recruitment.   
 
Intermediaries that had difficulty reaching their targets faced a number of challenges.  
Several intermediaries found it more time-consuming to do outreach and more difficult to 
convince recruits to enroll than they had expected, especially in the San Joaquin Valley. 
 
One intermediary described how successful recruitment takes more than calls and 
emails. 

We’ve been hearing how difficult it is to do outreach and 
recruitment, and we agree: it is difficult. It takes a lot of time. It 
takes not even sending an email or making a call; we had to show 
up at to peoples’ meetings. We had to show that we were invested 
in the work that they’re doing.  

Another intermediary commented that it is more than just time-consuming, but takes a lot 
of follow-up and handholding as well.  

It’s a lot of follow up to get people there; it's more than just being 
very time-consuming. It involves arm-twisting and handholding to 
get people there. Even though people felt there was a need, [it 
was difficult] to actually get them to join.  
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Two intermediaries had staffing and partner issues that delayed their recruitment efforts.  
Two intermediaries changed course and prioritized spending their resources on in-depth 
coaching for fewer leaders, and alumni convenings for those who had participated in 
earlier residencies.    
 
One intermediary that works with immigrant and refugee communities made a dramatic 
shift in programming based on whom they were able to recruit and what they needed. 
The initial proposal was to strengthen the capacity of existing organizations, to train 
them in nonprofit techniques, but many of the leaders already know these and do not 
use them or feel they are relevant. People “wanted to have different ways of looking at 
leadership,” according to the program director.   

They're a little bit tired of what's existing already in the community. 
People were saying, ‘We really want to challenge what's already 
out there because the institutions are taking up space and taking 
up resources, and we can't do anything.  So that’s when we 
decided we were going to start with people who responded, and 
we were going to see where they were at, and that's how we're 
going to work.  

They changed course and worked with groups and organizations to think about 
leadership in context, focus on community participation, “rather than trying to sustain 
some kind of structure.” As a result they chose to work with fewer leaders in a different 
way than originally proposed. 
 
The challenges faced by the intermediaries speak to the issues discussed in the 2011 
CLP Annual Report, and of the need to strengthen the organizational leadership capacity 
building infrastructure within each region and the need for flexibility in tailoring services 
to the needs of the participants.  Exhibit 3 provides a breakdown of leaders served in 
each region by program.  
 

Exhibit 3: Leaders Served by Region and Program 

 
San Joaquin 

Valley Bay Area Central Coast 

Total # of 
Leaders 
Served 

CFMCO (LEAD 
and Roundtable) 

  84 84 

COFEM - PASO 32   32 

CVHPI - HPLP 30   30 

LDIR 49   49 

LeaderSpring  73  73 

Rockwood 19 34 3 56 

SEARAC 16   16 
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San Joaquin 

Valley Bay Area Central Coast 

Total # of 
Leaders 
Served 

Windcall 9  1 10 

CCP - WHL 32   32 

WLC 14 22 1 37 

TOTAL 201 129 89 419 
 

• Eighty percent (80%) of the leadership intermediaries provided training and 
support to leaders in the San Joaquin Valley. Nearly half of all leaders 
reached by CLP supports were from the San Joaquin Valley.  One of the 
primary goals of the initiative was to provide more leadership supports to the San 
Joaquin Valley.  Eight programs now have graduates in the region. Three of the 
intermediaries continue to develop leaders in the San Joaquin Valley even 
though they have not been funded during the second round of funding. One of 
the gaps that exists in the San Joaquin Valley is access to a monthly leadership 
training program whose primary focus is organizational leadership development.  

• Bay Area leaders had access to three leadership programs; while the 
Central Coast is predominantly served by one intermediary.  The Bay Area 
has historically had more access to leadership supports and has program 
offerings that are well-established in the region.  A leadership intermediary from 
the Bay Area has been instrumental in supporting the development of the primary 
leadership intermediary serving the Central Coast, and has shared curriculum 
and evaluation tools and provided technical assistance. The Central Coast has a 
strong program for emerging nonprofit leaders, but could benefit from having 
more access to leadership supports for social justice leaders.  

Of the 419 leaders who were served, close to 80% were leaders of color, a primary 
target population for the CLP initiative. Three quarters of the leaders served were female. 
The number of women served reflects the fact that more women work in community-
based nonprofit organizations than men, and that two of the programs focus only on 
recruiting women.  
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Exhibit 4 maps the concentration of leaders who were reached in 16 counties.   

 

Exhibit 4: Distribution of Leaders Served by County 

 
• Counties that are more rural and have a higher concentration of immigrants 

were not as well-served by the intermediaries as were counties with urban 
areas with a larger concentration of nonprofit leaders.  Monterey and Fresno 
had the largest concentration of leadership participants; Madera, Tulare, King, 
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San Benito and Santa Clara had the least. Targeted efforts are needed to reach 
leaders in more rural areas, and often require that training be provided in 
Spanish. One intermediary provided all training in Spanish. Distance that people 
have to travel to participate in a program offering also affects the likelihood of 
rural leaders participating in programs.  

Exhibit 5 describes the target population, key program components and length of the 
program for each of the ten CLP intermediaries. Although there is some overlap in the 
strategies used, we found that the programs can be clustered by three types based on 
their primary strategies:  monthly convening and training programs; retreat-based or 
residency programs; and coaching programs.  
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Exhibit 5: Overview of Leadership Supports:   
Target Population, Key Components and Program Length 

Leadership 
Program 

 
Target Population Key Program Components 

Length of 
Program 

MONTHLY CONVENING AND TRAINING PROGRAMS 
CFMCO 
(Leadership 
Education and 
Development 
Program and ED 
Roundtables) 

• Emerging leaders 
with high potential to 
become EDs in 5 
years (for LEAD) 

• Executive directors 
of nonprofits (for ED 
Roundtable) 

• Monthly seminars 
• Coaching (10 sessions over five 

months) 
• Assessments and professional 

development plans 
• Action learning projects 
• Peer round tables 

1 year 

COFEM 
(Programa de 
Asistencia y 
Soporte 
Organizacional) 

• Mexican hometown 
associations 

• Volunteer leadership 
teams 

• Monthly 4-hour weekend training 
sessions  

• Technical assistance and 
coaching 

• Organizational scholarships 
($450) 

• Graduation ceremony 
• Feria de Clubes  

11 months 

CVHPI  (Health 
Policy 
Leadership 
Program) 

• Emerging mid-career 
leaders 

• Grassroots 
nonprofits serving 
people of color 

• Monthly day-long sessions 
• Check-ins between session 
• Action learning projects 
• Organizational stipends 
• Bi-monthly seminars (includes 

alumni) 

9 months 

LeaderSpring • Executive directors 
of community-based 
organizations 

• 2/3 of whom are 
leaders of color 

• Monthly Leader Circles  
• 360 degree assessment 
• 10 hours of Coaching 
• Weeklong study trips 
• Alumni network 
• Dialogue Series 

2 years 

RETREAT-BASED OR RESIDENCY PROGRAMS  
Rockwood • Social change 

leaders of color 
• Full-time staff of 

direct services and 
advocacy 
organizations with 
budgets under 
$250,000 

• 360 degree assessment 
• 2 weeklong retreats: The Art of 

Leadership and Leadership in 
Action: Advanced Art of 
Leadership 

• Facilitated peer and group 
coaching 

1 year 
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• The monthly convening and training programs are favored by those 

intermediaries that have a strong focus on developing emerging and mid-
career nonprofit leaders, and who prioritize cultivating organizational 
leadership.  For those leaders who are preparing to run, or who are running a 
nonprofit organization, meeting monthly with peers to discuss challenges and 
learn new skills and practices gives them more opportunities to learn and 
integrate what they are learning.  Emerging and mid-career leaders have a lot to 
learn, and monthly meetings over a 9 month to 2 year period, provide a high 
dosage of leadership supports. 

LDIR 
(Leadership 
Development for 
Interethnic 
Relations) 

• Nonprofit and 
emerging leaders 
from 
underrepresented 
communities  

• Diversity by 
race/ethnicity, 
gender, sexual 
orientation, and age 

• Two weekend retreats 
• Learning teams (that meet at 

least twice between retreats) 
• Workshops 
• Listserv and Facebook group 
• Alumni convening 
• Facilitator Training 

2 months +  

Windcall • Organizers and 
activists in the 
social, economic and 
environmental 
movements 

• Emphasis on women 
and leaders of color 

• Orientation 
• 3-4 week Residency with peers 
• Coaching 
• Alumni gatherings 

3-4 week 
Residency 
required 

CCP - WHL • Grassroots and 
nonprofit leaders 
working on the 
frontlines of 
improving health in 
low-income 
communities 

• Quarterly retreats 
• Leadership development plan 
• Pre/post self-assessments 
• Learning groups 
• Mentoring 
• Virtual meetings 
• Alumni network 

1 year 

WLC • Nonprofit women 
leaders serving low-
income communities 
of color 

• Weekend retreats with check-ins 
after  

• Financial assessment 
• Listserv 

Variable 

COACHING-BASED PROGRAM 
SEARAC • Leaders serving 

Southeast Asian 
communities, and 
fostering youth 
leadership 

• Cambodian, Laotian, 
and Vietnamese 
leaders 

• Twice-a-year site visits 
• Phone and email contact (varies 

from monthly to quarterly) 
• Community dialogues 

N/A 
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The meetings provided me ongoing support and I was able to build a 
deeper relationship with other fellows. It was like each month I was 
getting a tune-up.  In some leadership programs, you go for a week and it 
is great for that week, but then you still have the whole year to deal with.  
Meeting monthly over two years, I felt like every month I was getting 
critical information and knowledge that gave me a boost. 

• The retreat-based/residency programs are favored by intermediaries that 
work with social justice and social movement leaders; they have a primary 
focus on personal mastery. 
Intermediaries that target grassroots, social justice leaders have designed their 
programs to give leaders a chance to step away from the day-to-day work so 
they have a chance to reflect, recalibrate, and rejuvenate. Retreats are often held 
in beautiful natural settings with time built in for leaders to connect with each 
other, develop practices of self-care, focus on their values and priorities, and plan 
for how they can lead with clarity and balance once they return to work.  
 
One intermediary described the value of retreats for social justice leaders. 

Having the space to come through the program was helpful 
because it gave them a retreat.  They could step back from their 
work and do some reflection that allowed them to come back more 
resilient.   

A Latina leader who participated in a retreat-based program highlights how 
valuable this time was in helping her step back, connect with younger leaders, 
and challenge herself to be more creative and innovative. 

It was wonderful to be away for a week-long retreat in a beautiful 
setting, just to think and be creative and be innovative.  It was 
rejuvenating because I’ve been doing this work for so many years.  
When you’ve been doing work for a lot of years, you tend to get 
into a groove and you just do it.  And that’s why I [attended the 
program]: because I wanted to shake myself up.  In order for me 
to be effective and stay viable for my organization, I need to be 
innovative and challenging myself and hearing what other people, 
specifically younger people, are doing.  That was really important 
to me and I feel like I did get that. 

• Coaching or providing some kind of technical assistance or mentoring is a 
component of all the CLP leadership programs and is viewed as an 
essential component for supporting grassroots, community-based leaders. 
Grassroots, community-based leaders face personal, organizational and 
community challenges that benefit from the opportunity to process with others, 
whether peers or professionals. This can take the form of an informal check-in 
call between sessions to listen and answer questions, as well as provide 
encouragement and support for new learning, to more formal professional 
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coaching programs.  One intermediary relied entirely on a coaching model to 
support teams of leaders from immigrant-led organizations. This decision was 
made because intermediary staff believed that tailored supports would be more 
effective and relevant than a leadership program.  
 
Several intermediaries experimented with peer coaching. Peer coaching may be 
done in pairs or small groups. One-on-one peer coaching provides leaders a 
structure for looking deeper into vexing leadership questions, or improving or 
changing a leadership practice to become a more effective leader. When there is 
a good outreach and education process, a good match, and shared expectations, 
peer coaching can be a powerful support for leaders. Some feel it is a “poor 
substitute” for professional coaching with certified coaches.  

 
Leadership intermediaries have been challenged to provide coaching and 
technical assistance themselves because it is very time-consuming, which is one 
reason that peer models have been experimented with. Professional coaching 
can be costly to provide, although one program has a well-developed coaching 
group they have cultivated that provides services pro bono.
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IV. Leadership Competency Framework 

The CLP Leadership Strategy Evaluation identified five leadership competency areas 
that were used to assess changes in leadership capacity among CLP-supported leaders. 
The areas of focus reflect priorities of CLP funders, leadership intermediaries, and the 
grassroots, community-based leadership development field.6

 

  The articulation of these 
competency areas can be viewed as a product of the initiative: the initial CLP proposal 
request did not call for curricula that addressed these competencies.   

We compiled and analyzed all the outcomes and measures that leadership 
intermediaries used to assess program effects. We clustered these outcomes into five 
areas: personal mastery, organizational leadership, cultural/community competency, 
collaboration and networking, and advocacy and systems change.  During the course of 
the three-year CLP evaluation process, we evolved a list of core indicators that reflected 
the priorities of all those involved. A summary list of competency measures and the 
number of survey respondents on each measure may be found in Appendix H. 
 
In this section we provide a brief description of each of the five competency areas; why 
this area is important for grassroots, community-based, nonprofit leaders; and the 
priority of this competency among the ten leadership intermediaries.   
 

• Personal mastery is the capacity to identify leaders’ own personal passion and 
values, clarify their vision, and align those with their work; to listen deeply to 
others and continually engage in reflection and learning; and practice ways to 
create and sustain balance and energy for the long haul.  Personal mastery is 
one of the five disciplines of learning organizations outlined first by Peter Senge 
in the Fifth Discipline (1990). Personal mastery refers to the inner work that 
leaders need to do so that they can take care of themselves over the long haul, 
and relate well to others.   

• Organizational leadership is the capacity to align the efforts of staff, board and 
volunteers around the organization’s mission, build effective teams, engage in 
strategic direction-setting with community input, cultivate diverse resources, and 
measure performance. The measures we used to assess organizational 
leadership were drawn primarily from two intermediaries who measure 
organizational leadership, and from the My Healthy Organization, which was 
used as the primary organizational assessment tool of the CLP evaluation. 
Organizational leadership development is a core focus of the CLP initiative. 

• Cultural/community competency is the awareness of class, culture and power 
influences on leadership and the health of communities; and the capacity to 

                                                        
6 D. Meehan, C. Reinelt, N. Castaneda, J. Holley, Leadership and Collective Impact: A Guide For Strengthening The 
Impact of Your Leadership Development Work (September 2012); P. Brown, Promoting Grassroots Leadership 
Development: The Role of a Learning Program (June 2002);  W.K. Kellogg Foundation, Grassroots Leadership 
Development: Workbook for Aspiring or Current Grassroots Leaders 
http://www.racialequitytools.org/resourcefiles/kellogg.pdf. 
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engage those most affected by inequities in organizational decision-making and 
community problem-solving. Cultural competency and community 
responsiveness are core values of the CLP initiative. A recent LLC publication 
on leadership and race emphasizes the importance of a bringing a racial justice 
lens to designing leadership curriculum in order to effectively support  
grassroots, community-based leaders in communities of color.7

• Collaboration and networking is the capacity of leaders to connect with peers 
to solve problems, and for organizations to collaborate for community benefit. 
Collaboration and networking outcomes are highly valued by participants in 
leadership programs because connecting with peers has such a powerful effect 
on reducing isolation, countering burnout, providing access to resources, and 
creating the conditions for innovation.

 

8

• Advocacy and systems change is the capacity and skills of leaders (and their 
organizations) to engage in systems thinking, and advocate for changes in 
policy to address inequities and disparities. Advocacy and systems change 
leadership addresses root causes, and the structural dynamics that create 
inequities, and introduce skills and strategies to run campaigns, engage in policy 
advocacy, and build social movements. 

   

9

In conversation with CLP funders after leadership programs were selected, they 
emphasized that personal mastery, organizational leadership, and cultural competency 
were the areas where they hoped to see most progress and development. The last two 
competency areas were included because several leadership intermediaries had a 
priority focus on collaboration and networking, and advocacy and systems change 
because they believe these competencies are critical for community impact and 
nonprofit sustainability in the longer term.  

 

 
Exhibit 6 indicates the level of priority that each of the leadership programs gave to each 
competency area.  We are not establishing any correlation between program outcomes, 
and what competency areas programs prioritize. The relationship between priorities and 
outcomes by program is beyond the scope of this evaluation. Instead, we want to 
provide a descriptive overview by mapping the priorities of each program. A dark gray 
bar means that a program makes competency in this area a primary focus of its program. 
A medium gray bar indicates that topics in this area are addressed but it is not a major 
focus of the curriculum or supports. A light gray bar indicates the program has little or no 
focus in this area.

                                                        
7 Leadership Learning Community, Leadership and Race: How to Develop and Support Leadership that 
Contributes to Racial Justice. 
8 Leadership Learning Community, Leadership and Networks: New Ways of Developing Leadership in a Highly 
Connected World (October 2012); June Holley, Network Weaver Handbook: A Guide to Transformational Networks 
(2012); GEO, Working Better Together: Building Nonprofit Collaborative Capacity (2013). 
9 Kirwin Institute, Systems Primer (December 2008); Otto Scharmer and Katrin Kaufer, Leading from the Emerging 
Future: From Ego-System to Eco-System Economies (2013); Policy Link, Leadership for Policy Change (2003); TCE, 
What Makes An Effective Advocacy Organization (2009). 
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Exhibit 6: Leadership Program Priorities 
 

Organizational 
Leadership 

Personal 
Mastery 

Cultural 
Competency 

Collaboration/
Network 
Capacity 

Advocacy/ 
Systems 
Change 
Capacity 

CFMCO      

COFEM - PASO      
CVHPI - HPLP      
LDIR      
LeaderSpring      
Rockwood      
SEARAC      
Windcall      
CCP - WHL      
WLC      

 
 

• Programs with dark bars in four out of the five competency areas are more 
likely to be retreat-based programs. LDIR, Rockwood, and WHL all use week-
long retreats to engage leaders in intensive self-assessment, dialogue, and 
skills-building. LeaderSpring, a training program, uses week-long site visits, and 
meets with leaders monthly for two years.  

• Five of ten intermediaries placed a primary emphasis on cultivating 
personal mastery (those with dark gray bars). These programs serve social 
justice leaders, nonprofit executives, and program managers. Some of the 
successful techniques they used included circle conversations, self-
assessments, 360 assessments, and the cultivation of personal ecology (healthy 
practices for the mind, body and spirit). 

• Four of the ten leadership programs placed a primary emphasis on 
developing a wide range of organizational leadership skills. Three of the 
intermediaries were skills training programs, while one intermediary provided 
coaching to teams of leaders in the organization. Both strategies were effective 
at building organizational leadership capacities. The coaching model was more 
targeted and less comprehensive, but had the advantage of working with teams 
of leaders over longer periods of time and focusing on pivotal challenges facing 
the organization. Working with organizational teams overcame a disadvantage 
of working with individual leaders who may find it difficult to translate and 
integrate the tools and skills they are learning within the organizations, 
especially if they are not the executive director. 

• Four of the ten leadership intermediaries have well-developed curricula 
and strategies for cultivating cultural and community competencies as an 
organizing principle for their programs. One of the critical success factors is 
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the knowledge, experience, and cultural competency of the core program 
trainers or facilitators. Two of the intermediaries have invested significantly in 
training facilitators to guide conversations on race, class, and power.  

• All the intermediaries emphasize relationship-building, and provide 
opportunities for leaders to better understand and support each other’s 
work. Three intermediaries connect leaders to active alumni networks; two 
intermediaries experimented with collaborative conversations on topics of 
importance to leaders in the nonprofit sector.  

• Four intermediaries place priority emphasis on developing advocacy skills, 
movement building, and systems thinking.  Three of these intermediaries 
focus on changing the social determinants of health and policies and practices 
that lead to disparities in health outcomes.  

 
As evident by this summary, the approaches across the intermediaries varied 
considerably. As of now, we do not know which program designs lead to which kinds of 
outcomes. In the next section, we present a more in-depth analysis of outcome 
measures in each of the five competency areas, aggregating leadership changes across 
all programs and comparing competency level before and after participating in a 
leadership program.   
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V.  Outcomes:  Changes in Leadership Competencies 

The CLP program was designed to improve leadership competencies of grassroots, 
community-based leaders in communities of color so that they would be able to more 
effectively manage their organizations, lead balanced and healthy lives, and achieve 
their missions. Grassroots, community-based leaders worked under very challenging 
economic conditions during the 2009-2012 grant period. The financial collapse and the 
toll it took on communities of color through lay-offs, foreclosures, and cuts in funding 
while demand for services increased, created extraordinary amounts of uncertainty for 
the viability of grassroots nonprofit leaders and their organizations, and extraordinary 
demands on leaders to do more with less, or ramp up quickly to absorb federal stimulus 
money.  
 
The leaders we surveyed indicated on average that they felt more confident and skilled 
on 23 competency measures ranging from a half point to a full point increase in their 
level of competency after the program. On average leaders felt they had another full-
point to gain on every competency in order to achieve mastery, indicating that more 
supports may be needed.  
 
Drawing from the quantitative and qualitative data, we tracked the impact of participation 
in CLP on leaders’ competencies.  The CLP leadership survey measured changes in 
leadership competencies in five areas: 

● Personal mastery 

● Organizational leadership 

● Cultural competency 

● Collaboration and networking 

● Advocacy and systems change 

For each competency area we developed a set of competency measures that we asked 
leaders to rate themselves on, giving us both a rating of their competency after the 
program, and a rating of where they were competency-wise before the program (see 
Appendix H). Using a four-point scale, we calculated the average aggregate change on 
each measure to understand where leadership programs collectively had had the 
greatest impact. We selected measures to report on below based on the number of 
survey responses we had for the measure, the degree of improvement (+.5 or greater), 
and where qualitative evidence was available to document the change. The qualitative 
data comes from the profile interviews and from the learning labs.
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Here is a summary of the average change for all measures for each competency area, 
sorted from highest change competency area to lowest change. 
 

Exhibit 7: Average Change for Measures 

 
Competency Area 

Average Change for 
All Measures 

Standard Deviation of 
Change 

Personal mastery +0.82 +0.58 

Collaboration and networking +0.74 +0.76 

Organizational leadership +0.71 +0.62 

Advocacy and systems change +0.65 +0.62 

Cultural competency +0.54 +0.63 

 
Below we describe and analyze the changes that occurred in each competency area.  

Personal Mastery  
As noted earlier, we define “personal mastery” as the capacity of leaders to identify their 
own personal passion and values, clarify their vision, and align those with their work; to 
listen deeply to others and continually engage in reflection and learning; and practice 
ways to create and sustain balance and energy for the long haul.   
 
On measures of personal mastery, leaders on average improved close to or above a full 
point on each of the selected measures, except for listening deeply and respectfully 
which grassroots, community-based leaders (most of whom are women) reported they 
already did well in this area before the program. Average improvements in personal 
mastery were higher than for any other competency area (+0.82 overall).   
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• The opportunity to step back and reflect is a hallmark of the best 
leadership programs. Taking time for personal reflection reduces the 
likelihood of burnout and losing leaders’ creative edge.  On average all 
respondents reported that they had “ very well” mastered the ability to create 
opportunities for personal reflection, a full point increase from what they reported 
before the program.  

An Asian woman in a monthly leadership program commented on the benefits 
she experienced from personal reflection, and how she has been able to 
incorporate that practice with her senior management team.  

I know as a leader of an organization, when I feel balanced, and 
when I can come from a calm place, that translates to the rest of 
my staff.  [The program] has a big focus around life-work balance, 
especially for those who are doing what I call heart work, the work 
that I love. I was able to take a break and reflect on the work and 
not burn myself out. I have also allowed my management team 
and teachers to do the same thing, not to burn themselves out. 

0 1 2 3 4 

I create opportunities for personal 
reflection. (+1.1) 

I embrace challenges and mistakes as 
learning opportunities (+1.0) 

I have strategies for sustaining my 
energy for the work in the face of all the 

stress. (+0.9) 

I take appropriate risks. (+0.9) 

I feel at peace with myself about what I 
can and cannot do. (+0.8) 

I listen deeply and respectfully to 
information, emotions, opinions, and 

perspectives from diverse groups in the 
community. (+0.6) 

1=Not well at all   2=A little   3=Very well   4=Extremely Well 

Personal Mastery 

After 

Before 
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Continually having that time for reflection, renewal, and wellness 
is woven into work that we do.  

Personal reflection is an antidote to burnout because it gives leaders a chance to 
pause, to reflect on their personal intention, what they want to achieve, and how 
they can work in ways that are balanced and sustainable over the long term.  

• Becoming clearer about what is possible to achieve, and recognizing that 
you cannot do it alone reduces stress on leaders.  On average all 
respondents reported that they were at a high level of mastery in their ability to 
be at peace with themselves about what they can and cannot do (level 3 on a 4 
point scale).  For example, a Latina leader from Visalia describes how she 
accepted that to be effective she had to be strategic in what she could do, and 
not over-commit herself in an effort to “save the world.”  

I’ve learned that you can’t save the world…To be effective leaders 
you have to take the time to build capacity and continue to 
allocate time to do other things that are required of you as well as 
be strategic around committing yourself to what you can deliver on 
and ask for help for what you can’t. 

When leaders accept that they cannot do everything themselves they are much 
more likely to ask for help which both gives others an opportunity to lead, and 
reduces stress that the leader may feel if they try to do it all themselves.  

• Adopting a practice of learning from mistakes accelerates the development 
process.  On average all respondents reported that they had mastered “very well” 
the ability to embrace challenges and mistakes as learning opportunities, a full 
point increase from what they reported before the program.  For example, an 
Asian woman in Merced County reflects on how she adopted a stance of learning 
from her mistakes. “What I’ve learned is I’m going to make a lot of mistakes. I’m 
going to have to be fine with that.  I’m going to have to understand that I’m 
learning as I’m going.”  Having an experienced coach to process with improved 
what she learned.   

I always say, ‘What would we have done without our coach 
watching over us?’ She made sure that, even when making 
mistakes, we went over what we learned and how we could 
improve.  When working in such a close-knit community, you have 
to be so careful about your approach, and our coach is so 
experienced in many of those areas. 

When leaders receive coaching and technical assistance, they learn and develop 
more quickly because they have someone to process their experiences with, 
develop strategies for improvement, and check back in to see how well those 
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new strategies are working. A coach helps move leaders from theory to practice 
over time and supports them to adapt to changing circumstances. 

• Developing the confidence to approach others and ask for what you want is 
a risk that often pays off with new funding or career opportunities   On 
average respondents showed close to a one-point improvement in their ability to 
take appropriate risks, and reported moving closer to having mastered this 
competency “very well.” 
Several leaders spoke about taking personal risks that they never would have 
been confident to take before the program.  For instance, an African American 
leader from Merced reported how the retreat-based program helped boost her 
confidence to approach a fellow participant (who had become a grants manager) 
about applying for a capacity-building grant. 

Never in my wildest dreams would I have considered talking to the 
Hub Manager about a capacity-building grant before [the program].  
My connection through [the program] gave me a boost to say it’s 
okay to approach her; all she can say is no.   

A Latina leader from Fresno described how she gained confidence from 
attending the monthly leadership program to make a career move and take on a 
new leadership role.  

As a result of participating in [the program] I am growing, gaining 
visibility and developing relationships with funders. I have gained 
confidence and lost fear of asking and approaching people. I 
probably would not have applied for the Building Healthy 
Communities job if I had not been encouraged by my participation 
in the leadership program.  

When leaders have more confidence about approaching others about what they 
want or need, they achieve more. 

Organizational Leadership  
Recall that we define “organizational leadership” as the capacity to align the efforts of 
staff, board and volunteers around the organization’s mission, build effective teams, 
engage in strategic direction-setting with community input, cultivate diverse resources, 
and measure performance. 
 
On measures of organizational leadership, leaders on average improved close to a full 
point on each of the selected measures, although no measure showed a full point 
improvement. Leaders consistently rated themselves with some mastery before the 
program, and reported moving closer to mastering these competencies “very well” after 
the program. Average improvements in organizational leadership were less than 
personal mastery and collaboration/networking competencies, but greater than 
cultural/community competency and advocacy and systems change competencies. 
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• Leaders who engage staff in setting goals, planning and tracking progress 
are more focused and accountable for results.  On average leaders reported 
close to a one point increase (+.9) in their capacity to facilitate, communicate, 
and build consensus towards appropriate results and (+0.7) in their capacity to 
value and measure performance. 

 
A Latina leader in Monterey/ Salinas described how learning to set goals for 
herself has translated into better goal-setting for the whole organization, and the 
development of a dashboard to track progress. 

0 1 2 3 4 

I use effective facilitation and 
communication techniques including 

meeting planning and facilitation, conflict 
resolution, and consensus building to lead 

groups towards sustainable and … 

I engage in open communication, share 
information widely and involve staff and 

board in making decisions. (+0.8) 

I use evidence and community/client 
input for making decisions. (+0.8) 

I motivate others in my organization to 
work effectively in teams. (+0.8) 

I support others in my organization to 
find a sustainable work-life balance. 

(+0.7) 

I value and measure performance. (+0.7) 

1= Not well at all   2=A little   3=Very w ell    4=Extremely well 

Organizational Leadership 

After 

Before 
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Having that framework, and having it on paper, was so helpful for 
me that I thought that it would be really helpful for everybody, 
individually and as an organization.  We are also incorporating 
these goals into our strategic plan, which was one of my main 
goals in [the program] so now we have a strategic plan and a 
dashboard to track how we are doing.  

A Bay Area Asian leader described how her organization is more accountable 
than before.  

We have much better systems now. We are much more 
accountable because we have a nice blueprint to guide us.  We 
can identify areas where we are weak and areas where we are 
strong and areas where we need to grow.  

For example, this organization clarified its supervision policies and changed how 
supervisors communicated with staff. 

I learned to be hard on the system and soft on the people. It isn’t 
about being hard on the person, but about coming from a very 
trusting and empowered way of communicating what our concerns 
are and what the bigger community concern is.  It’s not just you 
and not just one individual; your actions are impacting an entire 
community. 

Both of these leaders were part of monthly leadership programs that made 
organizational leadership skills building a high priority. Programs that introduce 
leaders to strategic planning and tracking tools have a much higher likelihood of 
making progress on the measures they care about.  

• Engaging community leaders in a needs assessment process builds 
relationships, deepens understanding about community needs, and 
improves organizational decisions.  On average respondents showed close to 
a one-point improvement (+0.8) in their ability to use evidence and gather 
consumer input to make decisions, and they are moving close to having 
mastered this competency “very well.” 
 
An emerging Latina leader in a monthly leadership program used a CLP 
capacity-building grant to conduct a needs assessment to engage community 
members in the predominantly Latino, low-income areas of the county to better 
understand how to address sexual violence in the Latino community. Learning 
from the needs assessment challenged the leadership of the organization to 
acknowledge its approach to addressing sexual violence was culturally 
appropriate for white women in more affluent communities but was not likely to 
be effective in Latino communities. 

The needs assessment that we’ve done is a really great example 
of what we have been able to accomplish through CLP.  Not only 
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did the community leaders feel that we valued their opinion, but 
our organization improved, as well.  Making the needs 
assessment a priority brought a population and a city to the 
forefront of awareness for our Peninsula counterparts who don’t 
often work in the south county.  Now, they realize some of the 
challenges that we’re facing in this office. People are showing a 
vested interest in what’s going on. 

• Creating a culture of open communication and learning better prepares 
staff to lead.  On average respondents showed close to a one-point 
improvement  (+0.8) in their ability to share information widely and involve staff in 
making decisions, and are close to having mastered this competency “very well.” 

A Latina leader learned the value of sharing information with staff from a study 
tour she was supported to take by her multi-year leadership program (to visit a 
similar organization in Chicago). As a result she established a monthly meeting 
with her program staff (all African American women) so they could share and 
learn about administration, finances, contracts, and HR.   

You can’t really run a program well if you don’t know everything 
that goes into it.  Visiting the agency in Chicago really taught me 
that I should pass [organizational leadership] understanding down 
to my staff.  What’s exciting is that these women don’t have 
master’s degree, they’re all African American and they are all 
programming staff. Now they get the opportunity to learn, make 
more money, and have more responsibilities.  I’m very proud of 
that.  

The benefits of sharing and learning together about organizational leadership not 
only improves programs, but also builds the capacity of program managers to 
assume leadership roles, thus improving their career prospects. 

• Building the capacity of the organization’s leadership starts with 
appreciating different leadership styles, and building consensus around a 
shared vision.  On average leaders reported close to a one-point increase (+.8) 
in their capacity to motivate others to work together as a team.  For example, one 
African American leader in a retreat-based program that used personal 
assessment tools learned to identify and appreciate different leadership styles; 
and understand that a strong team does not mean everyone has to do things the 
same way. 

Understanding my personal leadership style was really very 
interesting to me because it was doing some self-assessment and 
getting clearer on my style and also being able to appreciate other 
styles and create win-win scenarios…What I’ve been more 
focused on as a leader is being able to share the vision and the 
desired outcome and then allowing people who have signed up to 
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be leaders or responsible for a task to do it their way as long as 
we can navigate and get to that desired end. 

• Delegating responsibilities to show trust and to create space for others to 
assume leadership roles and responsibilities.  One important outcome of 
leadership programs is the enhanced ability of leaders to delegate responsibility 
to others. Often this involves creating a shared vision, letting go of preconceived 
ideas of how something should be done, and allowing others to take initiative.  
For example, an African American founder of a cultural arts organization for 
underserved youth in the Bay Area describes the value of the program in helping 
her learn to delegate. 

The program has helped me to delegate more and to empower 
others around me, so that I’m not the only person doing everything.  
I’ve learned to be a better team builder, which not only assists in 
reaching our goals, but frees me up to have more time and brain 
space …It really helped me to see where I was burning my candle 
at both ends in the middle and on top and everywhere.  I think I’ve 
been able to manage my time a little bit better and give myself 
cushion and give myself the free time that is also healthy. … I’ve 
learned that I may do it a certain way and someone else may do it 
a totally different way and it may work even better. But I have to 
give them the opportunity to show me what it is they can do. My 
patience has grown and so has my willingness to see another 
perspective and to accept that another way can work. 

Delegating not only relieves stress for the executive director, but also builds the 
leadership capacity of program managers and emerging leaders in the 
organization. 

• Leaders reported the least progress on measures of resource 
development; and evaluating and using new technology. One the measures: 
“I cultivate and develop a wide-range of organizational resources (volunteers, 
funding)” and “I identify, evaluate, prioritize and use new technology to 
strengthen both programs and internal activities,” leaders reported only +0.4 
improvement. These findings likely reflect a lack of emphasis on these skill sets 
in the curriculum provided. 

Cultural and Community Competency  
We define “cultural competency” as the awareness of class, culture and power 
influences on leadership and the health of communities; and the capacity to engage 
those most affected by inequities in organizational decision-making and community 
problem-solving. 
 
Cultural/community competency measures showed the least improvement of any 
competency area. On average, leaders rated their change in cultural competency lower 
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than all other competency areas. One reason for this may be that leaders generally rated 
their cultural competency “before” the program higher than for other competency areas. 
This higher rating may reflect that most respondents are women of color who may be 
more aware of the role of culture, and racial, class, and gender power dynamics by 
virtue of their own experiences.   

 
 

• Successfully addressing community health problems in immigrant 
communities depends on establishing trust and bringing a culturally 
appropriate lens to finding solutions.   On average respondents showed a 
half-point improvement  (+0.6) in their understanding of culture, customs, and 
norms that influence leadership. Leaders were close to well mastering this 
competency before the program so change scores were less than for other 
competency measures in other areas.   

A western educated Hmong leader described going back to the Hmong 
community in the San Joaquin Valley where she grew up and how she learned 
culturally appropriate ways to educate and build awareness among community 
members about the risks and symptoms of Hepatitis B in the Hmong community. 
One of her first challenges was to figure out how to establish a presence in the 
small, close-knit Hmong community without threatening the established 
leadership. She describes how she began to see things from a Hmong person’s 
lens.  

0 1 2 3 4 

I am conscious and intentional about 
addressing power relationships within 

the organization. (+0.7) 

I understand how cultural beliefs, values, 
behaviors, customs and norms influence 

what people care about, and how they 
organize and lead. (+0.6) 

I make sure that the lead_ership of the 
organization reflects the constituencies 

we serve. (+0.5) 

I engage people from diverse cultures in 
community problem-solving. (+0.5) 

1=Not well at all   2=A little   3=Very well   4=Extremely well 

Cultural/Community Competency 

After 

Before 
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I’m kind of like an outsider.  And so I’m slowly trying to get back 
and become part of my community.  It’s been three years and it’s 
a slow transition…I was born in America.  I was the first of ten 
children born here. I’ve been trained to have that western view 
and take a western approach. But I’ve realized after working in the 
community for a few years, in order to be successful I have to lose 
my western lens and see things from a Hmong person’s lens.  I 
can’t develop interventions from the western approach.  I have to 
do it from the Hmong approach.  That was a hard lesson. 

Working with a Southeast Asian coach, this young leader learned how important 
it was to take the time to build relationships 

I’ve realized that it takes a long time to earn the respect and trust 
of the community and the leaders you’re working with.  In our 
community, it’s really important to show face.  That means going 
to Hmong community events and showing how you’re supporting 
them in their events.  That really helps to quickly build respect and 
trust with community leaders and the community in general…We 
needed to show that we are here to stay, and that we are serious 
about the work we are doing.  It’s learning about being patient and 
taking time to build these really important relationships that I know 
facilitate the work I’m doing now and in the future. 

• Making sure that the leadership of the organization is culturally diverse 
builds credibility with diverse communities, and makes it more likely that 
they will access the services the organization provides.  On average 
respondents showed a half-point improvement  (+0.5) in their capacity to make 
sure that the organization’s staff reflects the constituencies they serve.  One 
African American leader, for example, developed a relationship with a Punjabi 
leader who was part of her retreat-based leadership program that led to her 
being hired to work with the Punjabi community. Prior to hiring a Punjabi staff 
person, the organization had not served any Punjabi community members, now 
they are able to better meet their needs.  

Our agency can now offer another language to residents in the 
county.  Before we never received referrals from the Punjabi 
community, now we have five people who are participating who 
speak Punjabi. They are able to speak with someone who looks 
like them, speaks their language, and understands their culture. 
That’s so important in order for people to be able to facilitate 
change in their lives.  

Hiring someone to reach out to and create access for a population that has not 
previously been reached is one means to become more culturally competent; but 
one intermediary acknowledges that more work needs to be done to help 
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organizations work across race, class, and culture. An organization embedded in 
the African American community may find few avenues for connecting with Latino 
immigrant communities even though they have shared interests and shared 
needs.  

I’ve had several interesting conversations about how do I get 
people to pay attention to the chronic disease issues of the African 
American community here in the Central Valley or how do I get 
people to pay attention to the fact that there are these disparities 
when the assumption is we’re in this together and collectively. 
There are a lot of disparities going on, but it feels like there’s 
recognition within [cultures and ethnic groups] but not as much 
across. There’s more work that needs to be done around that. 

Collaboration and Networking 
We define “collaboration and networking” as is the capacity of leaders to connect with 
peers to solve problems, and for organizations to collaborate for community benefit. 
 
Collaboration and networking has been demonstrated to create greater organizational 
efficiencies, and to increase community benefit.10

 

 Collaboration and networking 
measures showed the greatest average change after personal mastery. All the 
leadership programs included in the survey are designed to connect peers and provide 
opportunities for leaders to share, learn, and support each other; and the data suggest 
many positive examples of collaboration that would not have occurred without the 
leadership program.    

                                                        
10 Beth Kanter and Allison Fine, The Networked Nonprofit 
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• Connecting with peers makes it easier to access resources, and provides a 

support system for leaders to take on new challenges.  On average leaders 
have made a full-point improvement in their capacity to connect with peers to 
help them solve problems, and have “very well” mastered this competency since 
their leadership program.  For example, one leader described how connecting 
with peers through a monthly ED roundtable enabled her to find an auditor at half 
the cost of what she was paying before. A Latina leader who had recently 
become an executive director described how much she valued having a monthly 
opportunity to connect with her peers as she received millions of dollars in 
federal stimulus funding to implement new programs. 

[Jumpstarting the programs] was really hard for me as an ED, 
especially as a new ED, but it was once in a lifetime so I had to go 
for it.  If I hadn’t been able to go to the [program] monthly 
meetings and pull myself together, I don’t know what would have 
happened.  

In the interviews, we also learned that personal support networks can be difficult 
to sustain after the program ends, without an alumni structure, or planned 
convenings where leaders can renew their connections. A number of leaders 
recommended creating more opportunities for peer convening because these 
connections are so valuable to them.      

0 1 2 3 4 

I connect with peers to help me solve 
problems. (+1.0) 

I collaborate with other organizations to 
have greater community-wide impact. 

(+0.7) 

I actively seek collaboration with other 
organizations to maximize impact and 
connect campaigns and activities to a 

broader movement for social change. (+0.7) 

1=Not well at all   2=A little   3=Very well   4=Extremely well 

Collaboration and Networking 

After 

Before 
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• Organizational collaboration produces community benefits that 
organizations alone could not achieve.  On average respondents showed 
between a half and whole point improvement (+.7) in their capacity to collaborate 
with organizations to have greater community impact. Several leaders described 
organizational collaborations that had emerged with people they had met in the 
program.  For example, in Bakersfield a leadership development organization 
was able to connect with a civic engagement organization (in the same cohort) to 
mobilize high voter turnout in the Proposition 30 campaign.  

[Our organization] doesn’t have the capacity to initiate action in 
terms of civic engagement. That's why the connection to [an 
organization we met during the leadership program] was so critical 
because that’s their job. For Prop 30 we didn’t have the capacity 
to go out and raise the funds but we could get our folks to do the 
work.  So we partnered.  I recruited all the folks. They laid out the 
program. And we connected with them and our folks went out.  
Out of the entire state, our little collaborative in Bakersfield had 
the third highest outcomes in terms of votes and voters. So we are 
very proud of that.  That is a direct outcome of working in 
collaboration. 

One Latina leader in Fresno speaks about how a group of women leaders started 
a collaborative that became a multicultural community center.  

CLP has transformed who our partners are.  Before CLP we 
partnered with health departments, insurance companies, 
healthcare providers, and big advocacy organizations. Now we 
partner with a number of small organizations.  Women in the 
leadership program started a collaborative that brought together 
20 organizations [to build a different kind of resource center], one 
that is not just about services but also creating new sets of 
opportunities. This became a Multicultural Community Center and 
it’s a hot place.  Every week I find myself going to a different 
meeting in that neighborhood happening at the Center.  We have 
worked with many of the other groups in that collaborative...this is 
the result of multiple people from different organizations that 
ended up in the same leadership program. 

Another leader spoke about how her organization’s collaboration with two 
organizations she met in the program, and how their collaboration gave low-
income, non-English speaking families an experience of a beloved children’s 
park in a culturally comfortable environment. 

For a lot of families who are not acclimated to the mainstream 
world, going to a place like Children’s Fairyland seems very 
intimidating.  So we talked about doing some kind of peer support 
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field trips together, where the Richmond group brings their folks 
and we bring our folks at the same time so they will see people 
that come from similar backgrounds or speak the same language.   

The ability to partner depends on developing trusted relationships, and 
understanding where your mission overlaps with someone else’s. The best 
leadership programs build relationships and provide opportunities for leaders to 
get to know each other’s work. Collaborations are likely to happen, especially 
among those programs where leaders have a sustained opportunity to stay in 
connection with one another over time. Collaboration is a critical factor in the 
ability of organizations to achieve their missions. No organization has the 
capacity to produce significant community impact alone. When organizations 
collaborate they increase access to resources and people they did not have 
access to before, and their combined efforts produce significantly more benefit 
for communities especially in times of scarce resources. 

Advocacy and Systems Change 
Finally, we define “advocacy and systems change” as the capacity and skills of leaders 
(and their organizations) to engage in systems thinking, and advocate for changes in 
policy to address inequities and disparities. 
 
Advocacy and systems change measures showed more modest change on average 
when compared to other competency areas; only cultural/community competency 
showed less overall change.  This is primarily a result of the fact that advocacy and 
systems change capacities were strongly emphasized in only two of the programs that 
participated in the survey that may explain why there were modest changes overall. Also 
the timeline required for advocacy and systems change can be long as well. 
 

 

0 1 2 3 4 

I advocate the importance of working on 
policy and systems change with board and 

staff. (+0.8) 

I advocate for changes in policy that will 
benefit communities of color and low-

income communities. (+0.6) 

I actively seek ways to undo systems of 
oppression in my work. (+0.5) 

1=Not well at all   2=A little   3=very well   4=Extremely well 

Advocacy and Systems Change 

After 

Before 
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• When organizations understand they are part of a larger system, it 
influences how they think about their own success.  On average 
respondents showed close to a full point change (+.8) in their ability to advocate 
for the importance of working on policy and systems change with their board and 
staff. For example, a Latina leader of a disability rights organization found it 
valuable to use the MHO assessment tool with the board of statewide disability 
council to help them shift their lens from their organizational success to a lens of 
enhancing the capacity of the entire community of organizations to produce 
better outcomes for consumers.   

I have actually utilized MHO not only with my organization but also 
with the State Disability Council…We’re using some of the 
questions, specifically those around the board…It has opened up 
different kinds of conversation with the board because now they 
realize that capacity building has to go beyond your organization – 
it has to be in your community…Their success is my success…If 
we’re failing, we’re all ultimately failing our consumers. 

• Identifying a policy problem and developing evidence-based policy 
solutions creates the potential for system changes that may benefit low-
income people and communities of color more broadly.  On average 
respondents showed about a half point change (+.6) in their ability to advocate 
for changes in policy that benefit low-income people and communities of color. A 
Latina leader who participated in a monthly leadership program that placed a 
strong emphasis on designing and implementing policy change projects 
describes how she partnered with one of her peers on a project to identify the 
funding barriers that disadvantaged communities face, and how that data was 
subsequently used to influence funding policy. 

One of the highlights of the leadership program was partnering 
with a peer at the California Rural Legal Assistance to document 
funding barriers, provide a process map for what it actually means 
to go through the funding process for disadvantaged communities, 
and provide guidance and recommendations to overcome these 
barriers.  I am still seeing the fruits of (our project). The program 
created space and guidance to work on the project and now some 
of the documents have been used in our own advocacy efforts 
with funding agencies.  The project has been a success because 
it’s a unique tool that communicated the community perspective in 
a way that is targeted to influence policy.  We are taking what’s on 
the ground and working to take it to the next level to influence 
policy. 

Creating more opportunities for leaders to work together on advocacy and 
systems change projects to address structural barriers in the nonprofit sector that 
interfere with achieving community level benefits and outcomes may represent 
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an opportunity to add significant value to capacity-building strategies that CLP 
has already successfully supported.    

• Learning new tools and techniques empowers leaders to challenge existing 
power relationships, leading to positive impact.  On average respondents 
showed a half point change (+.5) in their ability to seek ways to undo oppression.  

One intermediary introduced tools and techniques to enable leaders to manage 
difficult conversations and situations, often when they need to confront those who 
have power. A Latino leader described learning about POP (purpose, outcomes, 
and process) as a consensus-building tool, and how they were able to 
successfully apply this tool in a public meeting.  

I use the POP process a lot in the community.  When I want to go 
out and make a presentation, I lay out that format and work to get 
a consensus so that when we sit down we have a pretty good idea 
of the process we want to use to reach the outcomes...As simple 
as it was, it has brought phenomenal value.  

The training that the organization’s staff and constituents received in the POP 
process was effectively used in a public meeting designed to solicit input on who 
should receive public contracts for conservation efforts. When community voices 
were heard, the result was several new contracts. 

 
In summary, leaders reported they had mastered most of the competencies “very well” 
that were measured by the survey and reported the most significant levels of change in 
the area of personal mastery and collaboration and networking. A more in-depth look at 
progress by region may be found in Appendix I.  
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VI.  Lessons Learned About What Works to Support Grassroots, Community-
Based Leaders 

In this section we highlight some of the major lessons learned about how best to support 
grassroots, community based leaders that have emerged from the collective experience 
of the ten intermediaries that have participated in the CLP initiative. 
 
Lesson 1:  Programs that successfully invest time in relationship building 
during the first year and cultivate a committed alumni base, have an easier 
time recruiting in subsequent years.  
 
Several intermediaries spoke about the need to take time to show up, have multiple 
conversations with people, and build trust before they could successfully convince 
people they were recruiting to apply. In some cases, grassroots, community-based 
leaders had little exposure to what leadership programs could offer them, or if they did 
have awareness they may not have trusted that the program would be culturally 
appropriate. 

We're doing a lot of focused relationship building and maintenance 
to help overcome that kind of lack of trust that's built on legacies of 
drop-in and drop-out models.   

One intermediary also invested in developing local partnerships. While this helped with 
recruitment, the time it took was significant. 

I think that we had much better traction than we would have if we 
tried to do outreach and recruitment on our own in the first year for 
sure.   

When the original partnership dissolved, the intermediary reached out to four alumni who 
to help co-design and co-lead the program.  

We wouldn't have been able to step into being the lead on the 
program in year two if folks were not there to call on who were 
already prepared to take lead positions in some of this work.   

 
Lesson 2:  Intentionally designing (or adapting) leadership programs with 
accessibility in mind improves participation and learning for non-native 
English speakers and leaders with little formal education. 
Language barriers prevent many immigrants and non-native English speakers from 
accessing leadership supports. One intermediary developed a full training programs in 
Spanish, another recruited Spanish-speaking peers to share in the same residency, and 
a third created a language-inclusive environment where participants, for whom English is 
not their native language, could speak in Spanish and others would translate. These 
adaptations made the programs more accessible and enabled leaders to learn more 
than they would in English-only programs. Intermediaries also slowed the pace of their 
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training; provided check-ins, tutoring and technical assistance; and developed culturally 
relevant examples to communicate concepts and ideas to leaders with limited formal 
education.  
 
 
Lesson 3:  Cohorts that consist primarily of leaders of color (or women 
leaders of color) show more evidence of  reducing feelings of isolation; 
multi-racial cohorts build cross-boundary understanding and awareness,  
and expand social networks. 
Cohorts are intentionally selected groupings of leaders who share a sustained 
leadership development experience together, and in the process learn from each other 
and build trusting relationships that enable them to provide a different level of support for 
each other as leaders. This experience was particularly powerful for CLP leaders since 
they had the opportunity to be in cohorts that were predominantly or completely other 
leaders of color. One intermediary described how valuable it had been for leaders of 
color to be in a program with each other. 

This program was our only program that we ever had that focused 
specifically on leaders of color.  Otherwise, our programs are 
more multiracial.  The feedback I got from the groups, and I think I 
can say this for all three years, was how powerful it was to be in 
the room with other leaders of color who have different but similar 
histories, and similar understanding of what it means to be serving 
low-income communities in California.  They felt less isolation.   

Without peers, the isolation can lead to a lot of negative feelings. An African American 
woman leader speaks about how encountering sexism takes a personal toll that can be 
managed better by connecting and sharing with other women leaders of color.  

I work in a male dominated city and I was told by a man that he 
could close down my doors because he was the main game in 
town. You can buy into all that negativity. I had to put on a suit of 
armor so I didn’t have to take on the negativity.  There is a 
heaviness of putting that on every morning.  It was helpful to meet 
other people who felt that way.  Having a conversation with others 
who wore armor too made it okay.   

Intermediaries make different assumptions about how to construct their cohorts. Some 
intermediaries recognize the benefits of being in a cohort with only leaders of color (or 
only women) because it opens up opportunities for deeper sharing and a reduced sense 
of isolation, other intermediaries believe that including white leaders and men 
contributes more to building cross-cultural awareness and understanding, and 
strengthening social capital across race, class, and gender. We believe there are 
benefits to both approaches, and that leaders need access to different environments in 
which to grow and thrive as leaders.  
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Lesson 4:  Programs that foster relationship-building across differences, 
increase the likelihood of cross-boundary learning and collaborations. 
One intermediary experimented with maximizing the diversity of its “learning teams” so 
that leaders could move outside their comfort zones to build trust across race and sexual 
orientation differences, expand their network and increase the likelihood of collaboration.  

The intentions of the learning team is to give folks an opportunity 
to connect with a diverse group of people whom they may not 
have otherwise had a chance to connect with on such a deep level.  
We preselect the learning teams to make them as diverse as the 
participant pool that we have. We try not to pair anyone up with 
someone they might already have a history of working with so that 
we're growing people's network and their ability to 
collaborate…We introduce team building tools and give them a 
chance to practice and get comfortable with them so that they can 
use them with their community and organization. 

One participant describes the considerable benefits of collaboration for more quickly and 
effectively meeting their mission and objectives.  

We don’t typically seek collaboration with community-based 
organizations at all. As a direct result of the training we did with 
the Community Leadership Project, we were able to identify our 
mutual interests and figure out how to collaborate to improve our 
environment and meet (our respective) outcomes…It’s a real win-
win in terms of what these organizations need to get done, what 
they’re not doing, and how we can bring resources to help them 
meet their mission and objectives. 

Lesson 5:  Making technical assistance and coaching accessible and 
available accelerates learning, and leadership development.  
A number of intermediaries adapted their programs to include more technical assistance 
and coaching. Sometimes leaders did not have the experience, education, or language-
ability to keep up with the training program that was being offered. Intermediaries 
addressed these challenges by using more technical assistance between sessions, or 
building coaching and TA into the monthly sessions. One intermediary decided to 
abandon a conventional leadership program approach and adapted a coaching model 
instead to better meet the needs of the volunteer organizations with whom they worked.  
 
As young leaders assume leadership of grassroots, community-based organizations, 
they are finding they need significant amounts of TA and coaching to master what they 
are expected to know as an ED. A new Latina executive director gives her opinion. 

Technical assistance is not even optional anymore.  We’re 
expected to do so much and have all these different things that I 
don’t even know how other organizations do it or how they have 
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resources or know all those things. Leadership programs are 
really reinvesting in communities and small agencies to make it 
possible for leaders who may not have been able to be an ED 
without a program like that.   

A young Hmong leader, who recently stepped into the executive director role, benefited 
from on-the-job learning she was given by the former executive director, and from 
coaching support she received from a CLP intermediary. 

[My coach and I] have conversations about my leadership in the 
organization, and about our organization’s role in convening 
leadership conversations in the community we serve. It’s been 
very helpful to work on the individual level and the organizational 
level. It’s also good to have an outsider come in that can talk 
about an issue and help us think about things differently. 

The value of this coaching was particularly notable because the coach was a Southeast 
Asian refugee with deep experience working in Southeast Asian communities.  

 
Lesson 6:  Developing the capacity of local leaders to participate in the 
design and facilitation of leadership programs enhances the relevance of 
what is offered, and strengthens the local leadership development 
infrastructure.   
One intermediary had significant success offering more relevant leadership supports by 
training four local lead facilitators from the community, and working with them to design 
the program. 

I think one of the really important things has been to have those lead 
facilitator voices as a strong part of our curriculum development…and a 
commitment from them to help us think through some of the planning 
aspects for the [program’s viability].  It's been really impactful and I think 
helped us to connect in more lasting and stronger ways.   

According to one intermediary, having local facilitators took the group to a much deeper 
place than had occurred during the first cohort. 

It was so powerful because these facilitators were on the ground in the 
Central Valley, vested in the same ways and in some of the issues that 
folks are facing.  They were really able to understand the community 
differently than folks in LA were able to understand the community.  And 
so I think the learning teams in the second cohort had a much, much 
quicker and stronger connection than the folks did in the first cohort.   

Another intermediary worked with its facilitators to enhance their ability to integrate 
throughout a deeper “awareness of the histories, and the political context we are working 
in.”  This intermediary states, 

We created more examples to note how actually the systemic 
racism or sexism, and all these forms of oppression can cause 
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people to be triggered.  We want to lift out that there are systems 
of injustice.  We are being more transparent about bringing a 
racial justice lens to our content.   

Intermediaries adapted their curriculum to respond to the learning needs of leaders. 
Some of the learning needs included event planning and grassroots fundraising; 
marketing; recruitment and retention of volunteers and staff; project management; team 
building and collaboration; and mergers and collective impact. 

 
Lesson 7:  Introducing tools and practicing techniques to deal with power 
dynamics, empowers leaders and creates the conditions to get better 
community results.   
Some programs explicitly focused on introducing and practicing tools and techniques 
that enable leaders to manage difficult conversations and power dynamics. A Latino 
leader described learning about POP (purpose, outcomes, and process), and how 
applying this technique builds shared ownership for the outcomes.  

I use the POP process a lot in the community.  When I want to go 
out and make a presentation, I lay out that format and work to get 
a consensus so that when we sit down we have a pretty good idea 
of the process we want to use to reach the outcomes...As simple 
as it was, it has brought phenomenal value.  

The training that the organization’s staff and constituents received in the POP process 
was effectively used in a public meeting designed to solicit input on who should receive 
public contracts for its conservation efforts. When one of the trained community leaders 
recognized the city manager was trying to prematurely cut off debate and silence 
community voices, she challenged the decision. When community voices were heard, 
the result was several new contracts. 

The community member politely put the city manager in his seat 
and everyone went forward.  I loved the way it was orchestrated 
and based on this simple training we had [learned from the 
leadership program]. We overcame opposition and went on to 
receive four contracts and have pending a contract with the county 
worth over $50,000.  

Lesson 8:  Leadership programs that maintain their engagement in a region, 
and build lasting relationships are more trusted and respected as long-term 
partners.   
One intermediary commented that they continue to nurture the relationships they built 
even though they have not been funded for CLP 2.0 because they feel leaders are 
harmed when programs drop in and out of regions.   

There are opportunities being provided for leadership growth in 
the Central Valley, but they're not being provided to folks in a way 
that is long term and long lasting.  One of the reasons we're so 
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committed to staying in the Central Valley, in whatever ways we 
can, is because we don't want to be a drop in and drop out 
[program].  It was hard for us to do outreach because there's a 
lack of trust in programs that come in from the outside and provide 
services and then they don't see them again.  Or it feels like that 
to them…so we're doing a lot of really focused relationship 
building and maintenance to help overcome that kind of lack of 
trust that's built on legacies of drop in and drop out.   

Two other intermediaries are continuing to provide leadership supports in the San 
Joaquin Valley and the Central Coast even though they have not continued receiving 
CLP funding. In one case, the program has become part of the operating expenses of 
the community foundation, and in another case, the staff of the institute does what it can 
to build and strengthen the network of local health advocates even without continuous 
funding supports.  
 
The potential to further support collaboration and invest in network building for CLP 
leaders from Phase 1 may offer a means for funders and intermediaries to demonstrate 
on-going interest and commitment to those leaders they supported in the first phase who 
may not be funded in Phase 2. .  
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VII.  Recommendations 

The following recommendations are offered for consideration to strengthen the capacity 
of leaders to access appropriate supports, and to grow and sustain the capacity of 
leaders to continue improving their skills and leveraging networks to create long-lasting 
community benefit.   
 
Recommendation 1:  Optimize the value of leadership supports by giving 
leaders the information they need to make informed decisions about the 
supports that are right for them.  
During the first phase of funding, leadership intermediaries used their connections and 
networks to reach leaders who might be interested in what they had to offer. This 
approach introduced many new leaders to the potential value of leadership supports. For 
the most part intermediaries did their own outreach and recruitment, and did not work 
together. Likewise, leaders were not given a choice supports, so they did not have the 
information to make an informed decision about which supports were right for them. 
Matching leaders with appropriate supports may require a more intentional strategy like 
the one being pursued in the second round of CLP funding, where leaders are given a 
fuller range of leadership supports to choose from, and have the information they need 
to make decisions about which resources will best suit their needs at that particular time.  
 
Recommendation 2:  Expand opportunities for grassroots, community-
based leaders without adequate staffing or budgets to access supports. 
Grassroots, community-based leaders who are volunteers or who have minimal staff find 
it difficult to step away to participate in leadership trainings and retreats without 
professional development funds or general support grants, that can cover costs to the 
organization if the leader is away.  Without these types of supports, leaders are less 
likely to prioritize their own leadership development. While there are tremendous 
benefits to stepping away from the organization to reflect and learn with other leaders, 
there will always be organizations whose size and staffing may not allow it. Alternatives, 
like coaching “in place” can ensure that even leaders without resources can still benefit 
from leadership supports.  
 
Recommendation 3: Encourage experimentation with different program 
designs and compare costs and outcomes.  
The availability of workshops, short-term programs, and tailored supports may make 
leadership development accessible to more people who cannot make a longer-term, 
more intensive investment.  In Phase 2, one intermediary redesigned their offering to 
reduce cohort-based opportunities (moving from two weeklong retreats over the course 
of a year to one) and increasing the number of professional coaching hours. This revised 
model may be better tailored to support individual leaders in their development process, 
but may lack the benefits of face-to-face cohort connection.  
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Having people have the time to be together face-to-face to build 
their leadership over a longer term process makes a difference in 
the leader’s development and the cohort’s connection.  So I 
accept the invitation on the part of foundations to think about how 
we can reduce “costs”, but I also invite them to look at ways in 
which actually the investment is really critical and important, and 
it’s not just a matter of how  we can cut costs.  But actually 
[connections] are what’s really important to make our 
organizations thrive hopefully for the benefit of our democracy and 
our communities.   

Experimenting with different program designs offers an opportunity to compare the 
benefits of different approaches. What is gained, for instance by increasing the number 
of professional coaching hours? What is lost by eliminating a second face-to-face retreat 
and peer calls over the course of a year-long program?  
 
Recommendation 4: Cultivate a cadre of culturally appropriate coaches, 
and experiment with alternative coaching models. 
Coaching has had mixed success for leadership programs that often build it in as an 
option for leaders but do not necessarily have a well-developed cadre of culturally 
appropriate coaches, or the structures to support successful implementation. When 
coaching is done well, it can be a highly effective way to support leaders to apply what 
they are learning and address personal, organizational, and community leadership 
issues with which they are dealing.   
 
Leadership intermediaries experimented with both professional and peer coaching 
models. Both can be highly effective when there is a good match between the pairs, 
when leaders understand how to use coaching sessions, and when structured 
opportunities are built into the program (e.g., breakfast roundtables, coaching during 
training sessions or retreats). Coaching programs will be less successful if they are 
viewed as an added option, rather than a core support. More experimentation and 
sharing among leadership intermediaries about what has worked, and how they have 
found supportive, cost-effective ways to provide coaching could add significantly to the 
leadership development experience.  
 
Recommendation 5: Develop and sustain the capacity for local and 
regional leadership programs and program facilitators.  
While outside intermediaries had success in reaching and supporting leaders in regions 
where they had not previously worked, there are significant challenges for intermediaries 
to sustain their presence in the region if they do not have local trained facilitators.   
One leadership intermediary developed a facilitation program to train local leaders to 
facilitate the program with others in their organizations and networks. The purpose was 
to create a cadre of trainers who understood the context and who shared the same 
commitments with leaders in their community. Developing local capacity accelerates the 
ripple effects of leadership investments, and increases the likelihood that communities 
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will continue to benefit from the supports even if the original intermediary is no longer 
fully supported to work in the community.  This is also a reason why there is high value 
in supporting indigenous leadership programs that are located within and committed to 
working in the community over time. 

 
Recommendation 6: Fund alumni network activities in order to deepen 
connections and increase the benefits of leadership supports. 
Since leadership is a process, not a product, more attention needs to be given to how to 
support leaders over time. Some programs tried to establish peer support and learning 
groups during the course of the program that they hoped could be sustained after the 
program ended. Some of these were successful, but many others were not.  
 
One way to support leaders to stay connected is to fund alumni network activities that 
invite leaders to renew connections, reinforce what they have learned, support ongoing 
peer learning and create the conditions for more coordination and collaboration across 
organizations. These activities may include both virtual and face-to-face opportunities so 
that leaders have a range of ways to stay connected depending on their needs and 
available time. Some intermediaries have well-established alumni networks that CLP 
funded leaders can join, others are in the process of building those networks. Prioritizing 
network development is difficult without dedicated funding that supports these activities.  
 
Recommendation 7:  Promote collaboration and networking as a key CLP 
2.0 strategy for promoting longer-term sustainability of individual 
organizations and the ecosystem of organizations within a region. 
As foundations develop large scale, collaborative initiatives, they expect community 
organizations to readily collaborate with each other. Without established relationships of 
trust among potential collaborators, the quality of work they can do together is 
undermined when there is lack of time and resources to build these relationships. Often 
initiatives provide that opportunity, but when the funding ends, the relationships are not 
sustained. This is a big loss.   
 
CLP’s leadership capacity building focus is different because relationships are built 
through joint participation in a leadership program without expectations around 
collaborative initiative outcomes or funding attached to participation. Relationships and 
trust are built in a more natural, and comfortable setting, and leaders have opportunities 
to get to know each other, share knowledge and resources, and provide each other 
support. 
 
The increased collaborative and networking competencies reported in Part IV of this 
report, suggest that leadership capacity building initiatives such as CLP allow small to 
mid-sized organizations to experiment and establish a history of partnering and working 
with each other informally before entering into funder-driven, formal, large-scale 
collaborations.  Enhanced collaborative capacity competencies could be a very 
important legacy of this initiative at the end of 6 years. With 220 leaders trained in the 
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San Joaquin Valley and almost as many in the other two regions, the potential is great to 
create a network of support and collaboration. 
 
The only intermediary who provided leadership supports to all regions described hearing 
leaders express how valuable it would be to connect to leaders and resources in other 
regions. 

I do think a cross-regional approach was really valuable. There is 
a hunger I heard from people about staying connected and 
learning from each other. This is especially valued by leaders from 
the Central Valley and the Central Coast who could benefit from 
connections to leaders in the Bay Area who have more access to 
resources.  

CLP 2.0 needs to make this a focused and explicit goal of this phase of work to build 
organizations’ longer-term sustainability by strengthening their connections within 
regions and across regions.  Through mechanisms already established or to be 
launched (e.g., intermediary convenings, CLP-wide convenings of all community 
grantees, basecamp, etc.) this goal is a natural outgrowth of this initiative. 
 
Recommendation 8: Support the creation of organizational sustainability 
plans that have a strong emphasis on personal financial sustainability of 
leaders and staff  
Financial well-being is a critical issue for grassroots, community-based leaders, 
especially women. Few women leaders of color have retirement plans. Many do not 
have adequate health insurance. All of these factors are undermining their ability to lead 
to their fullest potential. One of the leadership programs offered women of color the 
opportunity to discuss their finances and become more knowledgeable and aware about 
how they are using their money and what their personal goals are. While these peer 
sessions were highly valued, it became clear that many nonprofit women of color leaders 
have no retirement plans. A lack of a retirement plan or a retirement strategy creates 
fear and anxiety about the future, all of which affects the ability of leaders to take risks, 
be creative, and innovate.  We believe that nonprofit leaders of color will reach their 
fullest potential when they are themselves more secure.   
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VIII.  Conclusion  

The first phase of CLP experimented with funding a variety of different leadership 
supports to strengthen nonprofit leadership in low-income people and communities of 
color. There are multiple examples of how grassroots, community-based leaders were 
empowered to exercise leadership in more efficient and effective ways as a result of the 
supports they received. In Phase 2 of CLP, many fewer grassroots, community-based 
leaders will be served by leadership intermediaries. Leadership supports are available, 
but they are more targeted to addressing a particular challenge, like technology planning, 
financial planning, governance, and transition. Two out of 10 of the leadership program 
strategies continued to receive funding as part of CLP 2.0. One program serves the Bay 
Area exclusively, and the other is multi-regional. The multi-regional program has scaled 
back its cohort supports, and added more professional coaching.. This shift in strategy 
may leave leadership support gaps, especially in the San Joaquin Valley where the 
number of leadership programs has been reduced significantly.  
 
The biggest benefit of the first phase of CLP leadership supports has been the number 
of intermediaries that successfully recruited and supported leaders in the San Joaquin 
Valley. Significant leadership capacities were developed among grassroots, community-
based leaders, who in turn have passed leadership on to others in their organizations 
and communities. The ripple effects from the first phase of CLP funding will likely be felt 
for years to come, especially if efforts are made to keep nonprofit leaders connected, 
and to grow the influence and effectiveness of their networks. 
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Vision: Ensure  that organizations serving low income communities and communities of color have access to funding resources, technical assistance, capacity-building and leadership 
development approaches in order to better serve and benefit these communities.   

Appendix A - Community Leadership Project  1.0 Logic Model 

Multi-year general operating support 

Partnership with regional intermediaries 
with strong networks & understanding of 
diverse communities 

Support of small nonprofits as the 
vehicles by which we reach, benefit 
LIC/CoC. 

Focus on & Promotion of:  

1)  Leadership with capacity to engage 
LIC/CoC 

2)  A learning culture that is asset-
oriented & transparent 

3)  A context to explore the intersection 
of race, class in capacity building  

4) A variety of models, approaches, 
supports for capacity building to meet 
different needs & types of organizations 

 

Long-Term Outcomes 
 

Short-Term Outcomes Strategies 

Promote learning among 
nonprofits, intermediaries and 
foundations 
Convenings 
Sharing knowledge, networks and 
resources within and across regions 
Identifying opportunities for 
coordination or collaboration 
Collaborative management of the 
project by Packard, Irvine and Hewlett 

Nonprofits 
Focus: Serving 
low-income 
communities 
and/or 
communities of 
color in urban and 
rural areas 

Size: Annual 
budgets between 
$25,000 and $2 
million 

Field: Any program 
field or domain 
aligned with CLP 
funders’ priorities 

Target Population 

Build the capacity of small and 
midsize organizations working in low-
income communities and communities of 
color (LI/CoC) to achieve their missions 

Improve private foundations’ 
understanding of and support for the 
needs, challenges and strengths of 
LI/CoC  organizations 
 
Learn which capacity-building 
approaches are most effective in 
building org capacity 

Goals 

Nonprofits 
Improved ability to adapt to change for 
improved organizational performance, 
relevance, and impact 

Greater financial stability and access to 
financial and capacity-building 
resources 

Expanded & strengthened networks 
across communities, sectors & regions 

 

Individual Leaders 
Strengthened capacity in the ED and 
other executive staff’s ability to realize 
their collective vision and sustain 
themselves in their work  

Increased collaboration, learning and 
resource sharing across boundaries 

Strengthened pipeline of diverse 
organizational & community leadership 

 

Nonprofits 
Demonstrated progress & enhanced 
competence in key areas of nonprofit 
management to serve LI/CoC, including: 
1)  Leadership Capacities 

2)  Operational Capacities 

3)  Adaptive Capacities 

4)  Programmatic Capacities 

5)  Community/Collaborative Capacities 

 

 

 
 

Individual Leaders 
Strengthened leadership and management skills 
to lead LI/CoC organizations 
Greater knowledge and analytical skills of social 
inequalities, community history & context and the 
advocacy skills to influence philanthropy and 
policy 
Demonstrated humility, cultural relevance and 
capacity to negotiate multiple identities  
Renewed commitment and inspiration for leaders’ 
work leading to greater sustainability 
Increased capacity to collaborate in teams and  
exercise external influence through networks to 
benefit Li/CoC  

Foundations & Field (Philanthropy & 
Nonprofit Sector) 
Greater capacity to support innovative 
organizational strategies that produce 
transformative results for communities 
of color;  

Ultimate Outcome:  Greater capacity 
to reach, engage and serve LI/CoC 
based on greater awareness of 
dynamics of power and culture 

 

Geography 
San Francisco Bay 
Area (5-6 counties) 
 
Central Coast 
(3 counties) 
 
San Joaquin Valley 
(8 counties) 

Partner with intermediaries  

Tailored regranting and capacity-
building initiatives  
for 100 organizations 
• Multi-year core support 
• Organizational development 

assistance and coaching, tailored to 
each grantee 
 
Group technical assistance for 
300+ organizations 
• Fund development training 
• Management skills 
• Executive director skills 
• Peer learning 
 
Leadership development for 500+ 
leaders 
Using a variety of models and 
approaches (especially) for leaders of 
color  

Individual 
Leaders 

Leaders, 
especially  PoC, 
working in 
nonprofits serving 
LIC/CoC 

Assumptions for 
Effectiveness 

Underlying Values: Our future in CA depends on the success of the communities of color that comprise a majority of our population. Two necessary components of a vibrant and diverse democracy are 
effective community-based organizations and diverse leadership throughout California’s nonprofit sector.   

Foundation & Initiative 
Greater understanding of issues facing 
smaller organizations & LI/CoC  

Greater knowledge of the role of cultural 
relevance and responsiveness in effective 
grantmaking & methods of capacity-building 

 



Appendix B 

List of Interviews 
 
 
Intermediary Interviews 
 

 Kaki Rusmore CFMCO 
Carmen Morgan, Barbara Hill, Sam Sunshine LDIR/Healthy House 
John Capitman and Marlene Benjiamin CVHPI 
Holly Fincke Windcall 
Phuong Do SEARAC 
Renato Almanzor LeaderSpring 
Stacy Kono Rockwood Leadership Institute 
Susana Bonis COFEM 
Connie Chan Robison and Sarah Newton WHL 
Jai Lee Wong WLC 
 
 
Profile Interviews 

  Interviewee Organization Intermediary 
Nina Alcarez Monterey Rape Crisis Center LEAD 
Elsa Quezada Central Coast Center for Independent Living Rockwood 
Liz Varela Building Futures with Women and Children LeaderSpring 
Valerie Anthony Total Self Insight, Inc. Healthy House/LDIR 
Chandin Chin Fathers and Families of San Joaquin Windcall 
Jane Tunay California Health Collaborative Women's Leadershp Circle 
Clare Mounteer Monterey Rape Crisis Center LEAD 
Maria Herrera Community Water Center Health Policy Leadership Program 
David Villarino 
Gonzalez FIELD Rockwood 
Mary Nicholson Healing in Motion WHL 
Nikko Da Paz UC ARTS WHL 
Linda Xiong Project Prevention Coalition SEARAC 
Angelica Perez Centro de Familia CVHPI 
Angela Howard Lotus Bloom LeaderSpring 
Myrna Martinez 
Nateras Pan Valley Institute Windcall 

 



Appendix C 

Leadership Intermediary Exit Interview Protocol 

Participant Information 
      1.       In total, how many leaders did you serve as part of the CLP Initiative? In 

which regions? [If already have number from final reports, please use this 
question to confirm] 

      2.       Can you describe for me your selection criteria and selection process? 
[Again, if already know, then just confirm] 
• Any changes to participant criteria and selection in this last year of the 

grant? 
      3.       Do you know if any of your participants were also grantees in one of the other 

CLP strategies (Regranting/Leadership)? 
• If yes, who or how many? 
• If yes, was this overlap the result of coincidence or a specific, coordinated 

effort between you and another intermediary? 
      4.       What would you say were the biggest leadership challenges faced by the CLP 

leaders you worked with? 

Leadership Development Approach 
      5.       Can you please describe your leadership development approach and the 

reasons why you chose this approach for the CLP grantee community? 
[Review charts with each program from the Leadership Strategy Interim 
Report] 

      6.       In your last year of the grant, was there a change to your leadership 
development approach? If so, please describe the change and the 
motivation behind the change. 

      7.       Overall, what aspects of your approach did you think worked well in terms 
of helping the leaders and organizations achieve more long-lasting effects 
from the leadership development you provided? 

      8.       Thinking back on the needs and contexts of the CLP target groups (low 
income, communities of color, central valley….) are there aspects of your 
approach you would further alter? (Dosage/timing? Readiness 
indicators/threshold? Delivery?) Why? 

Outcomes 
      9.       Please share with us what you feel have been the most significant leadership 

outcomes that have emerged as a result of your work with the CLP leaders 
(see end of document for a summary of each capacity)? 

• Leadership capacity 
• Operational management capacity 



• Adaptive capacity 
• Programmatic capacity 
• Community/collaborative capacity 

 
 

• How sustainable do you think these outcomes are?  What do CLP leaders 
need to better ensure personal and organizational sustainability and progress 
they have made through CLP? 

• Our logic model hypothesizes that the work of the CLP initiative will result in 
five specific areas: (1) leadership, (2) operational, (3) adaptive, (4) 
programmatic, (5) community/collaborative.  In which of these areas do you 
think you have been able to make the most impact?  

   10.       Please share with us any intermediary outcomes you feel have resulted as a 
part of your participation in CLP?  Any significant ways you have changed as 
an organization? 

   11.       Any community-level outcomes you have witnessed as a result of 
strengthened organizational leadership capacities? 

Lessons Learned/Recommendations 
   12.       Any big lessons learned for you that you’d like to lift up (that may not have 

already been covered in our interview)?  We are particularly interested in 
understanding what folks have learned in terms of: 

• Cultural competence—how to provide leadership support to grantees in 
ways that take into account and honor community cultures and contexts 

• Readiness – What is a minimum readiness threshold that a leader needs to 
benefit for the type of leadership development supports you offer?  

 
 
   13.       Any recommendations you would like to lift up to the funders and to the field 

about how to effectively design a leadership support strategy for small to 
medium organizations serving low-income communities and communities of 
color? 
• Building leadership capacity/infrastructure in an underserved 

region.  Over and over the theme of the challenge of the Central Valley 
came up with respect to the lack of a leadership/TA infrastructure in 
particular regions. We are particularly interested in any recommendations 
you might have in terms of building leadership/TA capacity in underserved 
regions. 
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Community Leadership Survey Template 
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The  Community  Leadership  Project  (CLP)  is  a  joint  effort  funded  by  three  foundations  targeting  grassroots  organizations  
in  the  Greater  San  Francisco  Bay  Area,  Central  Coast  and  San  Joaquin  Valley.  This  joint  effort  provides  funding  for  [name  
the  program]  to  offer  the  program  that  you  participated  in.  These  questions  are  being  asked  so  that  CLP  partners  can  
learn  more  about  how  to  support  culturally  competent  leadership  development.  We  appreciate  your  time  in  answering  
these  questions.  Thank  you!    

1. How long have you been in your current leadership position with your organization?

2. CLP is investing to expand the pipeline of leaders of color working with low-income 
communities and communities of color. Do you consider yourself a leader of color? 
(Please check one)

3. What is the approximate size of your organization's budget? (Please check one)

  
1. Community Leadership Project Survey

  
2. Context

2  years  or  less
  



2-5  years
  



6-10  years
  



10-15  years
  



More  than  15  years
  



Other  (please  specify)  

Yes,  I  consider  myself  a  leader  of  color.
  



No,  I  do  not  consider  myself  a  leader  of  color.
  



Other  (please  specify)  

$25,000  or  less
  



$25-99,999
  



$100-$499,999
  



$500-$999,999
  



I  million-2  million
  



Over  2  million
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4. In which of the following regions does your organization do its work? (check all that 
apply)

5. How does your organization describe the populations it works with? (Please check all 
that apply.) 

6. Which of the following statements best describes your organization's financial and 
program viability? (please check one)

7. Please indicate how strongly each of the following statements applies to your work. 
 

Strongly  applies Applies  somewhat Does  not  apply

We  meet  community  needs  through  the  services  we  provide.   

We  grow  the  capacity  of  the  community  to  influence  policies  and  funding  practices  that  
affect  their  communities.

  

We  advocate  on  behalf  of  communities.   

  
3. Practices of Leadership in Organizations

The  San  Joaquin  Valley  (Bakersfield,  Fresno,  Madera,  Stockton)
  



The  Central  Coast  (Monterey,  Salinas)
  



Greater  San  Francisco  Bay  Area  (San  Francisco,  Oakland)
  



African-Americans
  



Asian/Pacific  Islanders
  



Communities  of  color
  



Farmworkers
  



Hmong
  



Immigrants
  



Latinos
  



Low-income  communities
  



Mexican-indigenous
  



Refugees
  



Rural  people
  



Urban  people
  



Other  (please  specify)  

We  have  very  few  resources  to  continue  our  work.
  



We  have  some  resources  and  a  committed  core  of  people  who  plan  to  keep  the  organization  going  even  though  times  are  tough.
  



We  have  stable  funding  for  now  to  maintain  our  staff  and  programs.
  



We  have  expanded  our  sources  of  funding  and  have  increased  our  reach  and  influence.
  



Other  (please  specify)  

Any  other  way  you  describe  your  work?  
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8. Since participating in the program, how have your capacities to lead in your 
organization changed most significantly? In what ways did the program contribute to 
those changes?

  

9. For each of the following statements, please rate how well the statement describes your 
current leadership. Please also indicate how well the statement described your leadership 
before the program.

10. Since participating in the program, how have you changed most significantly in your 
capacity to sustain yourself in the work you do? In what ways did the program contribute 
to those changes?

  





Current  leadership
Leadership  before  the  

program

I  engage  in  open  communication,  share  information  widely  and  involve  staff  and  
board  in  making  decisions.

 

I  am  intentional  about  addressing  power  relationships  within  the  organization.  

I  make  sure  that  the  leadership  of  the  organization  reflects  the  constituencies  we  serve.  

I  use  simple,  straightforward  techniques  to  develop  and  implement  a  focused  strategic  
plan.

 

I  use  evidence  and  community/  consumer  input  to  guide  decision-making.  

I  develop  realistic  program  and  organizational  budgets.  

I  build  an  organizational  culture  of  performance,  creativity  and  teamwork.  

I  use  effective  facilitation  techniques  to  lead  teams  towards  sustainable  and  
appropriate  results.

 

I  design  simple  evaluation  frameworks  to  develop  and  improve  programs.  

I  set  an  example  to  staff  and  board  by  using  technology  effectively.  

I  develop  mutually-supportive  board-staff  relationships  that  can  champion  our  
organization.

 

I  know  how  to  communicate  our  organization's  mission  and  brand  to  attract  funding.  

I  advocate  the  importance  of  working  on  policy  and  systems  change  with  board  and  
staff.

 

  
4. Leadership Sustainability Practices
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11. Since participating in the program, how has your organization changed most 
significantly in its capacity to sustain and expand funding (or other supports) for its 
mission? In what ways did the program contribute to those changes?

  

12. For each of the following statements, please rate how well the statement describes 
your current capacity to sustain yourself and your organization. Please also indicate how 
well the statement described your capacity before the program.





Current  capacity
Capacity  before  the  

program

I  articulate  a  clear  and  ambitious  vision  for  my  work.  

I  take  responsibility  for  myself,  my  actions  and  my  impact  on  others.  

I  value  and  measure  performance.  

I  create  opportunities  for  personal  reflection.  

I  connect  with  peers  to  help  me  solve  problems.  

I  take  appropriate  risks.  

I  feel  at  peace  with  myself  about  what  I  can  and  cannot  do.  

I  have  strategies  for  sustaining  my  energy  for  the  work  in  the  face  of  all  the  stress.  

I  embrace  challenges  and  mistakes  as  learning  opportunities.  

I  understand  and  use  techniques  for  sound  personal  financial  planning.  

I  support  others  in  my  organization  to  find  a  sustainable  work-life  balance.  

I  motivate  others  in  my  organization  to  work  effectively  in  teams.  

I  cultivate  and  develop  a  wide-range  of  organizational  resources  (volunteers,  funding).  

I  advocate  for  the  importance  of  making  structural  changes  to  reduce  stress  on  the  
organization  with  both  boards  and  funders.

 

I  engage  the  staff  and  board  as  active  learning  partners.  

I  effectively  negotiate  the  balance  between  my  work  in  the  community  and  my  work  on  
behalf  of  the  community  in  other  settings.

 

  
5. Practices of Leadeship in Low-Income Communities and Communities of 
Color
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13. Since participating in the program, how have you changed most significantly in your 
ability to work effectively in low-income communities and communities of color? In what 
ways did the program contribute to those changes?

  

14. For each of the following statements, please rate how well the statement describes 
your abilities to work effectively and responsively in low-income communities and 
communities of color. Please also indicate how well the statement described your capacity 
before the program.

15. Since completing the program, I have collaborated in our work with one or more 
participants in the program.





Current  ability Abilities  before  the  program

I  listen  deeply  and  respectfully  to  information,  emotions,  opinions,  and  perspectives  
from  diverse  groups  in  the  community.

 

I  understand  how  cultural  beliefs,  values,  and  norms  influence  what  people  care  
about,  and  how  they  organize  and  lead.

 

I  am  conscious  of  the  ways  in  which  historic  and  structural  inequities  marginalize  
communities  of  color.

 

I  invite  and  use  feedback  to  ensure  my  interactions  with  diverse  groups  are  appropriate  
and  effective.

 

I  engage  people  from  diverse  cultures  in  community  problem-solving.  

I  actively  seek  ways  to  undo  systems  of  oppression  in  my  work.  

I  make  sure  that  those  who  are  most  affected  by  inequity  and  injustice  are  at  the  center  
of  creating  solutions  to  the  problems  they  face.

 

I  collaborate  with  other  organizations  to  have  greater  community-wide  impact.  

I  advocate  for  changes  in  policy  that  will  benefit  communities  of  color  and  low-income  
communities.

 

I  advocate  for  the  design  of  innovative  strategies  to  address  inequities  and  disparities.  

Yes
  



No
  



If  yes,  please  describe  what  you  are  doing  together?  
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16. Since completing the program, how has your work most contributed to making a 
difference for the communities you work with?

  

17. Is there anything else you want to share about your leadership development 
experience?

  

Thank you so much for completing this survey!  











Appendix E 

Breakdown of Survey Participation by Program 
and Region 

 
 

 

Central 
Coast 

San 
Joaquin 

SF Bay 
Area 

Multiple 
Regions 
Combined 

Missing 
Region 

Total 

WHL 0 6 1 2 1 10 

CFMC-Lead 22 1 0 2 0 25 

CVHPI 0 13 0 2 1 16 

Rockwood 0 4 10 2 0 16 

Windcall 1 4 0 0 0 5 

LeaderSpring 0 0 39 0 0 39 

Total 23 28 50 8 2 111 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Appendix F 

Leadership Profile Interview Protocol 
 
 
You were recommended by [-----] as someone we should talk to about the program 
and the impact it had for you personally, for your organization, and for the 
communities you work with.  We want to have a conversation with you about the 
following questions.  After our conversation we will draft a leadership profile and 
share that draft with you so that you can make any corrections.  The profiles will be 
shared with the program and with the three foundations that have funded the 
Community Leadership Project as part of our evaluation. 
 
 
Demographic Questions 

• How big is your organization (e.g., how many staff, what is your budget)? 
• What communities do you work with (e.g., geography, racial  and class 

demographics)? 
• Have you benefited from any other technical assistance or grants that were 

CLP supported? 
• How long have you worked in your position, with your organization? 

 
 
Program Questions 

• What were your expectations when you applied to the program?  Were these 
met? 

• What is the greatest value you derived from participating in the [program]? 
o for you personally 
o for your organization 
o for your leadership in the communities you work with 

• What elements of the program did you benefit most from?  
• What else do you wish the program had offered? What changes, if any, would 

you recommend? 
 
 
Leadership Development Questions 

• How have you grown or changed most as a leader since participating in the 
program? 

• Have you been able to apply what you learned in your organization?  With 
what results?   

• Have you collaborated with other organizational leaders from your 
program?  If so, how? 

• Do you collaborate with other organizations in your network?  If yes, what are 
you most proud of achieving as a result?   

• As you reflect on where you are in your own learning about leadership, what’s 
the next frontier? What would support you on that journey? 



• What are the leadership challenges you face, and how did the program help 
you address them? 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix G 

Leadership Profiles 
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“EMPOWERING FAMILIES AND LEADERS:” ANGELA LOUIE 
HOWARD – LOTUS BLOOM 

Angela Louie Howard, founder and Executive Director of Lotus Bloom, graduated from the 
LeaderSpring program in 2012.  Angela founded Lotus Bloom in 2006 to provide innovative 
early learning opportunities for the diverse families who live in the flatland neighborhoods of 
Oakland.  Parents and children ages 0-5 participate in playgroups that help children prepare for 
kindergarten.  Lotus Bloom has a staff of ten and a budget of $340,000. 

Context and Challenges 
Lotus Bloom offers early learning opportunities to many low-income and immigrant families 
who often have few opportunities to participate in such experiences.  Many of the families are 
isolated from other families and lack circles of peer support.  Lotus Bloom brings families 
together in a safe place to build social connections, learn about parenting and child development, 
promote the socio-emotional competence of children, and build a network of familial support.  
Angela states, 

It gives families a stronger place to relate to each other and find peer 
support that they are often not used to having.  Our goal is to help them 
and their children have ownership of the space so they can explore and 
learn and play like any typical developing child.1

In order to foster a deep sense of community and empowerment, half of the staff is former 
participants who can relate to participating families on many levels. 

 

They are familiar with the experiences that our families are going 
through, and the neighborhoods they live in.  They share similar racial, 
class, and immigrant backgrounds with our families.  They can relate to 
participants from a place of experience and that gives participants a 
familial sense. 

                                                 
1  The quotes in this profile were captured from an interview with Angela Howard about her participation in the 

LeaderSpring program.    
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Angela has observed how staffing her program with former participants not only creates a sense 
of trust; it inspires participating family members to become leaders themselves.  

Because they see participants who have come to our program become 
leaders and take on jobs with the organization, they see a path for 
themselves, too.  It inspires participants to say, “Oh, I don’t have to just 
take a job at a factory” or “I don’t have to just be on public assistance.  I 
can be a part of this program and a part of this community, get trained, 
get educated, and become a teacher and a leader in our community.” 

Leader’s Actions and Program Supports 
Through connections she made in the LeaderSpring program, Angela collaborates with other 
children-serving organizations in the Bay Area to improve the quality of, and expand access to, 
early learning opportunities for children.  For example, Lotus Bloom has partnered with Building 
Blocks for Kids Collaborative in Richmond and Children’s Fairyland in Oakland to plan joint 
field trips.   

For a lot of families who are not acclimated to the mainstream world, 
going to a place like Children’s Fairyland seems very intimidating.  So we 
talked about doing some kind of peer support field trips together, where 
the Richmond group brings their folks and we bring our folks at the same 
time so they will see people that come from similar backgrounds or speak 
the same language.   

Lotus Bloom has also extended support to two fellow LeaderSpring fellows as their 
organizations develop playgroup programs.   

Personal Sustainability 
Despite, or perhaps because of, Angela’s dedication to the organization, the work can feel 
overwhelming.  Angela finds that LeaderSpring has allowed her to take a step back from the 
work to refresh, and prepare to take on new challenges and reignite her sense of purpose.   

I know as a leader of an organization, when I feel balanced, and when I 
can come from a calm place, that translates to the rest of my staff.  
LeaderSpring has a big focus around life-work balance, especially for 
those who are doing what I call heart work, the work that you love.  I was 
able to take a break and reflect on the work and not just burn myself out.  I 
have also allowed my management team and teachers to do the same 
thing, not to burn themselves out. Continually having that time for 
reflection, renewal, and wellness is woven into work that we do.  

Angela described the monthly LeaderSpring meetings as “tune-ups” that refreshed her for the 
challenges and victories ahead. 
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The meetings provided me ongoing support and I was able to build a 
deeper relationship with other fellows. It was like each month I was 
getting a tune-up.  In some leadership programs, you go for a week and it 
is great for that week, but then you still have the whole year to deal with.  
Meeting monthly over two years, I felt like every month I was getting 
critical information and knowledge that gave me a boost 

Program Value 
Angela deeply values the networking opportunities LeaderSpring provided to its fellows.  
Hearing the victories and challenges of other directors who share a passion for community work 
renewed Angela’s commitment to her own mission.  She reports, “Hearing the challenges from 
different people, hearing the victories, being able to share my challenges, and getting best 
practices and resources from other folks was incredible.” 

Not only has she developed connections with local partners that have resulted in collaboration, 
Angela had the opportunity through LeaderSpring to travel to a mentor organization in Hawaii 
that offered similar services to learn from them.  Through that visit, Angela acquired knowledge 
and tools to help guide her organization to the next level of development. 

I was able to study with an organization in Oahu led by a woman, who 
was a single mom with two kids when she founded an organization for 
children 5 and under doing parent-child playgroups, which is exactly what 
we do.  And she did it on food stamps.  From her first $8,000 grant, she 
had built a $2 million organization.  It was so nice to see another person 
use their own experiences and turn it into a really amazing organization 
that reaches over 20,000 families in Hawaii. She shared with me the 
evaluation tools they use, some of the basic legal issues that nonprofits 
need to know about, their theory of change, and the different consultants 
they use.   

 In addition to networking opportunities, Lotus Bloom benefited from LeaderSpring’s 
management coaching, which helped clarify the organization’s strategic direction. 

We have much better systems now.  We are much more accountable 
because we have a nice blueprint to guide us.  We can identify areas 
where we are weak and areas where we are strong and areas where we 
need to grow.  It allowed us to do a scan and examination of where we are 
as an organization.   

LeaderSpring’s training gave Angela the confidence to hold her staff accountable in a manner 
that empowers the program without harming individuals.  She now feels comfortable holding her 
staff to a high standard that supports the community. 
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LeaderSpring taught me to be hard on the system and soft on the people, 
that’s one of the things I learned.  And it wasn’t about being hard on the 
person.  It was about coming from a very trusting and empowered way of 
communicating what our concerns are and what the bigger community 
concern is.  It’s not just you and not just one individual; your actions are 
impacting an entire community. 

Looking Forward 
As Lotus Bloom continues to grow and transition as an organization, Angela utilizes the new 
perspective that LeaderSpring gave her to calmly consider the challenges ahead.   

I don’t have a lot of angst or anxiety and believe that what is effective will 
replace what isn’t effective. We’ve done the best we could in building a 
foundation for the future and what will be will be. I feel confident about 
the work and can stand strongly on what we have done. 
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SEEING THE BIG PICTURE: ANGELICA PEREZ – CENTRO DE 
LA FAMILIA 

Angelica Perez, Program Manager of the Family Strengthening Department at Centro de la 
Familia, graduated from the Central Valley Health Policy Institute’s Health Policy Leadership 
Program in April 2012.  Centro de la Familia has served low-income families throughout Fresno 
County for over 40 years with the mission of empowering low-income people to access life-
sustaining resources and become self-sufficient through education, training, and social services.  
Angelica joined Centro de la Familia as a parent facilitator and has since advanced to manage 
Centro’s family strengthening programs, which provide parent education, leadership, and 
training to help parents become advocates for themselves and their children.  Centro de la 
Familia has a staff of 25 and a budget of $950,000.  As part of the Community Leadership 
Project, Angelica participated in the Central Valley Health Policy Institute which provided 
monthly training sessions to emerging and mid-career leaders on health policy. 

Context and Challenges 
With training in education and experience as a parent facilitator, Angelica brings a wealth of 
programmatic experience to her position.  However, her experience did not give her the 
knowledge or the confidence to analyze and evaluate the wider health systems that affect the 
families that Centro serves.  Angelica reflects, 

I was so program-oriented that I just went out and did the work and I 
didn’t analyze things.  I didn’t evaluate things or look at what’s going on 
with our government and how things function1

                                                 
1  The quotes in this profile were captured during an interview with Angelica Perez about her participation in the 

Health Policy Leadership Program. 

.   
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Leader’s Actions and Program Supports 
Participating in the Health Policy Leadership Program gave Angelica a deeper understanding of 
health policy and health reform, and enhanced her capacity to start and participate in policy 
conversations.  She reports, “I’m now thinking more about what it means to be accountable as a 
public servant.” 

Instead of limiting her work to sharing information with parents, she now tries to give parents the 
tools they need to navigate the systems around them. 

Before I would go out there and give parents the information about 
parenting, but now I focus a lot on making sure that I’m building their 
capacity.  If I’m able to build their leadership capacity, the outcomes are 
enormous.   

Angelica proudly describes how one of the parents in her class now works as a “promotora” for 
Centro.  

She went in and took the training, got her GED, and her state license to 
provide childcare at home.  She doesn’t drive, she’s a stay at home mom; 
but she still does volunteer work with us.  She’s been able to grow so much 
that I know that she will keep on growing.   

Since participating in the program, Angelica continues to grow as a leader and is taking on a 
larger role in fundraising, writing grant proposals and participating in community meetings.  

In the last three to four months, I’ve kept on growing and my ED has been 
able to notice a lot of my growth.  She’s started to rely a lot more on me. 
To not only start doing the work and going to meetings but more in the 
sense of going out and looking for possible funding, and being part of the 
grant proposal process.  

Program Value 
Through her participation in the Health Policy Leadership Program, Angelica has strengthened 
her confidence and to discuss health access and policy issues.  At the beginning, Angelica wasn’t 
sure she would stay in the class. 

I was going into an area that was out of my comfort zone, something I 
didn’t know much about.  Being in a group of professionals who already 
knew about policy was intimidating.  But the way the facilitator set ground 
rules and created a safe environment made it comfortable for me to stay in 
the class. 

Angelica now feels comfortable giving her own perspective on important policy issues.   
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Health policy was an area that I probably wouldn’t touch with other 
people because I didn’t feel confident that I could give out my point of 
view the way that I wanted to because I wasn’t an expert in that area.  
Now I’m able to handle a conversation and even start a conversation.  
That’s some of the confidence that I’ve gained through my participation in 
the class. 

The Health Policy Leadership Program project component gave Angelica and her co-worker the 
opportunity to create an evaluation tool for one of Centro’s family strengthening programs.  
Angelica appreciates how the project encouraged her to think more analytically and critically 
about her work and become more accountable. 

It started triggering other ideas about going a little deeper and doing 
more precise evaluations because if you do an in-depth evaluation that 
focuses on outcomes, it will help you show the effectiveness of your 
program, in order to provide better services.  That’s the ultimate goal, to 
provide the best services we can.   

While her organization historically used pre- and post-tests to assess the strength of their 
programs, Angelica has begun asking more sophisticated questions about the broader impact of 
what they do, by considering outcomes for children whose parents were former participants in 
their programs.  

Now we are thinking that we need to start looking into adding up all these 
other outcomes. We need to start looking at different generations.  We’ve 
been providing this program for five years, so what’s going on with the 
older cohorts? What are their children doing?  How are they learning? 
We want to know, how are they reading?  Did this program impact them 
so that they are reading at grade level? We are looking at the short and 
long-term effectiveness of our programs in order to use data to look for 
additional funding streams. 

Looking Forward 
Because the program piqued Angelica’s interest in policy-level issues, she is pursuing various 
opportunities to continue her leadership development and education.  To this end, she recently 
enrolled in a graduate program in Public Administration. 

I’m still working on gaining more knowledge. That’s a never ending 
story….After I left the class I’ve been able to build upon what I learned in 
the class and with additional trainings, I continue enhancing my skills at a 
personal and professional level.  For me, this class was the beginning of 
something. 
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Within Centro de la Familia, Angelica believes she will continue to grow and take on increasing 
levels of leadership.  Reflecting on the future, Angelica adds, “I feel there is much more that I 
am able to do.” 
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“LEARNING TO TAKE CARE OF MYSELF:” CHANDA CHHIN – 
FATHERS AND FAMILIES OF SAN JOAQUIN 

Chanda Chhin has been youth program coordinator at Fathers and Families of San Joaquin 
(FFSJ) since 2008. She started as an intern and then transitioned to a staff member once she 
finished college.  Her primary role is coordinating and implementing youth programs for the 
Stockton community, working with at-risk youth who often are gang-involved, have a history of 
homelessness, or have been negatively impacted by the foster care system or the justice system.   
FFSJ has been CLP-funded grantee through California Rural Legal Assistance. 

Context and Challenges 
Working with at-risk youth creates challenges for Chanda and her staff.   She notes the 
discrepancy between staff members’ job descriptions and their actual work. Staff typically “wear 
multiple hats” because there’s not enough staff capacity to meet the needs of the youth they 
serve.  FFSJ staff work hard to hold themselves accountable for not letting down the youth they 
serve even though it often creates unrealistic expectations.  Chanda explained: 

The things that are challenging are the expectations…  [This work] takes 
a lot of accountability.  So when we cannot fully meet those demands in a 
timely manner, it’s bad.  Young people do not always understand that we 
are human, that sometimes we make mistakes, and that we can’t always be 
somewhere all the time, at any time.1

She added that pressure to meet community members’ expectations is especially acute working 
with youth who are often looking for strong adult role models to fill voids left by missing or 
inadequate parental figures. 

  

The young people that we work with, they’ve had a lot of adults disappoint 
them throughout their whole lives, who haven’t kept their words or 
promises to them.  So I feel like I have this added layer of responsibility to 

                                                 
1  The quotes in this profile were captured from an interview with Chanda Chinn about her participation in the 

LeaderSpring program. 
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them to not disappoint them…[and] be on top of everything…It’s a little 
bit different than some of the parents and young adults that we’re working 
with because they are more understanding; but with the youth, we really 
have to be parents to them. 

The result is a staff that is frequently overstretched, under-resourced, and stressed. 

Taking a Step Back 
Chanda received emails from the Windcall Institute for several years but never considered 
applying. 

I’ve just been so busy and taking a break for myself was just the last thing 
that I needed to do. 

In 2011, when the email came, Chanda decided she had to take a step back because she was 
having health issues, and needed time to reflect on her work, and take care of herself.  In the Fall 
of 2011, she spent her three-week Windcall Residency in the woods of Washington, near 
Olympia National Park.  She hiked for miles outdoors, read books, and caught up on TV shows -
- none of which she had done for a year and a half.  She reflects, 

I took time to breathe and really focus on myself because I hadn’t been 
doing that.  It wasn’t just poor health, I got stressed a lot from the 
workload and it just really impacted my heart.  It was good because I did 
not have any chest pains while I was there. 

The Residency provided Chanda with the respite that she needed in order to reflect and detach 
from her organization.  She noted in particular that being in a different state and near a national 
park where there was “really poor phone reception” helped her to not get caught up in everyday 
events and issues that were transpiring back at the organization.  Overall, Chanda reflected that 
having been able to take time to focus on herself and “just go with the flow” was an invaluable 
experience that supported her personally and professionally. 

Engaging in New Behaviors 
On her way back to California, Chanda wrote an informal pledge to herself, naming the ways she 
wanted to incorporate what she had experienced into her work. She shared what she pledged with 
others in her organization so she could hold herself accountable to live by her pledge.   She 
emphasized to her staff that “we need to take better care of ourselves while we take care of 
people we work with and those in our community.”  Chanda incorporated a lunch-time walk 
around the downtown area (what she called “hiking in the urban jungle”) as a way to encourage 
herself and her staff to pursue self-care. 
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The Residency also helped Chanda become more “present” as a leader.  

I used to feel like sometimes when I’m talking to someone, I had ten 
different things I needed to do and my mind focused on that.  Now I am 
able to sit there and ignore those things and focus my attention just on 
that person or whoever I’m with at that moment.  I feel like I totally 
ignored that over the years and now I’ve gone back to really being 
focused and focusing my attention on whoever I’m with.  

Since the Residency, FFSJ has added new staff members, many of whom are alumni of the 
organization’s programs. Initially this was “a big shift”, but it turned out, according to Chanda, 
to be “quite wonderful.”  Having a larger staff has freed her from administrative duties and 
enabled her t focus more on “doing [her] role well” and “reaching [her] full potential.”  Chanda 
added that having more alumni on staff, in particular, has strengthened their programmatic work 
because these staff serve as powerful role models to youth and prove to those who are at-risk, 
that “just because you’re in this situation now doesn’t mean that you can’t grow.”  

Program Value 
Windcall’s Residency program provided Chanda with a network of peers to talk with.  She 
especially values this network because she has not found a similar system of support for non-
profit leaders in the Central Valley.  Chanda appreciated being able to share her experiences, 
thoughts, and insights with cohort members during her Residency.  Indeed, she felt that the 
cohort was highly supportive of one another.  For example, Chanda noted that all the participants 
in her Residency took turns driving around a fellow participant, who was unable to drive, so that 
he could “do all those recreational activities that he wanted to experience for himself.”  She also 
shared that participants in her Residency were proactive in sharing their hobbies, such as tai chi 
and fishing, with each other.  Moving forward, Chanda plans to stay in contact with, and visit, 
her cohort members so that they can continue to rely on and support one another.  

Looking Forward 
Now that FFSJ has expanded its staff, and is also giving greater priority to self-care and 
reflection, Chanda is looking forward to adding several new programs in the next few months, 
such as a leadership academy for parents seeking custody of their children. Having been 
personally and professionally renewed by her experiences in Windcall’s Residency program, 
Chanda herself is looking forward to not only continuing FFSJ’s critical work, but also making 
sure that it improves, grows, and evolves. 

I’ve really enjoyed the experiences that I’ve had through CLP.  With the 
Windcall network, it has helped me to grow personally and professionally.  
And it’s helped us [Fathers and Families of San Joaquin] out overall with 
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our larger work.  And I just feel so fortunate to have had that and been 
part of it. 
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“LEARNING FROM PEERS:” CLARE MOUNTEER – MONTEREY 
COUNTY RAPE CRISIS CENTER 

Clare Mounteer has served as the Executive Director of the Monterey County Rape Crisis Center 
(MCRCC) for 25 years.  The MCRCC provides comprehensive support services to sexual 
assault/abuse survivors, including 24-hour crisis intervention, individual and group counseling 
for male and female survivors, accompanying survivors to the hospital and through the court 
system, and prevention services that start with kindergartners.  As part of the Community 
Leadership Project, the MCRCC received support around board development, the organization’s 
Deputy Director attended and graduated from the LEAD Institute, and Clare participated in the 
Executive Director’s Breakfast Group sponsored by the Community Foundation of Monterey 
County.   

Context and Challenges 
Clare identified a number of challenges that the MCRCC currently faces.  For example, in an 
environment of limited resources, organizations must do more with less.  Further, the MCRCC 
must find a balance between the needs of the communities and the capacity of the organization 
given the current funding climate. 

You can’t do everything with a limited budget. I think the nature of non-
profits is that we always want to say yes because we want to help and step 
in where the needs are. The challenge is to do so without burning out to 
the point where you will lose people.1

In 2011, as part of their CLP grant, MCRCC did a needs assessment of south county, a 
predominantly Latino area that had never been served by MCRCC . 

 

Our goal was to bring something to the table there, without creating 
expectations we could not meet in the long term. I have seen that happen 

                                                 
1  The quotes in this profile were captured from an interview with Clare Mounteer about her participation in the 

LEAD institute. 
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with other organizations. We wanted honest feedback from people about 
their needs in order to try and provide sustainable services. 

MCRCC expanded its services county-wide and opened an office in Salinas in 2007.However, 
because of the different cultural context of the south county, the organization had to modify its 
approach to recruiting clients and providing services. 

We learned that Salinas is not a mirror image of Monterey, and the needs 
of the community are different from those of Monterey, and subsequently 
our jobs will be different…It meant not just saying “Hey, we have a 
therapist, come in and let us help you.” That person needs to be known 
and trusted in the community We are still experimenting with different 
methods of outreach …I believe there’s a need and there are people who 
can use (our services), we just need to figure out how to get directly to 
them, Reaching out requires a different approach. 

Leader’s Actions and Program Supports 
Clare was also able to network and learn from peers through the Executive Directors Breakfast, a 
monthly convening of nonprofit Executive Directors. This program has been supported by the 
CLP grant. The ED Breakfasts, enable peers to seek advice from each other on diverse topics 
such as audits, board development, etc. and enjoy the camaraderie of other executives working 
under similar situations. 

I think there’s value to just networking with the other executive directors 
and sharing information in a comfortable setting…It’s nice to have people 
to share things with and find that we often face similar issues. 

As part of the LEAD program, Nina Alcaraz, the Deputy Director, led the development of a 2-
year strategic plan.  Previously, the organization focused on fulfilling grant requirement, rather 
than setting its own goals.  Clare has since institutionalized the use of strategic planning in the 
organization. The whole organization has benefited from Nina’s growth as a leader. 

Even though the agency is pretty mature and developed, we never really 
had a road map of where we were going… [The Deputy Director] has 
grown in terms of developing the vision for the agency and where we’re 
heading. 

Personal Sustainability 
Clare discussed the level of burnout faced by executive directors in the non-profit sector, 
especially during the early stages of the organization’s development.   She recently enjoyed a 
three-month sabbatical funded by the California Wellness Foundation.  Because the Deputy 
Director had participated in LEAD, Clare felt comfortable tapping her to be the Interim Director 
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during her three-month absence.  Knowing that the organization functioned during her absence 
has allowed her to find more work-life balance.      

When I came back and saw that things hadn’t fallen apart…it made me re-
evaluate a little bit about that idea that I don’t have to be working 60 
hours a week. If they  could manage without me for three months, they can 
certainly manage without my having to work every Saturday, so I try not 
to do that routinely. 

Program Value 
In addition to the networking events, learning opportunities and leadership development offered 
by CLP, Clare values the support and contribution of the consultant/mentor provided by the 
Community Foundation of Monterey County. 

One of the things I really want to say about the CLP program is the 
phenomenal support from the Community Foundation of Monterey County 
lending consultants to us throughout the process.  The consultant has been 
our mentor during the CLP project. She was familiar with our agency, 
knew the projects we wanted to accomplish and has stayed with us 
throughout the process. She has helped facilitate some of the breakfasts, 
but her time with us has been more focused on what we’re working on, 
now such as board development. 
The learning opportunities and the workshops that the CLP grant has 
enabled us to attend – and the mentorship – have all been really valuable. 
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“BUILDING NEW PARTNERSHIPS:” DAVID VILLARINO 
GONZALEZ – FIELD 

David Gonzalez serves as the CEO and president of the Farmworker Institute for Education and 
Leadership Development (FIELD).  FIELD was founded in 1978 by Cesar Chavez as part of the 
United Farm Worker Movement to provide training opportunities and skills up-grades to union 
members. Today, FIELD is a stand-alone community-based organization that offers job training 
and leadership development in small rural communities throughout the West to promote 
economic and social prosperity for Latinos and other low-income and low-skilled individuals and 
families.  Since 2002, FIELD has served about 32,000 low-wage, low-skilled agricultural 
workers. After honing his collaborative skills at the Rockwood Fellowship for California Leaders 
of Color, David has built strong partnerships with both community-based organizations and 
public agencies that have deepened FIELD’s impact in rural communities.  

Context and Challenges 
In the 1980s FIELD suspended its training operations when requirements for using federal 
training money became too onerous. In 2000, FIELD was restarted with a mission to strengthen 
collaboration among employers and employees for process improvement in the fields that would 
increase productivity and quality, and sharing of those gains with the workforce. With the 
success of that program, FIELD decided to replicate its approach in small rural communities, 
where few resources exist for job training and leadership development. Their big audacious goal 
was to serve 250,000 people in the Southwest.  

They established Learning Centers after finding that 50% of farm workers and agricultural 
workers had only a 6th grade education; and 26% were illiterate in their own language. The 
mission of the Learning Centers was to provide a curriculum of literacy so that agricultural 
workers could gain the basic skills necessary to take advantage of training and skill development 
programs.  David notes, 

People overlook the idea about why Latinos are not successful in terms of 
academic attainment.  A big piece of that is because parents can't read, 
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help with homework, or intervene with principals and teachers.  We knew 
that intuitively but we documented it.1

In 2008, FIELD offer high school diploma program through a charter school for high school 
dropouts.  This created a well-rounded educational approach in the community to fulfill the 
needs for basic education, literacy, and English as a Second Language.  In addition, FIELD 
partnered with the Mexican Consulate to offer a popular education program that delivers the 
Mexican elementary, middle school and high school curricula online.  Their conservation corps 
is their school to career program that offers a combination of basic skills education, leadership 
development, and paid work experience.  In addition to focusing on education services, FIELD 
strives to create opportunities for its participants to act as leaders in order to build confidence.  
FIELD invites its clients to participate in public meetings and collaborative meetings with other 
agencies. 

   

We understand that we have to build people’s confidence to learn.  If 
someone doesn't have confidence, they won't take leadership to change 
things.  They’ll think, "I'm illegal. I can't read or write. I’m Mexican. I’m 
an African American drop out.”  Those folks don’t organize or don’t 
create change or participate in change. They don’t bring their talents to 
action.  I know that. That’s why we focus on building people’s confidence 
to learn and take leadership. 

Leader’s Actions and Program Supports 
David joined the Rockwood Fellowship Program to improve his collaboration skills, promote 
FIELD’s work to a wider community, and learn what others working in communities of color are 
doing.  As a result of the training, David has significantly increased the level of FIELD’s 
collaboration and partnerships. 

We don’t typically seek collaboration with community-based 
organizations at all. As a direct result of the training we did with the 
Community Leadership Project, we were able to identify our mutual 
interests and figure out how to collaborate to improve our environment 
and meet (our respective) outcomes…It’s a real win-win in terms of what 
these organizations need to get done, what they’re not doing, and how we 
can bring resources to help them meet their mission and objectives.  
That’s a direct result of the training. 

                                                 
1  The quotes in this profile were captured during an interview with David Villarino Gonzalez about his 

participation in the Rockwood Fellowship. 
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In order to build new partnerships and elicit buy-in, David relied on specific tools learned at 
Rockwood, including the POP process, where participants identify the purpose, the desired 
outcomes, and the preferred process of any organizational action or meeting. 

I use the POP process- Purpose, Outcomes, and Process -- a lot in the 
community.  When I want to go out and make a presentation, I lay out that 
format and work to get a consensus so that when we sit down we have a 
pretty good idea of the process we want to use to reach the outcomes...As 
simple as it was, it has brought phenomenal value.  I use it not just with 
internal staffing but also with the community.  I use it all the time.  I’ll put 
it in an email, I’ll do it as a follow up.  I’ll use it to check back on where 
we are with things.  It’s been phenomenal.   

David prepped FIELD participants and staff in the POP process before a meeting with public 
agencies designed to solicit public contracts for its conservation corps.  In a meeting to explore 
mutual interests between public agencies and FIELD, one community member spoke up with 
clarity about the need to continue the listening process, when some agency officials wanted to 
cut the process short.  

The community member politely put the city manager in his seat and 
everyone went forward.  I loved the way it was orchestrated and based on 
this simple training we had. We overcame opposition and went on to 
receive four contracts and a pending a contract with county worth over for 
$50,000.  

In addition, the Fellowship Program helped David hone his ability to listen to potential partners 
in a way that builds consensus and momentum between groups that may have different 
perspectives.  He has put this new skill to work within his organization, with collaborating 
partners, and with community members. 

The other piece was being comfortable in my own skin and realizing how 
to converse with people, how to listen to people.  How to take away 
people’s ideas, how to incorporate people's idea… (We learned) how to 
listen to not just your staff but community leaders in terms of what their 
thoughts are, what their feeling might be, and how to address those so 
there’s a mutual benefit that is identified in terms of getting them to bring 
their resources together with yours to do something…That’s not to 
mention the good will that’s created and enhanced among all participants.  
That was really, really good. 

In addition to the tools and processes David gained, he also developed a collaborative 
relationship with Faith in Action (another Fellowship participant), to build a coalition to get out 
the vote for Proposition 30 to increase tax revenue for education in California.. The campaign 
combined FIELD’s ability to organize farm workers with Faith in Action’s experience in civic 
engagement to produce a robust movement. 
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FIELD doesn’t have the capacity to initiate action in terms of civic 
engagement. That's why the connection to Faith in Action was so critical 
because that’s their job. They don’t do the leadership development that we 
do.  So it’s been a great partnership.  For Prop 30 we didn’t have the 
capacity to go out and raise the funds but we could get our folks to do the 
work.  So we partnered with Faith in Action.  I recruited all the folks. They 
laid out the program. And we connected with them and our folks went out.  
Out of the entire state, our little collaborative in Bakersfield that Faith in 
Action headed up had the third highest outcomes in terms of votes and 
voters. So we are very proud of that.  That is a direct outcome of working 
in collaboration. 

Personal Sustainability 
Rockwood has helped David prioritize his personal sustainability, and understand the value of 
effectively delegating work to others so that he can sustain his work as a leader.   

I learned it was okay to spend time with my wife and my kids and my 
grandkids and step away from work.  Over the years with Cesar and the 
farm workers, there was such urgency. You could never do enough. I 
didn’t get really burned out, but there was a moment in time in 2008 when 
I questioned, “Do I have it in me to move this forward? How are we going 
to do it? Will I have to put in more time?” What I learned from Rockwood 
was no, take your time, take a breath, step away from it. And the biggest 
single thing to make that happen is to trust secondary leadership, to 
delegate work they can do, in order to have more personal time. That was 
invaluable. 

Program Value 
David cherishes the networking opportunities that the Fellowship offered, both as a way to build 
collaboration but also as a way to see the larger picture of community work and how FIELD 
contributes to that work.  Discussing community work with other leaders at Rockwood helped 
David step back, appreciate the value of his work at FIELD, and build on his personal strengths.   

For me, personally, the single biggest thing was just to be able to expand 
my vision in terms of a wider knowledge of all the good work people are 
doing and how we fit within that sphere.   My confidence was really 
improved by sitting down with them; there was a lot of affirmation. Also, 
the folks that were selected were just phenomenal. They listened well, they 
cared, and they shared.. We would break out in small groups and their 
analysis of weaknesses and how to neutralize those weaknesses was just 
invaluable…It helped build my confidence to take a deep breath and keep 
swinging away on our programs. 
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Looking Forward 
David is excited about the potential for further partnerships growing out of the connections he 
made through Rockwood.  

(The collaboration) is what I expected and hoped for from Rockwood and 
one of the first fruitions that came.  I’d like to be able to expand 
relationships with the connections we made in Fresno with the Hmong 
community as a next step.  There's another Fellow over in Huron that I 
connected with.  I’m not ready to go up there yet, but that’s the direction I 
want to go.  
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“SHAKING MYSELF UP:” ELSA QUEZADA – CENTRAL COAST 
CENTER FOR INDEPENDENT LIVING 

Elsa Quezada, executive director of the Central Coast Center for Independent Living (CCCIL), 
graduated from Rockwood Leadership Institute’s Fellowship for California Leaders of Color 
Program in 2010.  CCCIL is part of a nationwide network of independent living centers 
committed to ensuring that people with disabilities participate fully and equally in life.  For the 
past twenty-six years, CCCIL has provided advocacy, education, and support to people with 
disabilities who live in the tri-county area of Santa Cruz, Monterey, and San Benito. They have a 
staff of 23 (90% of whom have disabilities) and an annual budget of 1.3 million dollars until the 
recent stimulus funds ended. 

Elsa is an ardent disability rights advocate with over twenty years of experience. With the help of 
Rockwood Leadership Institute, Elsa has been able to “rejuvenate” her skills, ensuring that her 
proven leadership continues to adapt to the ever-changing landscapes of nonprofit work, 
particularly given the current economic climate. 

Context and Challenges 
The region CCCIL serves is primarily comprised of farmworking communities, many of which 
have been hard hit by the economic recession.  Financially strapped employers are laying off 
workers with disabilities to save money on health insurance. More and more people are 
financially struggling and facing serious mental health issues; and veterans are returning with 
disabilities, many of them with traumatic brain injuries. 

Paradoxically, however, CCCIL’s ability to meet this increased need has decreased due to 
diminishing resources.  They recently lost half their annual organizational budget, when an 
economic stimulus grant ended. The grant had enabled them to develop and offer pioneering 
services to people with traumatic brain injuries, a growing proportion of those with disabilities.   

The hardships for people with disabilities have been especially pronounced in low-income 
communities, where they are having to re-enter institutions because they cannot economically 
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survive, thereby erasing many of the gains that have been made over the past 30 years and 
dooming many to years in institutions. 

It’s very difficult to come out of an institution, if you don’t have the 
housing that’s affordable and accessible; or the supports you need, 
whether it’s family, medical services, or accessible transportation.1

Even among middle-class individuals with disabilities, the depressed economic climate has now 
rendered them essentially low-income as they “scramble to adjust their lifestyles and budgets.”   

 

To continue to provide high-quality services to people with disabilities and expand their support 
to new consumers, the center itself has made major sacrifices,  such as not giving raises to staff 
for the past several years.  In fact, Elsa said that CCCIL is “just trying to hold the line” on health 
benefits for their employees.  

In light of these challenges, the center has worked to increase collaboration with other 
organizations in order to collectively serve the needs of their communities.  

We need to rely on one another.  Everyone tosses around the word 
“collaboration,” but more than ever the collaboration needs to show up in 
action, in projects…More than ever, we need to circle the wagons…It’s 
happening to all of us…We have to think about who are we here to 
serve...Our consumer doesn’t just get services from my organization; 
they’re getting services from others and I need to make sure that I’m 
connected to other organizations…So that in turn, they’re helping our 
consumers and we’re helping theirs. 

Moreover, through their work to embrace a more collaborative approach, the center has fostered 
greater synergy with other organizations, an emphasis that is paramount for the survival of 
independent living centers. 

Leader’s Actions and Program Supports 
Elsa has a deep commitment to sharing what she has learned so that more centers can benefit 
from the tools and experiences she has had. She recently shared the My Healthy Organization 
(MHO) assessment with the State Independent Living Council board (where she serves as board 
chair). Elsa was introduced to the assessment after receiving a capacity-building grant from the 
Community Foundation of Monterey County.   

                                                 
1  The quotes in this profile were captured from an interview with Elsa Quezada about her participation in the 

Rockwood Fellowship. 
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I have actually utilized MHO not only with my organization but also with 
the state disability council…We’re using some of the questions, 
specifically those around the board…It has opened up different kinds of 
conversation with the board because now they realize that capacity 
building has to go beyond your organization – it has to be in your 
community…Their success is my success…If we’re failing, we’re all 
ultimately failing our consumers. 

Personal Sustainability 
Elsa reflected that Rockwood Leadership Institute has reinforced for her how important it is to 
learn from one another, not only in terms of the business aspects but also how to take care of 
yourself as an executive director.  Despite what she learned about the importance of “care and 
feeding of an executive director,” Elsa has found it difficult to implement in this time of 
economic uncertainty and volatility, although she clearly recognizes the costs of not being able 
to do so. 

We’re burned out and we’re burning out.  I don’t see the light at the end 
of the tunnel.  There’s a lot of discussion around what one can do and they 
all sound like great ideas, but the reality is there are decisions that I have 
to make immediately…It’s very difficult because of the kind of work that 
we do…We’re constantly watching what’s happening at the federal level, 
with Congress, and what the different cast of characters are doing…And 
my job is to be ahead of it, as much as I can be.  But it’s so volatile right 
now; there’s so much uncertainty right now.  And there’s so much fear.  
And when you’re afraid, it keeps you away from being creative and 
innovative because you’re always in crisis-mode – and that’s not good. 

Program Value 
Most significantly, the Rockwood program afforded Elsa a much-needed opportunity for 
rejuvenation, both professionally and personally.  

The program was really mind-expanding and challenging…They really 
provide you with so much.  You’re thinking and working 24/7…It was 
wonderful to be away for a week-long retreat in a beautiful setting and 
just think and be creative and be innovative.  It was rejuvenating because 
I’ve been doing this work for so many years.  When you’ve been doing 
work for a lot of years, you tend to get into a groove and you just do it.  
And that’s why I did it: because I wanted to shake myself up.  In order for 
me to be effective and stay viable for my organization, I need to be 
innovative and challenging myself and hearing what other people, 
specifically younger people, are doing.  That was really important to me 
and I feel like I did get that. 
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Elsa added that given the daunting nature of her current work, this rejuvenation has been 
invaluable in providing her with a greater sense of clarity and purpose. 

I’m where I’m supposed to be and I’m doing what I’m supposed to be 
doing.  The fight is still there and my job is to keep going and to keep 
trying to inspire others to continue to do this work because it’s going to 
get more difficult.  

Looking Forward 
While she anticipates that her work will be particularly challenging in the next few years, Elsa is 
determined to keep growing and and learning.   

I plan to continue to grow; to continue to be open to leadership 
opportunities.  And to know that just because I’ve been doing this for 30 
years, it doesn’t mean that I know it all.  

Specifically, she is looking forward to working with youth with disabilities to strengthen the 
disability rights movement, especially as aging advocates like herself look to pass the torch. 

I want to be able to hear from our youngsters, and the criticism around 
how we have to change things, especially around social media…  I’ve 
been trying to engage youth with disabilities at an intern level and get 
them engaged in learning about their history, which they may not know is 
their history…Because they need to know that things weren’t what they 
are today…And I want them to learn, just in general, about social justice.  
Whether it’s about disabilities or something else, it’s about social justice 
and creating that sort of consciousness…What’s happening in your 
community or even next door?…We need to make our approach 
meaningful and aligned with what they’re feeling and what their hopes 
and dream are; that’s how you engage them. 
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“MANAGING MY OWN FINANCES:” JANE TUNAY – 
CALIFORNIA HEALTH COLLABORATIVE 

Jane Tunay, project coordinator and health educator at the California Health Collaborative, 
graduated from the Women’s Leadership Circle’s (WLC) financial literacy program with the 
class of 2011.  As the coordinator of the Cancer Detection Program’s Every Woman Counts, 
Jane educates a diverse group of women from the Gold County region about breast and cervical 
health.  Jane attended the Woman’s Leadership Circle literacy workshops for her personal and 
professional development. Jane learned about WLC through her participation in the Women’s 
Health Leadership Program in 2011, a CLP funded leadership program for women health leaders 
in California. WLC and WHL partnered to offer women the financial literacy program. 

Context and Challenges 
Jane works across thirteen counties with women from many different cultures and backgrounds. 
She is committed to understanding and addressing cultural barriers so that women are educated 
in culturally appropriate ways.     

I work with women and educate them about breast and cervical health.  
These women come from various backgrounds and communities, such as 
African American, Asian, new immigrants, and I think that being 
culturally competent is important, and understanding what the cultural 
barriers may be.1

Jane has observed the scarcity of women in positions of leadership in organizations such as hers 
and wonders if part of the challenge might be that women do not feel comfortable with managing 
finances.  

 

More of the leadership positions are held by males, and they’re the ones 
making the financial decisions, either in organizations, or in their own 
households, and as women obtain more of these leadership positions, it is 

                                                 
1  The quotes in this profile were captured during an interview with Jane Tunay about her participation in the 

Women’s Leadership Circle financial literacy program. 
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important that they know about finances. There are some women who 
might not go for the leadership positions because they are scared about 
the financial aspects, so it is important for them to know about it. 

Leader’s Actions and Program Supports 
As a result of the WLC, Jane has taken a stronger leadership position in her organization. 

I am able to manage small grants for my organization. We have a CFO 
who manages the overall budget, but when we receive small grants, I am 
now able to oversee them. I learned a lot about personal finances, more so 
than organizational finances, but what I learned about personal finances I 
have been able to translate into my organizational work. 

Program Value 
The leadership trainings have given Jane a sense of her own strength both within her 
organization and on a personal level.   

I feel more confident in myself as a leader and what I can bring to the 
table, and I think that will help me obtain future employment within the 
collaborative. I became more organized with time management, and being 
able to look at myself as a leader made me realize that even though I’m 
young, I can still be a good leader and exercise good leadership. 

Through the trainings, Jane learned how to read a 401k account, understand financial terms, and 
set financial goals. The financial literacy tools Jane developed through the trainings gave her the 
confidence and knowledge to buy her own home. 

I was able to create a personal leadership plan for myself. It allowed me 
to take a look at where I am, and what my future goals are, and the steps I 
need to take to reach those goals. 

Jane believes that opportunities such as the Women’s Leadership Circle support women as they 
seek positions of leadership in their professional lives and empowerment in their personal lives. 

They created dialogue among women where we could share experiences 
about finances.  The topics are not something easily discussed with 
colleagues…but I felt safe to open up about personal experiences of 
financial management. 
It’s just valuable information that you don’t necessarily learn in your 
organization. 
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“CREATING AN INTERGENERATIONAL COALITION IN THE 
HMONG COMMUNITY:” LINDA XIONG – PROJECT 
PREVENTION COALITION 

Linda Xiong co-founded the Project Prevention Coalition in May 2010 to address the disparity in 
Hepatitis B rates among the Hmong community in Merced County.  Although the coalition does 
not have paid staff, Linda currently serves as the principal organizer of the group, which seeks to 
build a multigenerational coalition of youth, adults, elders, and tribal leaders to create an 
intergenerational coalition to eliminate health disparities that disproportionately affect the 
Hmong community.  To do this, the coalition promotes Hepatitis awareness, education, research, 
and advocacy.  Linda received leadership coaching from the South East Asia Resource Action 
Center through the Community Leadership Project.   

Context and Challenges 
Project Prevention Coalition was started by a small group of people that attended a presentation 
at UC Merced on Hepatitis B infection rates in the Hmong community. They learned that 1 in 5 
people in the Hmong community have the infection and do not know it. Recognizing the 
seriousness of this health crisis, the group (including Linda) came together to start Project 
Prevention Coalition. Dr. Steve Roussos was instrumental in banding the group of interested 
individuals together to create the coalition.  He is a local community researcher and Public 
Health professor at UC Merced. For nearly fifteen years, his research has focused on 
Community-Based Participatory Research (CBPR) intervention in clinical and community 
settings, with the past seven years focused on health disparities for limited English proficient 
populations.  

One of the first challenges was to figure out how to establish a presence in the small, close-knit 
Hmong community without threatening the established leadership. The group carefully 
considered their position in the Hmong community, and how they could go about creating 
awareness and educating the community.  Linda remembers, 
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We really wanted to create a group that wasn’t already in the community.  
We didn’t want to duplicate work or step on anyone’s toes.  We sat down 
to see where we were coming from as a group to make sure that others 
weren’t threatened. Our community is very small.  To be really culturally 
aware and aware of your community and how people perceive you is 
really important. 1

Linda’s youth and western education complicated Project Prevention’s position in the Hmong 
Community.  In order to gain the respect of community leaders, she has to reinforce that, despite 
being born in the United States, she is also a member of the community.   

 

I’m kind of like an outsider.  And so I’m slowly trying to get back and 
become part of my community.  It’s been three years and it’s a slow 
transition…I was born in America.  I was the first of ten children born 
here. I’ve been trained to have that western view and take a western 
approach. But I’ve realized after working in the community for a few 
years, in order to be successful I have to lose my western lens and see 
things from a Hmong person’s lens.  I can’t develop interventions from the 
western approach.  I have to do it from the Hmong approach.  That was a 
hard lesson. 

Leader’s Actions and Program Supports 
Linda and her sister, Jennifer, received coaching from Dr. Roussos and SEARAC around 
cultivating their position in the community that has allowed the project to build partnerships and 
move its agenda forward.   

I’ve realized that it takes a long time to earn the respect and trust of the 
community and the leaders you’re working with.  In our community, it’s 
really important to show face.  That means going to Hmong community 
events and showing how you’re supporting them in their events.  That 
really helps quickly build respect and trust with community leaders and 
the community in general…We needed to show that we are here to stay, 
and that we are serious about the work we are doing.  It’s learning about 
being patient and taking time to build these really important relationships 
that I know facilitate the work I’m doing now and in the future. 

In its short existence, Project Prevention has become a model for other groups serving the 
Central Valley Hmong community.  The coalition co-founders partner with and mentor an 
organization of college students interested in doing Hepatitis B research in the Hmong 
community.  In addition to connecting them with Project Prevention’s research partners at UC 

                                                 
1  The quotes in this profile were captured during an interview with Linda Xiong about her participation in the 
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Merced, Linda has shared the coalition’s lessons and given advice about how the students can 
apply those lessons to their work in Sacramento.  Just as Dr. Roussos and SEARAC has coached 
Linda and her colleagues, Linda is coaching these students to “help guide and make sure they are 
going in the right direction in doing Hepatitis promotion and research in the community.” 

It’s funny, as young as we are, we’re at the forefront of Hepatitis research 
in the Hmong community.  We feel like we are still a child but we have 
become mentors to other groups who want to do Hepatitis research… 
There are a lot of things that are the same that they can learn from.  So 
we’ve actually been mentoring them. 

Program Value 
The SEARAC coaching came at an auspicious time, while Linda and her colleagues were 
establishing themselves in the community and forming partnerships.  While Linda knew she 
wanted to prevent Hepatitis B in the Hmong community, she did not yet know the capacity in 
which she would do this.  The coaching from both SEARAC and Dr. Roussos helped Linda and 
her colleagues consider the scope and direction they wanted their work to take, both as a group 
and on a personal level.  They met with Phuong Do (SEARAC’s coach) at least once a month 
during the grant to talk about capacity building, leadership succession, building new leadership 
and how to network and build trust and respect within the community.  

 Talking to her has been integral to our current and future success. I 
always say, “What would we have done without Phuong watching over 
us?”  Making sure that, even when making mistakes, we go over what we 
learned and how we can improve.  When working in such a close-knit 
community, you have to be so careful about your approach.  And Phuong 
is so experienced in many of those areas. 

Linda and Jennifer never imagined themselves leading an organization. Phuong and Dr. Roussos 
served as a valued sounding board for their ideas and observations and provided a needed boost 
of confidence that helped validate their own instincts.  

We would say, “Phuong, you know so much!” and she would say, “I’m 
just repeating what you already told me!”  We just really needed 
that…She would always say, “who better than you to lead the work you 
do?   
Steve would ask us simple questions like, “Do you know how you turned 
out to be the successful young, Hmong professional you are today?” 
Baffled, the group would respond with, “What does that have anything to 
do with our research?” Steve would say that whatever our parents taught 
us or said to us motivated us to be who we are today. How can we use 
what they’ve taught or said to us to become problem solvers in the Hmong 
community? 
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In addition, their coaches helped Linda and the coalition move beyond any mistakes they made 
so that they could learn, improve their approach, and continue building momentum in their work.  

We had (some initial) communication problems. Phuong said, “There are 
some mistakes that you will make and you will learn.”  She helped us 
think, “Moving forward how will we prevent these from happening 
again?”  She really worked us through the issues, to create a decision-
making process and a communication process that works for everyone. 
That’s what she really helped us with.  Figuring out how we want to make 
decisions, how we want to communicate within this work. 

Personal Sustainability 
As a grassroots effort, the coalition does not have any paid staff.  Linda works up to 15 hours per 
week on top of her full-time job.  While Linda does not believe this is sustainable in the long run, 
she believes her commitment to her community keeps her moving forward.   

It’s challenging. I feel like I should be paid…If I were able to be 
independently funded, I would be more effective in the community.  I feel 
like, how many people would be willing to donate their time in their 
community at this rate?  It’s challenging but because I am passionate and 
I love my community.  It’s not just my mom or my dad.  It’s my grandma.  
It’s my friend’s grandma’s cousin.  It’s everyone I am concerned about.  

Dr. Roussos and the SEARAC coaching have taught Linda to let go of and learn from her 
mistakes rather than feel defeated. 

I feel like I’ve grown so much because, when you first start, you’re so hard 
on yourself. What I’ve learned is I’m going to make a lot of mistakes. I’m 
going to have to be fine with that.  I’m going to have to understand that 
I’m learning as I’m going. 

Looking Forward 
Given that Linda dedicates 15-20 hours of unpaid time to the coalition, Linda wants to create a 
more sustainable way to operate in the near future by fostering new leaders to carry the work 
forward and identifying a source of stable funding to allow her to commit fully to the work. 

The next step is to recruit new members no matter what age to join the 
group and to mentor them to become leaders and create leadership 
succession, eventually having them become leaders of this group.  I can’t 
do this work forever as a volunteer. So I think for me, aside from 
recruiting new leaders, it’s about finding funding so that I can do this full 
time.     
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After establishing new leadership, Linda would like to expand her work with the Hmong 
community into other areas. 

I feel like in the Hmong community there are so many areas besides health 
that we need to focus on.  So the next step for me is to train, mentor, and 
guide current leaders, students and community members that we currently 
have in this work. 
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“REALIZING OUR ASPIRATIONS:” LIZ VARELA – BUILDING 
FUTURES WITH WOMEN AND CHILDREN  

Liz Varela, executive director of Building Futures with Women and Children, graduated from 
LeaderSpring’s two-year fellowship program in 2010.  Her organization, comprised of fifty staff 
members, four facilities, and a $3 million annual budget, works to end domestic violence and 
homelessness among women and children in Alameda County by providing them with 
emergency shelter, housing, and financial assistance.  With the help of LeaderSpring, Liz has 
grown her staff’s leadership, built a strong foundation for sustaining the organization and its 
mission to protect women and children in crisis, and strengthened her own leadership.  

Context and Challenges 
When Liz became executive director in 2007, Building Futures was a well-regarded agency in 
the community.  She had been a founding member of the staff and an active contributor to the 
programming team, but she had had little administrative experience.   

All this administrative stuff was not my strong suit at all – board, finances, 
fundraising, all of that.1

Liz had big shoes to fill and a big job to do when she took over as executive director. 

  

As a woman of color coming from programming, I was a little nervous. I 
think people were kind of surprised when I became executive director. 

When she took over, she realized that the agency lacked internal structures of sustainability. 

All those years, we were an agency that was really program focused, so 
we didn’t have a lot of the structure that you’re supposed to have as an 
agency.  

                                                 
1  The quotes in this profile were captured from an interview with Liz Varela about her participation in the 

LeaderSpring program. 
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Liz credits LeaderSpring with helping her identify the “framework” that her organization needed 
in order to be sustainable and to gain the confidence she required to become a better leader.  

The program gave me a framework of “how it’s supposed to be” or all the 
things that you’re “supposed” to consider and all the things that you’re 
“supposed” to attain, like how you treat your staff, how you move through 
the world as the ED of a social justice agency, or how finances or 
fundraising is supposed to be done. 

With the insight she gained from the program, Liz has implemented an “organizational health 
checklist,” which she uses regularly to guide her work as well as that of her staff members. 

What LeaderSpring has done for me is give me a checklist.  Do I have a 
healthy board?  A culturally competent leadership team?  Great HR 
policies?  It’s really given me a path to design my work and how the 
agency can be, and I think we’ve become stronger because of that. 

This improved approach to organizational governance has brought about a number of landmark 
achievements for Building Futures.  For example, the organization recently received a substantial 
federal grant to prevent homelessness stemming from the current economic recession. 

I am proud to share that Building Futures with Women and Children is 
now the lead agency for the Mid-County Housing Resource Center, a 
project supported by federal stimulus funds that provides homeless 
prevention, rapid re-housing, and financial assistance to people who are 
homeless or at risk of homelessness.  We are working with three partners 
and five jurisdictional funders on this $3 million project over the next 
three years.  I could not have brought on such a large program at our 
agency without the support of LeaderSpring! 

Liz was also able to strengthen her own leadership through LeaderSpring’s support. 

I don’t know what I would have done without LeaderSpring.  Personally, it 
gave me a lot of confidence and support…LeaderSpring gave me the 
backbone to go for it, do it, and own it.  It took two years for me to own it 
but it felt like I had a whole group behind me. 

Leader’s Actions and Program Supports 
In addition to her organizational accomplishments Liz also improved her capacity to foster 
leadership development within her organization.  Inspired by her study trip to Housing 
Opportunities for Women in Chicago, Liz created a “leadership team” at Building Futures.  The 
team, all of whom are African-American women with a programming background, now meets 
monthly to “learn together and build a little more trust.” 

What we focus on is learning about administration, finances, contracts, 
HR...I want to let them in on all that stuff.  All the time I was a program 
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director for 15 years, I was really kept in a program box.  You can’t really 
run a program well if you don’t know everything that goes into it.  So 
going to LeaderSpring and going to that agency in Chicago really told me 
that I should pass this understanding down to my staff.  What’s exciting is 
that these women don’t have master’s degree, they’re all African-
American and they are all programming staff. Now they get the 
opportunity to learn, make more money, and have more responsibilities.  
I’m very proud of that.  

Personal Sustainability 
In terms of her personal sustainability as a leader, Liz reflected that LeaderSpring provided her 
with a safe space to “pull herself together,” especially when her work was hectic. 

In the summer of 2009, the stimulus funding came out and we went for it 
and we got $3 million over three years to jumpstart this whole new 
program within a matter of months.  I lost my mind.  But it was worth it 
because we serve hundreds and hundreds of families and it was a really 
great feather in our hat.  It was really hard for me as an ED, especially as 
a new ED, but it was once in a lifetime so I had to go for it.  If I hadn’t 
been able to go to the LeaderSpring monthly meetings and pull myself 
together, I don’t know what would have happened. 

More importantly, Liz said that the program gave her a lasting network of peers, as well as the 
skills and understanding to tap into that support.  

While I may not have stayed connected with all members of my cohort, 
what I’ve learned is how to use those peers, that support, and that 
collaboration.  I do keep in touch with two or three different people all the 
time in my work and we rely on each other.  I just think I’m better with 
other EDs now because I know what it means, what the benefits are, and 
that it’s not always a competition. 

Program Value 
Noting that LeaderSpring’s leadership trainings have “really meant a lot for this agency,” Liz 
said that the program is a source of continual support to the organization and its many endeavors, 
both directly and indirectly.  

The most invaluable thing is that you can really take what you learned 
with you and use it later.   I’ve totally done that.  The human resources 
stuff I wasn’t listening to at the time but I’ve pulled that back up…How to 
treat your staff and help your staff be balanced is something I’ve brought 
up in the last year…I was ready to think about it now, whereas I wasn’t 
back then.  I also have lots of articles and consultants that I can call, such 
as Renato…You really do keep going back to that experience and what 
you learned. 
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Looking Forward 
Having strengthened both her leadership style and the organization overall, Liz is now focused 
on working with her staff to shape Building Futures into the organization that they have always 
aspired to be. 

Now that this stimulus money is over, we’ve gotten a big board, and our 
staff is pretty well-established, it’s really about sustainability now.  And 
this next year, for me, is about strategic planning: now that this era is 
coming to an end, where are we going in the future?  And as we talk about 
that, we need to talk about what is healthy and sustainable, not just about 
what can serve the most clients or what can bring in the most money.  
Now, let’s really do a strategic planning process that really incorporates 
all the things that we need to be…That’s what I want to do in the next 
year; really figure out all those pieces. 

Specifically, with this newfound stability, she is looking forward to creating a more culturally 
responsive organization, particularly since over half of their constituents and staff members are 
African-American. 

Because of LeaderSpring and because we were able to stay strong through 
the economic downtown and not crumble, then things happened like Blue 
Shield.  Now that we have all that behind us, now we can spend another 
entire two years on cultural competency work and how we can serve 
African American clients better as it relates to domestic violence.  You 
can’t just focus on those issues if you’re not a sustainable agency, if you 
don’t have all your ducks in a row.  And sometimes being so into those 
processes is impossible if you’re in crisis; it couldn’t have happened in the 
last three years because there were so many things happening.  But now, 
we’re ready and we’re going to do it.  
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“YOUTH ARE STEPPING UP:” MAIKA YANG – STONE SOUP 

Stone Soup’s mission is to nurture leadership that creates positive social change for Southeast 
Asian refugee families, mostly Hmong, to move forward and find their voices and places in 
America.  Stone Soup has been an active voice in the Fresno community about the need to 
develop young leaders. They do so with a deep appreciation for Hmong culture and the elders’ 
symbolic leadership.   

Two years ago MaiKa Yang became Stone Soup’s first Hmong Executive Director.  She had 
been groomed for leadership by Kathy Garabed, Stone Soup’s founder and sole previous 
director.   

My personal and professional growth came from my boss giving me some 
great opportunities, doing grant writing, professional development, 
connecting and collaborating with other groups. That set me up for this 
position.1

Stone Soup has an annual budget of $600,000 and a staff of 9, half of which are part-time as well 
as a “number of committed volunteers.”   

 

Stone Soup has partnered with SEARAC, a CLP Leadership Grantee, for the past four years. 
SEARAC’s mission is to strengthen the capacity of community-based organizations led by 
refugees.  This past year with CLP support, SEARAC provided coaching to MaiKa during her 
leadership transition.   

Stone Soup has received additional CLP supports, including a capacity-building grant from the 
Women’s Foundation that helped them focus on marketing Stone Soup’s mission and telling 
their story to the public; and a technology assessment from ZeroDivide to help plan for their 
future technology needs. 

                                                 
1  The quotes in this profile were captured from an interview with MaiKa Yang about her participation in the 

SEARAC program services.. 
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These grants have been really helpful for our leadership transition, and 
helping our staff to think about the pieces of our leadership. 

Context and Challenges 
In Fresno, many young Hmong left the community to go to college, while the elders stayed in the 
community. With the economic crisis, many young Hmong college graduates are coming back 
home.   

I think there is a lot of potential, addressing the issues of youth, education, 
health and economic gaps. I’m not sure where it will lead, but there are a 
lot of possibilities. It’s a great example how youth can be part of the 
change they want to see. Instead of waiting around for the elders, they are 
stepping up. 

Stone Soup is designing programs to develop and support these young leaders.  

They have so much more energy and ideas and hunger to be part of 
something. We convene and bring those groups together. It’s exciting to 
have conversations about leadership and where we want it to head, and to 
see the young people rising. 

Stone Soup is taking on a much bigger role in the community.  They are developing a parent 
leadership group to talk about what it means to be an “advocate for their children and a leader in 
our community.” They are also part of a youth-serving coalition that is seeking to advance the 
health and education of all young people in Fresno.   

That’s something we’ve not done before.  It came about last year.  We 
started talking about working more together.  It’s exciting. It’s 
challenging our creativity in hard times. A lot of people have energy to 
challenge each other to think differently about our work about how to 
solve problems in our community.   

Leader’s Actions and Program Supports  
SEARAC’s partnership has been instrumental in helping Stone Soup  explore how to support 
emerging leaders, how to grow leadership voices that are not currently at the table, and how 
Stone Soup can play a convening role in bringing the community together to talk about 
leadership issues and challenges.    

Phuong Do, SEARAC’s training director, comes for site visits twice a year and talks regularly 
with MaiKa.  Phuong provides coaching and support for MaiKa personally, holds dialogues with 
the staff, and helps her convene community conversations about the future of leadership in the 
Hmong community. 
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I’m the 2nd director of my organization. I’m a rookie. I have a lot of 
growing and learning to do...so it’s great timing to think about how to 
develop leadership in our organization,  about how I develop as a young 
leader, and about where we play a role in convening a conversation about 
community leadership with other organizations and the elders we work 
with. We’ve been thinking more about leadership than we did in the past. 

Phuong supported MaiKa and her staff to have a conversation about leadership that was followed 
up with an assessment that helped staff think about their role in the organization and the 
community, and some of their leadership challenges and opportunities.   

Program Value  
The partnership with Phuong and SEARAC has been invaluable to MaiKa in part because they 
understand the cultural context in which Stone Soup operates. 

They are former refugees with a lot of experience and background; they 
are talking a lot about emerging young leadership and how to support it.  
Traditional leadership development doesn’t necessarily work for us 
because we don’t like to go to things alone. We’re comfortable with 
people who look like us, who know our issues and our challenges. They 
can be a catalyst for conversations that others won’t go into.   

On a personal level, MaiKa really values the one-on-one conversations she has with Phuong 

We have conversations about my leadership in the organization, and 
about our organization’s role in convening leadership conversations in 
the community we serve. It’s been very helpful to work on the individual 
level and the organizational level. It’s  also good to have an outsider come 
in that can talk about an issue and help you think about things differently. 

MaiKa laments the fact that there are not more resources for SEARAC to work in the Central 
Valley because of the huge presence of the Southeast Asian population and the cultural relevance 
of the supports that an organization like SEARAC provides. 

Personal Sustainability 
Following in the footsteps of a very strong leader has meant that MaiKa has a lot to learn. While 
she is only at the beginning of her journey and uncertain about her leadership future, she is 
grateful for the leadership support she has received.  It has enabled her to think about what kind 
of leadership role she wants to establish for herself.   

I’m thinking a lot about it. Do I want to be doing this job or something 
else too? What do I need to be working on for myself?  What are my 
strengths? 
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As MaiKa seeks to answer these questions for herself, she is excited about the opportunity to 
attend the Rockwood Art of Leadership Program in October to focus on how to negotiate her 
leadership pathway and become a better leader. 

I want to focus on myself as a leader and what will work for me and make 
me a better leader.  I’m hoping to learn new things, by hearing, seeing, 
and being in the presence of other leaders who are navigating those 
challenges too. I’m excited to make this personal commitment to invest in 
my leadership. 

Looking Forward 
Stone Soup is looking forward to taking a bigger role in Fresno’s upcoming planning process 
focused on 2030.  They want to make sure that young people have a voice in that process.   

We want to provide young people with leadership opportunities so they 
can change our community.  We want to change the issue from police to 
parks. 

Stone Soup continues asking big questions about where young emerging leaders are going to find 
the supports and networks they need to be good role models, and how as a community they can 
work together to invest in their own leadership future.   
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“BUILDING THE CAPACITY OF LOCAL LEADERSHIP TO LEAD:” 
MARIA HERRERA – COMMUNITY WATER CENTER 

Maria Herrera is Director of Community Advocacy at the Community Water Center, a nonprofit 
organization that seeks to ensure that all communities have access to safe, clean, and affordable 
water in California’s San Joaquin Valley, especially in unincorporated communities of color.  
CWC has grown to 8 staff with their main office in Visalia, and a new office in Sacramento. 
CWC has a budget of $ 800,000.   

Maria joined CWC in January 2008 as a program assistant and was promoted after two years to 
be Community Outreach Coordinator. She was recently promoted to the Director of Community 
Advocacy in July 2012.  In that position, she leads the development of advocacy campaigns and 
builds the capacity of community advocates to develop water solutions that are community-
driven.   She states, 

“We are making sure that communities have a voice at the table and are 
participating in driving the agenda.   We have spent a lot of time helping 
leaders advocate for themselves and making sure that policy makers are 
taking into account the needs of the communities and that there is two-way 
communication between communities and the policy process.”1

Maria graduated with the 2011-2012 cohort of the Health Policy Leadership Program in April 
2012. 

 

Context and Challenges 
Unincorporated communities of color in the San Joaquin Valley lack access to the decision-
making tables that govern water safety, access and quality.  Water policy boards serve the 
interests of farmers and other corporate interests and often do not consider the water needs of 
unincorporated communities with little access to safe, affordable drinking water.  Maria, in her 

                                                 
1  The quotes in this profile were captured during an interview with Maria Herrera about her participation in the 

Health Policy Leadership Program. 
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role as a community advocate, finds it challenging to walk into meetings where no one else 
brings her perspective and experience.   

“I’m young.  I’m a woman.  And I’m a woman of color.  It’s difficult to 
walk into a room where the majority of stakeholders are not young, not 
women, and not of color.  They are people who are used to having 
influence.  It’s challenging as a leader when you are going in there and 
communicating and articulating what they may not want to hear.  But I’ve 
learned that it’s about relationship building even if it doesn’t feel 
comfortable.  You have to communicate in a way that builds relationships 
and creates an open dialogue.  

Maria and the Community Water Center (CWC) try to influence these inequities by building 
capacity among community residents, especially Spanish-speaking residents of unincorporated 
communities, advocate for water issues, develop community-driven water solutions, and serve as 
a state-wide resource of expertise and education around water issues. 

“This is an issue that is personal to me.  My dad and other family 
members are living in communities where they don’t have safe water.  I 
was raising a family there until I left two years ago.  These are personal 
issues that I really care about and can relate to.  After certain difficult 
meetings, I remind myself why I am willing to sit at a table and hear 
remarks that make me think “Really?”  I remind myself that this is 
something that I care about and something that we are moving forward in 
and finding solutions for.” 

Leader’s Actions and Program Supports 
Maria completed the Central Valley Health Policy Institute’s Health Policy Leadership Program 
in April 2012.  She was attracted to the program because it was a local program offered at Fresno 
State that would help her build bridges with local leaders in public health.  One of the highlights 
of the HPLP leadership program was partnering with Veronica Garibay at the California Rural 
Legal Assistance to document funding barriers, provide a process map for what it actually means 
to go through the funding process for disadvantaged communities, and provide guidance and 
recommendations to overcome these barriers.  By sharing the results of their project, Maria and 
her partner created an open dialogue with funding agencies and legislators; they used the 
document to educate policymakers about how policies and rules affect communities.  

“I am still seeing the fruits of (our project). The program created space 
and guidance to work on the project and now some of the documents have 
been used in our own advocacy efforts with funding agencies.  The project 
has been a success because it’s a unique tool that communicated the 
community perspective in a way that is targeted to influence policy.  We 
are taking what’s on the ground and working to take it to the next level to 
influence policy.” 
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“There’s something different about having something more formal to 
present…it provided us with a place to think about how we want to 
communicate and seek guidance, and to just have the time to get it done.”   

Sharing the project allowed for an open dialogue between different stakeholders who have the 
same goal—water access—but who may not have the same perspective. 

“We were able to give both sides of the story.  There were a lot of people 
who were educated (by the project)…They now have a better 
understanding of what it means for communities to go through the funding 
process.” 

Personal Sustainability 
In the past, Maria has not always found time in her busy schedule to focus on her own 
professional development and skill-building.  Participating in the HPLP gave her the space to 
focus on her own leadership skills and rededicate herself to her work. 

“I would say that the space that the program provided to take time off 
from my busy schedule to build my own skills and receive good guidance 
and support…I really appreciated that.  I learned a lot of things that I am 
now implementing in my day-to-day work.  I feel like that was one of the 
biggest payoffs.   

In the past, Maria struggled to squeeze in to her busy schedule all the administrative tasks she 
needed to complete in order to maximize her effectiveness.  The HPLP workshop leaders gave 
her strategies to manage her time.  

“I’ve learned that you can’t save the world…To be effective leaders you 
have to take the time to build capacity and continue to allocate time to do 
other things that are required of you as well as be strategic around 
committing yourself to what you can deliver on and ask for help for what 
you can’t.” 

Program Value 
HPLP provided Maria with an opportunity to take time to reflect, learn, and receive guidance and 
support to grow as a leader.  Maria benefits from relationships she built with other HPLP 
participants, a deeper knowledge of the key players in water policy and advocacy, and new-
found confidence as a leader. 

“I grew as a leader for sure.  I also got to learn what other folks are 
doing; for example, what health advocates are doing.  I know who the 
various leaders are.  It was good to be in a setting where there are a lot of 
local leaders.  Being from the Valley, it was a very good feeling to see so 
many others working to benefit the community.” 
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“Going to the program on a personal level helped me understand that I 
am capable of getting something done and building capacity.  I saw that I 
am building skills and that I was able to accomplish this.  I am proud that 
I received my Certificate of Completion and stayed with the program for 
the whole year…” 

Through the connections that Maria made at HPLP, her organization enjoys a broader network of 
stakeholders and partners that are involved in diverse, yet interconnected, health issues.   

“We’ve been able to participate in other efforts that folks are doing.  I was 
able to be introduced to what’s going on nationally and see the successes 
that others are having.  We are building a united voice for the California 
team.  It’s great that as advocates we have the space to learn about what’s 
going on and figure out ways to communicate all of our efforts.” 

Maria now regularly utilizes communication strategies and approaches that she learned through 
HPLP to effectively engage local community leaders. 

“John [Capitman] always told us to be aware of intent and impact when 
we communicate.  Now prior to engaging a community or preparing a 
presentation, I think about what am I trying to communicate, and how it 
will be perceived by others. 

Looking Forward 
Maria hopes to increase diversity among water policy decision makers by continuing to build 
capacity at the community level, especially among young leaders of color. She recognizes the 
importance of engaging the community in order to sustain the movement for water access.   

“I’ve learned that I need to be part of this effort.  There’s a reason that we 
are building leaders.  Being a person of color, that’s always hard.  And as 
a young leader, it’s different.  You bring a different perspective.  There’s a 
generational difference with other leaders…In my area of work, we are 
seeing more diversity in who’s talking and who’s at the table, but even 
within our organization, we want to see the conversation change—whose 
guiding and leading the conversations—and change that dynamic.  Not 
just certain individuals speak but build our partners’ capacity to speak.  
And have people who come from the Valley, who are of color, lead those 
conversations.” 
“My heart is in organizing but I have to fill a different role to help other 
people be a part of it and change the dynamic.  The only way to be 
sustainable: helping communities do it for themselves.” 
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“FINDING TIME TO EXHALE:” MARY NICHOLSON – HEALINGS 
IN MOTION 

Mary Nicholson founded Healings in Motion in 2007 to provide educational programs to prevent 
strokes and support recovery from strokes, Traumatic Brain Injuries (“TBI”) and certain 
neurological impairments.  In addition, Healings in Motion advocates for better health care and 
promotes self-care for family caregivers.  Participants include survivors, as well as their 
caregivers, many of whom are women of color.  Mary connected to this issue through her own 
personal history after suffering from a brain aneurysm and experiencing the recovery process, as 
well as her experience as a caregiver to her husband.  Healings in Motion serves San Joaquin 
County, although they have also offered services in Sacramento, Stanislaus, and parts of the 
Gold Country.  Healings in Motion relies on volunteers, a working board and college students 
(from the University of the Pacific) to carry out its mission. Through her participation in WHL in 
2012, Mary strengthened her understanding of non-profit management, built a wider network of 
partners, and found a source of rejuvenation through new relationships with her peers. 

Context and Challenges 
The Central Valley has a higher stroke index than most counties in the state and is comparable to 
the country’s stroke belt in the south.  Healings in Motions seeks to reduce the effects of stroke 
in a number of ways.  Its core program, the Central Valley Recovery Awareness Preventing 
Strokes Program, offers monthly lunch-and-learn sessions where experts speak on various 
aspects of the brain, especially those functions affected by strokes and traumatic brain injuries. 
Healings in Motion also educates the community at large about the value of certified stroke 
centers and understanding the stroke symptoms so survivors can get to a hospital in the critical 
three-hour window when intervention can reduce the harm caused.  In addition, the organization 
offers support groups to caregivers and stroke survivors. Their largest event is the “Caring for the 
Caregiver” Symposium that draws hundreds of caregivers in the Central Valley. 

Mary spent most of her career in the for-profit sector before suffering her brain aneurysm. When 
a former WHL participant recommended the program to her, she applied with the expectation 
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that she would gain a better understanding of non-profit management and how to apply for 
grants. When she started Healings in Motions, she took her experience identifying sponsorships 
for broadcast media and applied it to her new organization, funding its projects through local 
business sponsorships and client fees.  She states, 

Strokes are the number one cause of long-term disability; 67% of people 
who have a stroke don’t go back to work. So there is value for businesses 
to be involved and for the County at large to be more conscious about 
what strokes are doing to our community. 1

Currently, Healings in Motion has no paid staff and relies on Mary’s unpaid time and a small 
crew of volunteers.   

 

Leader’s Actions and Program Supports 
WHL provided many tools for developing and expanding her organization and its work in the 
community.  For example, Mary gained an understanding of the financial side of non-profit 
management and has explored new options for funding. 

Certainly being in business I knew a lot about putting together profit and 
loss statements, but there are so many other things to look at when trying 
to grow a nonprofit.  For me, the expert speakers were also very valuable. 
As a result of what I learned, I’ve been on a new path of writing a lot more 
grants.  I received lots of valuable information...It has broadened my 
scope on business operations.   

WHL also clarified the role of a non-profit board and offered strategies to better distill value 
from her board.  

I was having a challenge with ways to get my board to come to terms with 
some of the things that needed to be done.  After some of the trainings I 
received, I went back and talked to the board. I had a revelation that some 
board members might not want to participate after I made it clear what 
my expectations were and the roles they needed to assume as board 
members…That was one of the wonderful benefits that I got out of 
WHL…That was a growth area for me because I was very patient and 
thankful that they were willing to serve but at a certain point for the 
organization it was important to move to the next level. I realized that I 
also needed a broad spectrum of board members, based on expertise and 
fundraising abilities. 

                                                 
1  The quotes from this profile were captured during an interview with Mary Nicholson about her participation in 

the Women’s Health Leadership Institute. 
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In addition to building her financial and management skills, Mary identified strategies to connect 
with other local resources that could help advance her cause as a result of WHL.   

I’ve been working to enhance relationships with civic leaders, churches 
and retail partners.  But there’s a whole area that I’ve never really 
ventured into: women’s health providers.  I am meeting with schools right 
now.   Healings in Motion is planning for the 3rd Annual Stroke 
Awarenesss. Mary has set up meetings with the black student unions at 
local high schools because a disproportionate percentage of African 
American women are having strokes.” I am hoping to interface with 
younger people because of the generational effect”….WHL has expanded 
my reach, relationships and partnerships with different people in the 
community.  As a result of reaching out to the black student union, another 
door opened with a drugstore that was going to be doing flu clinics who 
was interested in participating.  It’s just opening up one door and then 
another door and then another door.  It’s been a really great experience.  
It’s given me a really great outlook for 2013. 

Recently, Mary collaborated with other WHL participants to organize a successful symposium 
entitled Caring for the Caregiver. 

Some of the participants whose missions were in line with mine, e.g., 
dealing with elder abuse, exercise, or a major life change like cancer or 
Alzheimer’s, collaborated and were exhibitors at the event. A couple of 
them were also workshop leaders.   

Mary’s advocacy has already led to tangible changes within the local healthcare system, 
including the recognition of a local hospital as a certified stroke center. 

As a result of the advocacy that we have done, we now have two hospitals 
that became a certified stroke center.  What that means is that the process 
that they went through to train their staff and be able to greet patients 
when they walk in with stroke symptoms is a 360- degree difference from 
when Healings in Motion started.   

Personal Sustainability 
As an unpaid director of a fledgling non-profit, Mary works long hours to learn the ropes of the 
non-profit world and build a community organization from scratch.  Mary reflects, “I’ve been 
working long hours and I was one of those hard workers all my life but I’ve never worked harder 
in my life than since I started Healings in Motion.” 

WHL helped revive Mary in her role as a leader, giving her space to release from the stress of 
her work and find that “emotional cleanse that we all need periodically.” 
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One of the most exciting parts of programs is that when we came together 
we could exhale, we could release.  We didn’t even realize how stressful 
the job that we took on is because we deal with so many emotional people 
and so many issues to really make a difference in somebody’s life. We are 
the ones that people come to for answers. But in reality we need that same 
relief just like they do but we don’t have the avenues to do it.  WHL was 
the avenue for us. I really appreciated that part of it. 

Program Value 
While Mary and Healings in Motion benefitted in many ways from the program, Mary most 
highly values her new-found understanding of her own leadership qualities, the enduring 
relationships she established with the other WHL participants, and the continuous coaching 
around leadership.  

Mary used WHL self-assessment tools to identify her own leadership style and learn to delegate 
work more effectively.   

Understanding my personal leadership style was really very interesting to 
me because it was doing some self-assessment and getting clearer on my 
style and also being able to appreciate other styles and create win-win 
scenarios. We don’t have to be the same but if we can understand that we 
work differently and appreciate the difference, than we can move beyond 
that and really be able to communicate the vision and establish a 
collaborating team so that when we all have the same vision and 
aspirations we don’t all have to do it the same way…What I’ve been more 
focused on as a leader is being able to share the vision and the final 
outcome or the desired outcome and then allowing people who have 
signed up to be leaders or responsible for a task to do it their way as long 
as we can navigate and get to that desired end. 

WHL offered relationship-building exercises and opportunities for reflection that rejuvenated 
Mary for the work that lies ahead.   

There were a lot of great bonuses that included the rejuvenation, focusing 
on ourselves, and the little exercises that we did.  Holding a candle and 
talking from our heart about our intentions, what we want to achieve with 
the organization, if those goals are achievable, and if they are to what 
level of commitment each one of us has to do what’s necessary to achieve 
those. The period of reflection and camaraderie was a wonderful part of 
WHL.   

Mary continues to meet socially with some participants to maintain the camaraderie and 
rejuvenation that WHL offered. 
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We maintain those relationships.  We have conversations about programs 
collaborating on grants and have committed ourselves to keeping the 
connection and to have that emotional cleanse that we all need 
periodically…  

The WHL coaches continue to support Mary as she grows as a leader, communicating with her 
on an almost daily basis with new information and advice.  The coaching helps her build 
momentum through small achievable steps and encourages her to delegate some of her 
responsibilities.   

The two coaches that we had were phenomenal. I feel very much 
connected with them…They are always finding something new for me to 
see. If there is something they think I can learn from, they send me an 
email. It helps me be a better coach to my own team.  I give them some 
small steps and things that they can do to reach the goals that they have…  
I’m totally grateful for that. I’ve taken a big leap (as a leader).  Because I 
realize that, even though I have grandiose ideas and a mission that 
encompasses a lot, taking small steps counts.  I’ve also realized that I 
don’t have to do it all alone. 

Looking Forward 
In the future, Mary hopes to hire paid staff to focus on organizational development so that the 
organization can focus on educating the public.   

I really want to work on capacity building so that I can have a consistent 
staff…I am hoping to have more staff, paid staff and someone who can 
actually concentrate on grants and generating the revenues so we can do 
the other stuff that really gets the results, the lifesaving results that we 
need.   
We now need to educate the community about stroke symptoms so that 
they know what to do.  There’s a lot still that I see that needs to be done. 
Now it’s about having the team of people I can arm with the information 
to go in different directions to do it.   
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BECOMING MORE “CENTERED:” MYRNA MARTINEZ NATERAS 
– AMERICAN FRIENDS SERVICE COMMITTEE 

Myrna Martinez Nateras, founder of the American Friends Service Committee’s (AFSC) Pan 
Valley Institute and current director of their Human Migration Mobility (HMM) Central Valley 
Programs, completed a three-week residency with Windcall in 2009.  At AFSC, an organization 
with an annual budget of about $300,000 and three staff members, she has worked to ensure that 
the organization supports and empowers immigrant communities in the Central Valley through 
its three HMM programs: (1) Farm Labor, (2) the Pan Valley Institute, and (3) Project Voice.  
With the help of Windcall, Myrna has been able to not only tackle her own increased 
responsibilities more effectively but also better guide her staff members through AFSC’s various 
changes over the past few years by incorporating greater “calmness and centeredness” into their 
organizational culture. 

Context and Challenges 
AFSC’s HMM programs have traditionally served modest numbers of Mexican and Latino 
immigrants in the Central Valley. Over the past decade, however, the organization’s constituency 
base and scope of work has rapidly expanded.  Specifically, AFSC found itself serving a growing 
and increasingly diverse constituency that includes Cambodian, Hmong, Punjabi, and Filipino 
immigrants and refugees, in addition to its core base of Mexican and Latino immigrants. Indeed, 
Myrna reflected that the organization “needed to do more with limited resources and in 
communities that are in a constant state of urgency.” 

However, AFSC’s substantially increased work was not matched with additional staff members 
or resources.  In fact, the organization underwent significant restructuring and financial 
difficulties during this period of change.  Myrna elaborated: 

It was a very difficult time for the organization…We were going through 
challenges in terms of finances so a lot of people were laid off and there 
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was a lot restructuring in the organization…We were also finishing a big 
project so we needed to strategize about AFSC’s next steps.1

This organizational instability was particularly challenging for Myrna, who felt a strong sense of 
responsibility towards her staff members to help, support, and lead them through this crisis.  In 
addition, she was still recovering from a major surgery.  As such, Myrna frequently felt 
overwhelmed, both professionally and personally, during this time.  

 

To better respond to her organization’s crisis, Myrna accepted an invitation to participate in 
Windcall’s residency program.  Through her three-week residency in the Olympic Peninsula in 
Washington, she was able to have the “space and time so that [she] could really focus on [her] 
work and life priorities.”  In particular, Myrna found that she was able to concentrate more 
effectively on resolving her organization’s broader challenges by being “away from all of these 
difficult moments and daily responsibilities and things that can sometimes be overwhelming.”  

As a result of her residency, Myrna was able to return to AFSC with greater clarity and calmness 
regarding the organization’s next steps.  She explained: 

When I came back, I felt that I was in a better position to take on the work 
and challenges.  I was more calm and centered and in a better position to 
focus and work with my colleagues on all the work that we needed to do at 
that time.  

Indeed, Myrna noted that gaining this “strength to respond to all the demands of the job at that 
time” helped her to guide her staff members through this difficult period, which has allowed 
AFSC to not only regain stability but also enabled the organization to become more effective and 
purposeful about their work. 

Leader’s Actions and Program Supports 
Specifically, Myrna has been able to strengthen her organization by learning how to prioritize 
her many competing responsibilities.  She remarked that her coach at Windcall was pivotal in 
helping her to better manage her workload, noting that they worked on her organization skills, 
ability to prioritize, and capacity to “make room for the unexpected” through various exercises.  
Myrna said that gaining these new skills has allowed her to change her “practice of work,” which 
has been invaluable to her work at AFSC. 

                                                 
1  The quotes in this profile were captured during an interview with Myrna Nateras about her participation in the 

Windcall program. 
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The demands of the work can be tremendous.  It’s very difficult because 
we don’t have a 9-5 job or work on one thing; we have a lot of interaction 
with different people.  So there are many demands and it can be very 
difficult for me.  Especially with everything that was happening at the 
time, it was very challenging for me to prioritize what work to focus on or 
what work to do.  So that was critical for me: to be in a position where I 
was more clear about exactly what my priorities are, instead of being all 
over the place – that was very important. 

Particularly since her responsibilities continue to grow, Myrna said that her learnings from 
Windcall will only become more relevant to her work over time.  In other words, although 
Myrna’s work is unlikely to become less demanding, she feels more confident about meeting 
these demands. 

The demands of my work are bigger now.  And I think that my experience 
at Windcall and what I learned from the coaching has been very critical 
for doing my work, for being able to take on all these responsibilities, and 
staying at this job. 

Moreover, Myrna has used her new prioritization and organization skills to teach and support her 
staff members to do the same. She has established regular “check-ins” with staff members to 
help them to “prioritize the work and tasks that are the most important, since we work on so 
many different projects,” as well as “make sure that they balance their work time with personal 
time.”  Myrna feels that these “check-ins” are critical to ensuring the well-being of her staff 
members and that of the overall organization, noting that these two are necessarily 
interconnected. 

I don’t want them to be overwhelmed or burnt out because I appreciate 
their work.  Also, I think if they’re more centered and feel more 
appreciated at work, they will be more productive at the same time.  

She also added that as AFSC, and organizations like it, continue to have to do more with less 
resources, the ability of her staff members to better manage and prioritize their own workloads 
will become increasingly salient.  

Personal Sustainability 
In terms of her personal sustainability as a leader, Myrna reflected that her Windcall residency 
provided her with a rare opportunity to focus on herself.  Specifically, she felt that program was 
great in that it “takes care of you in a unique way,” noting that it was “great to even think of 
having that kind of opportunity.”  Through this support, Myrna said that she was able to “get 
away, relax, have a good experience, and be happy,” which has contributed immensely to her 
own sense of personal sustainability. 
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In addition, the program has helped Myrna to become a better delegator, which has significantly 
eased her workload and, in turn, strengthened her long-term sustainability as a leader.  

I feel more confident now about delegating work and trusting that my 
colleagues can do that work.  That’s something that I’m always reminding 
myself about: that I can’t do everything.  
Sometimes, I even now delegate more leadership on projects.  I can 
oversee the entire work but I delegate leadership responsibilities.  

Program Value 
Aside from providing tools and skills to address a major organizational crisis, improving the 
organization’s work practices and culture, and encouraging personal sustainability, Windcall’s 
residency program also gave Myrna a unique opportunity to meet and interact with peers.  In 
particular, she remarked that it was helpful to share her work experiences with people who 
understood but were not from her city or familiar organizations.  Myrna noted that this type of 
sharing helped her to feel that she was “not having the same conversations” and “not having to 
inform someone about what I was doing or not doing.”  Most significantly, she felt that the 
residency program was valuable in that residents could both be together and “distance ourselves 
so that we could do what we intended to do with our residencies.”  Myrna explained: 

The other two residents and I got along very well.  We were able to talk at 
times and exchange information and ideas and at the same time, we were 
very respectful of each other’s personal time.  Because obviously some 
people, including myself, really wanted solitude, to be by ourselves, and 
work alone.  But at the same time, I don’t want to be just alone; I wanted 
to be around other people while I worked alone.  

Looking Forward 
Having now strengthened both her leadership abilities and the organizational overall, Myrna 
looks forward to continuing to support and empower immigrant communities in the Central 
Valley with AFSC.  Specifically, she is excited about the organization’s new work around 
training community members to be their own advocates as it relates to local law enforcement 
policies and developing a pipeline of immigrant leaders through AFSC’s fellowship program.  In 
terms of her own professional and personal growth, Myrna hopes to continue to learn, improve, 
and become a more collaborative leader. 

I’m a behind-the-scenes leader.  I see myself as supporting the work of 
other leaders in the community; to strengthen the leadership of the 
immigrant community in the Central Valley.  That’s very challenging and 
that’s my main mission.  For me, learning is something that has to be 
constant and we’re living in such changing times.  I hope that I have the 
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ability to be open, be able to adapt to the new ways of leadership that are 
emerging. 
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“BECOMING A BETTER TEAM PLAYER:” NIKKO DA PAZ – 
UNIFICATION OF CULTURAL ARTS 

Niskko Da Paz, founder and executive director of Unification of Cultural Arts (UC ARTS), 
graduated from the Women’s Health Leadership Institute in 2010.  Nikko founded Unification of 
Cultural Arts in 2006 to use the cultural arts of drumming and dance as an avenue to increase 
physical activity and wellness while connecting individuals to activities that are culturally 
relevant to them.  The project sprung from Nikko’s work as a Research Project Manager at 
Stanford University, where she designed an obesity prevention curriculum that incorporated 
dance in afterschool programs for the counties of Alameda, Santa Clara, and South San 
Francisco. Since then, UC ARTS has offered afterschool programming, school assemblies, drum 
classes, dance classes, and cultural performances across the Bay Area and Merced County.  UC 
ARTS has a staff of five and a budget that ranges from $150,000 in lean years to $300,000 when 
they have numerous classes running.  

Context and Challenges 
As school districts across California slashed their budgets in 2008, funding for arts programming 
dwindled.  As a result, UC ARTS altered its service-delivery model, providing school 
presentations instead of more intensive and costly afterschool programming.  Although UC 
ARTS wants to partner with public schools, the funding reality means that they are only able to 
offer their programming to students whose parents can pay for the program, limiting UC ARTS’ 
ability to serve all children.   

Nikko has thought creatively about new avenues and partnerships to offer UC ARTS’ services to 
more people.  She recently collaborated with an agency that serves developmentally disabled 
children and adults to offer dance classes to their clients.  In addition, through a connection with 
a WHL alum, Nikko organized a performance at a local health fair.  Plans for future 
collaborations include working with student groups in the UC system to create performances and 
continued partnerships with cultural organizations in the SF Bay area.  She notes, 
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It would be nice to do the afterschool programming but funding to school 
districts is low, funding for arts organizations is very limited.  The amount 
of time spent preparing grant proposals compared to actually managing 
the program didn’t balance out.  We’ve tried different things…Without 
funding it is difficult for parents to pay which means that we would have to 
only cater to the higher end clients, to the private schools, or families that 
can afford it. But that would neglect the kids who definitely deserve to 
have those services as well. 1

Leadership and Personal Sustainability 

  

As result of the cuts to arts programming, Nikko has had to rely on a small staff, taking on much 
of the work herself.  At the same time, she has eliminated her own salary as the executive 
director and taken on a second job, leaving very little time for personal pursuits. With WHL’s 
support, Nikko has developed her leadership skills and feels more comfortable delegating work 
and relying on others.  

WHL has helped me to delegate more and to empower others around me, 
so that I’m not the only person doing everything.  I’ve learned to be a 
better team builder, which not only assists in reaching our goals, but frees 
me up to have more time and brain space …It really helped me to see 
where I was burning my candle at both ends in the middle and on top and 
everywhere.  I think I’ve been able to manage my time a little bit better 
and give myself cushion and give myself the free time that is also healthy.   

As an example, Nikko recounted how she let go of responsibility over her organization’s 
participation in the San Francisco Carnival parade this year, allowing her staff and program 
participants to lead the project.  While she used to participate in every task and every decision, 
allowing others to take the lead “ended up wonderful and they had a great time.” 

I’ve learned that I may do it a certain way and someone else may do it a 
totally different way and it may work even better. But I have to give them 
the opportunity to show me what it is they can do. My patience has grown 
and so has my willingness to see another perspective and to accept that 
another way can work. 

Program Value 
Through WHL, Nikko has developed tangible collaboration skills that she utilizes in her role as a 
leader.  In addition to cultivating her ability to delegate tasks, Nikko learned to more effectively 
coordinate and lead a team toward a goal. 

                                                 
1  The quotes in this profile were captured during an interview with Nikko Da Paz about her participation in the 
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I think I'm a better team player....I can play on the team easily if someone 
is giving me instructions.  But if I’m the leader I need to coordinate so that 
the atmosphere of the team ends up being cooperative and I think I’ve 
gotten much better with that.  

In addition to the leadership skills that Nikko developed through the program, including the 
ability to delegate and lead a team, WHL provided an opportunity for Nikko to step away from 
her work and rejuvenate as a leader and a woman.  

WHL enabled us to get away for three days from our responsibilities. Most 
of us in the program were multi-taskers. We were wearing several hats 
and doing a lot and always on the go… It allowed us to see that we don’t 
have to be on all the time.  All of us came in there with that mentality 
because that’s what it takes to do this type of thing that we do. …They 
allowed us to see how you can be a professional, but you can also be a 
human being and you can be a woman and all of that is beautiful.  That 
was a surprising part of it. I wasn’t expecting any kind of heart moment, 
but I got a lot of that. 
I enjoy being engaged with (WHL).  I always associate it with a very 
positive and uplifting and encouraging time.  I really look forward to as 
much interaction with them as I possibly can. 

Nikko found that the program resonated on a personal, as well as a professional, level.  She 
reflects, “It was a wonderful opportunity to come together with other professional women and 
not only learn skills but to also talk about skills that … apply to your general life overall.” 

Looking Forward 
As a result of the confidence she gained by interacting with other professional women, Nikko has 
taken the leap to begin a doctorate program. 

I felt a lot of encouragement to do more and to continue to fulfill whatever 
dreams I had and not feel stuck where I was. I think the program gave me 
encouragement to know that it is possible.  We met with a lot of older 
professional women and I listened to how people's careers had gone up 
and down and changed and I thought, "You know life is not done until it’s 
done."  So the sharing of that and listening I just said, “You know that this 
is something you’ve wanted to do.  Just do it.”   

                                                 
Women’s Health Leadership Institute. 
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“FINDING VALUE IN MY OWN VOICE:” NINA ALCARAZ – 
MONTEREY RAPE CRISIS CENTER 

Nina Alcaraz, deputy director of the Monterey Rape Crisis Center, graduated from the 
Community Foundation of Monterey County’s yearlong LEAD institute in 2010 as part of their 
first CLP cohort.  For the past four years, Nina has worked with the Center, a mid-sized 
organization with eleven full-time staff members, over 50 volunteers, and an annual budget of 
about $1 million, to prevent sexual violence and provide ongoing support, advocacy, and healing 
to survivors of sexual assault in Monterey County.  Most recently, Nina completed a three-month 
tenure as the organization’s executive director, which afforded her a unique opportunity to “test 
run” her newly acquired leadership skills from the LEAD Institute while her ED was on 
sabbatical.   

Context and Challenges 
Monterey County is demarcated by sharp socioeconomic disparities between its highly affluent 
constituents on the Peninsula and low-income farmworker communities in Salinas and south 
Monterey County.  The Center has been a stalwart member of the Peninsula community for the 
past thirty years. In 2007, another agency serving the south County closed, and the Monterey 
Rape Crisis Center decided to expand its services to the whole county.  

The Center encountered a number of “growing pains” in their expansion, both internally and 
externally.  Nina was appointed as deputy director to lead the expansion. Her position in the 
organization surprised and confused her colleagues who did not at first understand her role. 

I was the first person hired for that expansion.  I had to develop all the 
programs and the outreach.  Defining my role in the organization was 
really challenging because the organization was still trying to figure out 
what it was doing.  The first time the organizational chart was released at 
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a staff meeting, everyone was really surprised and confused at where I fell 
in the chart.1

The Center’s operating assumptions about how to talk about sexual assault were challenged as 
they expanded their services to Latino constituents in south Monterey County.  

 

“Rape” was a word that was very uncomfortable for a lot of people.  
When we started doing prevention and child safety presentations at 
schools in the south County area, we faced a lot of resistance; whereas on 
the Peninsula, people were so familiar with our agency and more 
comfortable with the word. 

To gain the trust of their constituents in south County, the organization worked to cultivate 
relationships and participate more actively in local collaborations. The Center also benefited 
from a CLP capacity-building grant that enabled them to do a thorough needs assessment in a 
community where they lacked relationships.  In doing so, the organization met local leaders 
whom they held follow-up meetings with that generated access to the community where few 
inroads had existed before. 

The needs assessment that we’ve done is a really great example of what 
we have been able to accomplish through CLP.  Not only did the 
community leaders feel that we valued their opinion, but our organization 
improved, as well.  Making the needs assessment a priority brought a 
population and a city to the forefront of awareness for our Peninsula 
counterparts who don’t often work in the south County.  Now, they realize 
some of the challenges that we’re facing in this office. People are showing 
a vested interest in what’s going on. 

Leader’s Actions and Program Supports 
Through her participation in the LEAD Institute, Nina has also been able to bring new tools to 
her organization.  For example, she has used goal setting, a tool from the program, to implement 
individual workplans for staff members as a way to encourage them to think about their work 
more strategically. 

Before, the agency “just kept doing the work” instead of future thinking. 
We made sure we were helping people, but didn’t always think about 
where do we see that going?  And how do we know that we’re actually 
accomplishing that?  Or how are we supposed to be telling the story so 
that others know that we’re doing this?  Being able to set those goals, 
even for myself, made me think of how everyone else was doing that.  

                                                 
1  The quotes in this profile were captured from an interview with Nina Alcaraz about her participation in the 

LEAD institute. 
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Having that framework, and having it on paper, was so helpful for me that 
I thought that it would be really helpful for everybody individually and as 
an organization.  We also started incorporating these goals into our 
strategic plan, which was one of my main goals in LEAD, so now we have 
a strategic plan and a dashboard to track how we are doing.  

Moreover, Nina has used the knowledge that she gained to hone her own leadership skills, noting 
that she “feels the presence of the LEAD Institute on a daily basis.”  The program proved 
particularly helpful for her during a recent challenge, in which she had to fire a staff member for 
the first time in her career.  

It was a really tough position and not something that I wanted to do 
because I really enjoyed this person but it had to be done.  Thankfully, it 
came after our supervision section where we got tools.  There were 
definitely key phrases that stood out to me during that supervision section 
that became almost my mantra during that firing process. It kept me 
focused and thinking that this was best for the agency and for the 
individual.  I was able to take that classroom experience, translate it into 
something practical, and was able to go back to the classroom setting and 
share that with my peers; it was really full circle for me.  

Personal Sustainability 
The LEAD Institute has provided Nina with “a safe space” to develop friendships with other 
leaders, many of whom she still interacts with regularly. 

I felt like I gained a lot of new friendships.  I thought that LEAD was a 
really great setting for meeting people who were all on the same page.  
Essentially, a lot of us were middle to upper management, and LEAD was 
a space where we could celebrate and commiserate without feeling 
competitive; it allowed for a really safe space.  Whereas if you go to a lot 
of these congregative meetings, it can be competitive and political; I did 
not feel that way at all in LEAD.  

Program Value 
Aside from improving organizational culture, providing leadership support, and encouraging 
personal sustainability, the LEAD Institute has most significantly helped Nina to value her own 
voice.  Specifically, she said that her participation in the program has enabled her, with 
confidence, to pursue other opportunities for professional and personal self-actualization.  

LEAD really gave me another opportunity to learn more skills.  I felt more 
confident to apply for other things that would keep that momentum going, 
and to go out to networking and collaborative events and speak out, 
advocate for my agency, and give feedback.  I have definitely found a lot 
more value in my own voice.  
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Nina added that the program’s one-on-one coaching has been invaluable, and an ongoing, 
resource, particularly during her tenure as the organization’s interim executive director. 

Having those individual meetings with the coach really helped to keep me 
focused and mirror back my ideas to me giving me an opportunity to think 
about things in new ways.  I still see my coach.  Even before I stepped into 
this position [as interim executive director], I talked to her beforehand 
and she made herself available for me and said that she would be there 
with me during this period, which was very helpful. 

Looking Forward 
Nina’s leadership learning journey continues.  She is committed to integrating the knowledge, 
tools, and practices she gained from the LEAD Institute to further support her growth as a leader 
and a supervisor.   

Although I feel like I’ve found my voice a little bit more, there’s still 
definitely some of the same challenges that keep popping up, like 
supervision.  How do I motivate up?  I can tell the difference in some of 
my staff members who I’ve been really able to change my approach 
with…LEAD taught me a different way of working with staff members that 
I’m still trying to refine and tailor to what their strengths are.  
Beforehand, I was trying to make them fit into what I needed versus 
finding a compromise where their strengths can fill my needs.  So it’s still 
a challenge of trying to retrain myself, and that’s not going to happen 
overnight even though I have that awareness because now it’s about my 
behavior change.  There’s knowledge, and awareness, and now it’s “how 
am I changing my behavior?” 
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“THE COURAGE TO STEP UP:” VALERIE ANTHONY – TOTAL 
SELF-INSIGHT, INC. 

Valerie Anthony founded Total Self Insight (TSI) in 2003, and has been its ED for the past eight 
years.  TSI is a nonprofit agency using an educational, strengths-based approach to provide 
domestic-violence intervention services for batterers.  With five full-time staff members, three 
volunteers and two MSW interns, TSI serves clients throughout Merced County, eighty percent 
of whom are Hispanic. Other populations served are white, African-American and Punjabi. Their 
annual budget is $240,000 generated entirely from fee for service.   

Valerie completed the initial LDIRship for Social Change Program (LDIR) in November 2010, 
and began the Facilitator Training in April 2011. She became interested in participating in LDIR 
after several conversations with her friend, Marilyn Mochel, Healthy House’s clinical director. 
Marilyn raved about the training and told Valerie that “she needed to go.”  Marilyn introduced 
Valerie to Barbara Hill, the program director of Healthy House, and the conversations continued. 
Among their many endorsements, Valerie was most intrigued by having a safe space to talk 
about issues faced by leaders of color.   

Marilyn, Barbara and I had some very deep conversations about some of 
the obstacles that I had run into as a woman of color around starting and 
sustaining the organization, my lack of role models, and some of the 
cultural things that play into building trust and knowing who to go to…at 
that point I felt like they gave me an avenue in which to talk about things 
that I had been holding in for seven years…when they talked about LDIR 
they talked about it as a place that allowed me to say those things and…be 
around like-minded people that also wanted to make changes in the 
community.1

Valerie was hesitant about the time commitment but knew that if she did not do it now, she 
probably never would; she decided to apply 

 

                                                 
1  The quotes in this profile were captured from an interview with Valerie Anthony about her participation in the 

LDIRship for Social Change Program. 
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Leader’s Actions and Program Supports 
Participating in LDIR gave Valerie the courage and confidence to have difficult conversations. 
She describes the first time she attended a board meeting, and joined other LDIR participants, to 
ask questions and challenge old ways of doing things.  She got a chance to see the things they 
had talked about put into practice.   

Before LDIR I never would have put attending a board meeting on my 
agenda, let alone speaking up and asking questions.  It felt like someone 
had my back, and that was one of the big pluses I got from LDIR. 

She gained the courage to approach the Building Healthy Communities Hub Manager in Merced 
(who was in her LDIR cohort) to inquire about applying for a capacity-building grant.  She says, 

Never in my wildest dreams would I have considered talking to the Hub 
Manager about a capacity-building grant before LDIR.  My connection 
with LDIR gave me a boost to say it’s okay to approach them; all they can 
say is no. 

Sometimes, she says, “as a woman of color it is hard to feel worthy enough to step up”, but 
having a personal relationship with the Hub Manager gave her the courage to ask the question 
and have confidence that she would be understood. 

Valerie’s increased confidence enabled her to put herself forward to be elected the chairperson of 
the MATCH Coalition (Multidisciplinary Approach to Cross-Cultural Health) in Merced.  She 
recounts how controversy arose at the first meeting over a recommendation from the executive 
committee.  Instead of responding out of anger or not respond at all, LDIR enabled her to listen 
and respond with intention. 

 I was able to sit back, analyze the process from several different points of 
view and decide how I wanted to respond.  LDIR expanded my perspective 
and helped me think about how my actions would affect the community. 

Through the program, Valerie formed stronger relationships with several people she had known 
but not really “known” deeply.  

We knew each other but never had an opportunity to have a real honest 
and open dialogue together. It was refreshing to really get to know people. 

Having this depth of relationship and shared experiences enabled an easier flow of information, 
and a sense of mutual recognition and knowing when they would see each other at meetings. 

One tangible outcome for her organization was a more formal partnership with a fellow 
participant who was Punjabi. Dolly Solomon now teaches TSI’s Punjabi course; her presence has 
expanded referrals from the Punjabi community.    
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Our agency can now offer another language to residents in the county.  
Before we never received referrals from the Punjabi community, now we 
have five people who are participating who speak Punjabi. They are able 
to speak with someone who looks like them, speaks their language, and 
understands their culture. That’s so important in order for people to be 
able to facilitate change in their lives.  

Program Value 
Valerie found LDIR’s practice of using opening and closing circles one of the most valuable 
parts of the program.  After each exercise, people shared their thoughts and feelings about the 
exercise, and how they personally connected to it. It allowed people to speak from their hearts. 

When I heard people speak from their heart, with true emotion, my 
assessment of them changed, it made me want to connect with them, to 
build a bridge. We cracked the door a little bit and the rest was up to us to 
open it. 

She appreciated being able to spend the weekend in a retreat setting with no access to cellphone 
or other distractions. 

…[the setting was an] isolated bubble to constantly process and tap into 
those emotions that are going on and to be able to share them. 

Valerie has also benefited from other CLP supports.  She participated in the LDIR post-training 
skills workshop on Budgeting and Finance for Nonprofits, and a workshop on Personal Finance 
offered by Women’s Leadership Circles. Initially, Valerie was resistant to attend the Personal 
Finance training because she didn’t “want to talk about money.”  The facilitator began the 
workshop with a dialogue about how women develop their discomfort with talking about money, 
which allowed the group to connect in a “phenomenal” way.  After the training, she said that she 
has been able to use the information from the training to make more informed decisions in her 
personal finances, including opening and IRA for retirement and talking with her husband about 
their budget and savings.  

Looking Forward 
Moving forward, Valerie is committed to passing on what she learned from LDIR to others.  She 
is encouraging and sponsoring her staff members to participate in the program. She mentors her 
granddaughter to “advocate for herself, and to speak up when she sees a wrong”, and to do it in a 
way that will make a difference.  
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“Too often there is a lack of mentorship to guide young leaders of color,” according to Valerie.  
Drawing on her military experience, Valerie knows the value of sponsorship.  She would like to 
see this similar support for young leaders within the nonprofit sector.  

…one of things that I remember most is that every time you got promoted 
…you always had a sponsor.  You always had someone there, to whom 
you could say ‘why do they do it like this?’, and that person could say, ‘I 
do it like this because…’ You know you could go to that sponsor for 
anything and I think that there is such a lack of minority role models, not 
even just minority role models, even in the majority sector that I see, I see 
them not sharing information with younger people.  If you sit down at a 
table and everyone’s hair is gray there is something wrong with that 
picture… 

Valerie hopes LDIR alumni will be mentors for future participants.   

It is up to us to identify who to sponsor, literally sponsor them in by 
saying, “you can have these difficult conversations, I will try to guide you 
with an open mind”… I am happy to be the first one in Merced, but I can 
also say I look to Barbara as my mentor because she went through the one 
in LA.  

LDIR helped Valerie think about leadership succession for her own organization.  The program 
drove home the importance of thinking strategically about how to pass on this work to the next 
generation.  

It has been a visionary type of thing, it has been a good growth 
process…If I take this to my grave, shame on me because nothing is going 
to change…I have been a little advocate without realizing it for a long, 
long, long time and now that it is socially acceptable to be that advocate, I 
don’t want to stop.  But, I know at the same time I can pass this on so they 
[the next generation] can continue the work.  
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Appendix H 

Competency Measures and Number of Survey 
Respondents 

 
Competency Area 

 
Competency Measures 

No. of 
Respondents 

Advocacy & SC I advocate the importance of working on policy and systems 
change with board and staff. 28 

I advocate for changes in policy that will benefit communities of 
color and low-income communities. 52 

I actively seek ways to undo systems of oppression in my work. 52 

Collaboration I connect with peers to help me solve problems. 61 

I collaborate with other organizations to have greater 
community-wide impact. 60 

I actively seek collaboration with other organizations to 
maximize impact and connect campaigns and activities to a 
broader movement for social change. 

31 

Cultural 
Competency 

I make sure that the leadership of the organization reflects the 
constituencies we serve. 51 

I understand how cultural beliefs, values, behaviors, customs 
and norms influence what people care about, and how they 
organize and lead. 

62 

I engage people from diverse cultures in community problem-
solving. 52 

I am conscious and intentional about addressing power 
relationships within the organization. 60 

Organizational I engage in open communication, share information widely and 
involve staff and board in making decisions. 66 

I use evidence and community/ consumer input for making 
decisions. 41 

I support others in my organization to find a sustainable work-
life balance. 58 

I motivate others in my organization to work effectively in 
teams. 58 

I use effective facilitation and communication techniques 
including meeting planning and facilitation, conflict resolution, 
and consensus building to lead groups towards sustainable and 
appropriate results. 

36 

I value and measure performance. 33 

Personal Mastery I create opportunities for personal reflection. 59 

I feel at peace with myself about what I can and cannot do. 60 

I have strategies for sustaining my energy for the work in the 
face of all the stress. 59 

I embrace challenges and mistakes as learning opportunities. 59 

I listen deeply and respectfully to information, emotions, 
opinions, and perspectives from diverse groups in the 
community. 

63 

I take appropriate risks. 61 

 



Appendix I 

Regional Outcomes by Competency Area 
 
The following charts provide an overview of changes in competency areas by region. 
Since CLP was partly designed to bring leadership resources to underserved regions 
such as the San Joaquin Valley and the Central Coast, we thought a regional analysis 
might provide some valuable insights about the effects of CLP leadership investments. 
 
Overall, when competencies are averaged, the San Joaquin Valley and the SF Bay Area 
reported the greatest change from their leadership investments (+.72 and +.74 
respectively). When we look at each competency area, we find that personal mastery 
and collaboration and networking were areas of greatest change overall, with the San 
Joaquin Valley and the San Francisco Bay Area showing the greatest change in these 
areas (blue highlighted cells below). The Central Coast demonstrated the greatest 
change in organizational leadership (blue highlighted cell), but demonstrated a 
somewhat lower change score when all competencies were averaged (+.61). 
 
 

Exhibit 9: Average Changes in Competency Ratings by Region 
 

  San 
Joaquin 
Valley 

SF Bay 
Area 

Central 
Coast 

Multiple 
Regions  

Combined1 

Missing 
Region 

All 
Regional 
Average 

Personal mastery +.86 +.99 +.69 +.85 +.86 +0.82 

Organizational leadership +.61 +.68 +.85 +.84 +.13 +0.71 

Cultural competency +.68 +.31 +.46 +.62 +.50 +0.54 

Collaboration and networking +.84 +.92 +.50 +.85 +.33 +0.74 

Advocacy and systems 
change 

+.71 +.71 +.55 +.6 +.50 +0.65 

All Competency Average +.74 +.72 +.61 +.75 +.46   

 
 

                                                        
1 Some leaders who responded to the survey checked multiple regions, indicating they 
may be a statewide organization or operate in multiple counties. 



The Bay Area and the San Joaquin Valley reported the most change in personal mastery. 
On average individuals in both these regions rated their competency in this area lower 
before the program, and showed the most progress afterwards. On average individuals 
in all regions rated their competency just slightly above “very well” which is 3 on the 
chart below. Change in personal mastery overall was rated higher than for any other 
competency area. One reason for this may be the focus that many leadership programs 
place on personal ecology, reflection, work-life balance, personal leadership assessment, 
and learning new techniques to clarify vision and avoid burnout. 
 
 

 

 
 

Central Coast leaders reported the most change in organizational leadership 
competencies. Leaders on average started the program with less competency. Many of 
the leaders selected were emerging leaders who were expected to assume executive 
leadership in the next five years. They grew their organizational leadership 
competencies significantly as a result of the programs they participated in. On average 
individuals in all regions rated their competency just slightly below “very well” which is 3 
on the chart below. This is somewhat lower overall than both personal mastery and 
collaboration/networking, but higher than cultural/community competency and advocacy 
and systems change. 
 
 

2.36 
2.17 2.06 2.07 2.14 

3.04 3.03 3.04 2.92 3 

Central Coast San Joaquin SF Bay Area Multiple Regions Missing 

Personal Mastery 
Average Change by Region 

Before 

After 

← +0.69 →  

1 = A Little         2 = Somewhat          3 = Very well         4 = Extremely Well 

← +0.86→  ← +0.99 →  ← +0.85 →  ← +0.86→  



 
 
Individuals rated their collaboration and networking competencies “after” the program on 
average higher than any other competency area. All regions reported “very well” in that 
competency area moving towards “extremely well.” The network effects of leadership 
programs are well-established. By bringing together nonprofit leaders in a region, 
leaders build trusting relationships with leaders they did not know before or did not know 
well; learn collaborative leadership skills; and find new opportunities to work together.  
After personal mastery, average changes in collaboration and networking scores are 
highest among all competency areas.   
 

 
 
On average, leaders rated their change in cultural competency lower than all other 
competency areas. One reason for this may be that leaders generally rated their cultural 
competency “before” the program higher than for other competency areas. This higher 

1.95 
2.29 2.18 2.06 

2.88 2.8 2.9 2.86 2.9 3 

Central Coast San Joaquin SF Bay Area Multiple Regions Missing 

Organizational Leadership 
Average Change by Region 

Before 

After 

←  +0.85  →  

1 = A Little         2 = Somewhat          3 = Very well         4 = Extremely Well 

←  +0.61  →  ←  +0.68  →  ←  +0.84  →  ←  +0.13  →  

2.31 2.17 
2.42 2.44 

2.67 2.81 
3.01 

3.33 3.29 
3 

Central Coast San Joaquin SF Bay Area Multiple Regions Missing 

Collaboration and Networking 
Average Change by Region 

Before 

After 

←  +0.56 →  

1 = A Little         2 = Somewhat          3 = Very well         4 = Extremely Well 

←   +0.84  →  ←  +0.92 →  ←  +0.85  →  ←  +0.33  →  



rating may reflect that most respondents are leaders of color who may be more aware of 
the role of culture by virtue of their own experiences.  On average, individuals across all 
regions rated their cultural competency at 3 or above after the program.  
 

 
 
On average the San Joaquin Valley and the San Francisco Bay Area reported greater 
average change in this competency are, although the San Joaquin Valley leaders rated 
their competency in this area much lower “before” and “after” the program than the SF 
Bay Area. Programs differ widely in the degree to which they focus on advocacy and 
systems change. While this competency is not a CLP priority, we report on it because 
many of the challenges facing nonprofit leaders require advocacy and systems change 
to solve (see the discussion of challenges in Part III.)  
 

 

2.83 

2.33 

2.84 

2.21 

2.75 

3.29 
3.01 3.16 

2.84 
3.25 

Central Coast San Joaquin SF Bay Area Multiple Regions Missing 

Cultural Competency 
Average Chagne by Region 

Before 

After 

←  +0.46  →  

1 = A Little         2 = Somewhat          3 = Very well         4 = Extremely Well 

←   +0.68  →  ←  +0.31  →  ←  +0.62 →  ←  +0.5  →  

2.62 

2.07 
2.45 

2 2 

3.18 
2.78 

3.16 

2.61 2.5 

Central Coast San Joaquin SF Bay Area Multiple Regions Missing 

Advocacy & System Change 
Average Change by Region 

Before 

After 

←  +0.55  →  

1 = A Little         2 = Somewhat          3 = Very well         4 = Extremely Well 

←   +0.71  →  ←  +0.71  →  ←  +0.6  →  ←  +0.5   →  
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